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The invisible scourge 
The news about lesbians' breast cancer risk is finally coming out. 

But little help is yet available to meet their unique needs. 

by  C.  MITCHELL 

On two occasions, Dcnnie Douchcr had lumps 
removed from her breasts. The lumps were benign, so 
Douchcr didn't feel concerned when she went in for her 
third mammogram. 

But after the test, the lab technician said she thought 
she saw "something small." Douchcr's gynecologist 
urged her to gel a biopsy. 

"I didn't want to have it, but they said, 'you're in a 
high risk group. You haven't had children, you've had 
fibrocysu'c disease and previous biopsies,'" Douchcr 
recalled. 

"Well—no one had ever told me I might be at risk 
for breast cancer," Douchcr added. 

And no one ever told her that she might be more at 
risk because she was a lesbian. In fact, until recently, no 
one even thought about lesbians when ihcy did breast 
cancer research, according to epidemiologist Suzanne 
Hayncs. 

And no one hypothesized that, compared to hetero- 
sexual women, lesbians stand a two-to-three-fold higher 
chance of developing breast cancer. But Hayncs be- 
lieves that could be true. 

She first developed the hypothesis after organizers 
invited her to speak at last July's National Lesbian and 
Gay Health Conference. In preparation, the epidemi- 
ologist began looking for statistics on the number of 
lesbians with breast cancer. 

"I was really shocked to find out there were no 
published cancer rates for lesbians," Haynes recalled. 
"So I had to look at the risk factors for lesbians. If there 
are no numbers available, the second best thing to do is 
to look at the risk factors and, from that, come up with 
an estimated number." 

In trying to get that number, Haynes realized that 
lesbians could be at risk for a few different reasons. 
Along with a family history of breast cancer, whether 
or not a woman has borne children is one of the most 

significant risk factors for developing the cancer, Hayncs 
said. 

"The whole medical theory for the cause of breast 
cancer is tied to high levels of circulating estrogen." she 
says. "The theory is that, with women who don't have 
children, there arc too many years of circulating estro- 
gen." 

Compared to women who have a child, women 
who don't do so have twice the risk of developing 
breast cancer. About 80 percent of lesbians have not 
borne children, Hayncs said. 

Alcohol also plays a role in breast cancer, she added. 
Hayncs said that studies have shown that with only two 
drinks a day, there is a 30 percent increase in the body's 
estrogen level. Studies also support the well-known fact 
that lesbians drink more than heterosexuals, she added. 

Julie Carroll is the director of a new project at 
Atlanta's Feminist Women's Health Center. The project, 
named "All Women Arc At Risk For Breast Cancer," 
will distribute information about the incidence of breast 
cancer and prevention. The group seeks to educate all 
women, including women of color and lesbians, Carroll 
said. 

Talking about ways to prevent breast cancer, Carroll 
urged monthly breast self exams, because most lumps 
arc found by women during such exams. Haynes be- 
lieves mammograms are more important in catching 
cancer, because they pick up lumps at an earlier stage of 
their development 

But either way, lesbians lose. 
Why? Because compared to heterosexual women, 

lesbians get fewer routine gynecological checkups, in- 
cluding mammograms, according to Haynes and Carroll. 
And compared to lesbians, twice as many heterosexual 
women give themselves breast exams, Haynes said, 
citing studies done in the recent past. 

Breast cancer is the leading cause of death among 
women between the ages of 32 and 52. It kills approxi- 
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Broadway Godsend. The big- 
gest, most intelligent, most 
passionate American play in 
recent memory. George C. 
Wolfe is the perfect director 
for this play. " -Jack Kroll, Newsweek 

fierce and wonderful play-as 
intimate and entertaining as it is 
monumental and spiritual. Joe 
Mantello takes your breath 
away." -Linda Winer, Newsday 

play that will mark our 
time, the way Death of a 
Salesman and West Side 
Story marked theirs." 

y -JoelSiegel, ABC-TV 

victory for Tony Kushner, 
for theatre, for the trans- 
forming power of the 
imagination. -John Lahr, The New Yorker 

bravura performance by Ron 
Leibman. Watching his Roy Cohn 
is a rare chance to see a world- 
class American virtuoso act to 
the max." -Jack Kroll, Newsweek 

work that never loses its wicked 
sense of humor. Angels in 
America is ignited by the blood- 
churning performances of Ron 
Leibman and Stephen Spinella." 

-Frank Rich, The New York Times 

striking vision, daring and com- 
passionate, with a splendid perfor- 
mance from Marcia Gay Harden 
as the Valium-popping Mormon 
Wife." - Douglas Watt, Daily News 

smartly ambitious, unabashedly 
sprawling glintingly provocative, 
frequently hilarious play, and 
Ellen McLaughlin makes the 
ultimate entrance in the final 
SCene. ' ' -Jeremy Gerard, Variety 

work of true genius. Jeffrey 
Wright, as a former drag queen, 
is especially accomplished in his 
role." -William A. Raidy, Newark Star-Ledger 

fierce and wonderful play, un- 
compromising and compas- 
sionate. David Marshall Grant 
has just the right combination of 
boyishness and rigidity as the 
struggling young Mormon." 

-Linda Winer. Newsdav 

Mormon mother, an elderly 
rabbi - some of the best acting in 
Angels in America is being done 
by Kathleen Chalfant. Her range 
is impressive, her restraint even 
more SO."   -David Richards, The New York Times 

phenomenon. It grabs Broadway 
by the throat and gives it a 
vigorous shaking up. The ensem- 
ble cast is beyond belief. Long 
may these angels soar! " 

- Dennis Curyiingham. CBS-TV 

4 TONY* AWARDS i„dudi„gBEST PLAY • 1993 PULITZER PRIZE 

A  GAY  FANTASIA  ON   NATIONAL  THEMES 

GELS IN AMERIC 
A PLAY BY TONY KUSHNER WITH KATHLEEN CHALFANT, DAVID MARSHALL GRANT, MARCIA GAY HARDEN, JOE MANTELLO, ELLEN McLAUGHUN, 

STEPHEN SPINELIA, JEFFREY WRIGHT AND RON LEIBMAN AS ROY COHN, DIRECTED BY GEORGE C WOLFE 

TELE-CHARGE1: 1-800-422-9440 • SJ WALTER KERR THEATRE, 219 WEST 48TH STREET 
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Backlash in Atlanta 
Rainbow flag burned, other 
harassment reported as gays 

and lesbians raise their profile 

Atlanta—When Chazz Mounicastle and Rob- 
ert Radford fell asleep last Saturday night, they 
never dreamed they'd be the victims of an anti- 
gay attack by morning. 

The attack wasn't brutal—just the simple 
torching of the rainbow flag on ihc front eave of 
their Cabbagctown house—but the effect was 
surely the same. 

"I was shocked," said Mountcastlc. "I just 
couldn't believe it." 

Mountcastlc and Radford have been reno- 
vating the house on Savannah Street, in the 
shadow of the Fulton Mill, for nearly a year. 
They've put up a picket fence, planted flowers 
and painted, and now Mountcastle is setting up a 
portion of his house to serve as a hair salon. 

"The neighbors are very nice," Mountcastle 
said. "They warmed up to us slowly, but they 
come over and help with the renovations now." 

Mountcastle said it was his breaking up an 
attempted rape in the neighborhood that "really 
did it." 

"I heard a girl screaming bloody murder and 
I went over with my shovel," he said. "After 
that, even the kids were speaking to me. That's 
why I was so shocked about the flag." 

The flag on Mountcastle and Radford's house 
may have been targeted because of the increased 
visibility of lesbians and gays in the Atlanta 
area. 

The recent Pride celebration and extensive 
coverage of Mayor Maynard Jackson's veto of 
an ordinance giving benefits to the partners of 
city employees have put lesbians and gays in the 
spotlight. While calls to the local Hate Crimes 
Bias Line have not increased in recent weeks, 
ACLU Lesbian/Gay Rights Chapter President 
Larry Pellegrini says the "little harassments" are 
just the beginning. 

"It's the hate Maynard Jackson unleashed 
[with his veto]," Pellegrini said. "People are 

trying to take advantage of it." 
Pellegrini himself has been the victim of 

what he believes is an attempt at anti-gay ha- 
rassment—trucks from the Salvation Army and 
Goodwill arrived at his house recently, saying 
he had called for pickups. 

"I never did," Pellegrini said. "I can only 
assume it's a little harassment." 

Other incidents haven't been so benign. 
Jeff Check, an aide to Fulton County Com- 

mission Chairman Michael Lomax, has received 
death threats from an anonymous man who ap- 
parently has followed him away from the office. 

"Over a period of two or three weeks, phone 
calls from this one man got increasingly more 
threatening," said Check, who is working with 
Lomax to pass domestic partnership legislation 
in Fulton County. "Most of the complaints have 
been relatively rational. But this guy has gone 
from 'all faggots need to burn in hell' to 1 spe- 
cifically need to watch my ass because he knows 
wherel am." 

In his last phone call, on July 6, the man 
related Cheek's movements over the previous 
weekend and repeated his car tag number to 
him. Cheek says he is frightened, but he's taking 
the precautions he needs to protect himself. 

"I'm making sure my babysitters know where 
I am and when I'll be back," he said, adding that 
he has met with the Fulton County police chief 
and that the department is taking action to track 
the man. 

Since July 6, says Cheek, he's received no 
further threatening calls, "but I've gotten a lot of 
hang ups on the voice mail. He won't leave 
messages." 

Carrie Jaffe coordinates the Women's Out- 
door Network, an organization that sponsors out- 
door activities for women and which uses Jaffe's 
home phone as its number. Last week, an anony- 
mous male caller, who said he got the number 
from Southern Voice's organizations listing, 
phoned three times. 

"[The first time] my partner answered the 
phone. He said, 'Can I ask you some ques- 
tions?,' and when she said 'No,' he said, 'Are 
you a lesbian?'" Jaffe said. 

He called back a second time, and Jaffe told 
him not to call. The third lime, the women let the 

Jackson says this time he'll sign 
Atlanta—Mayor Maynard Jackson says a 

new version of the domestic p;ulncrship ben- 
efits legislation is acceptable to him, and he 
has vowed to sign the measure if it passes the 
City Council. 

Though the ordinance, which would pro- 

Mayor Jackson says the partnership con- 
troversy shouldn't "fester." 

vide benefits to the domestic partners of city 
employees, was still smiled in committee as 
Southern Voice went to press, the mayor's 
office was pushing to bring the measure to a 
vote at this week's meeting of the council. 

"Now. that we have agreement on ascer- 
taining costs and potential sources for those 
costs, it serves no useful purpose to allow this 
matter to fester," Jackson said at a press con- 
ference last week, where he also signed a 
council resolution authorizing city officials to 
begin discussions with the city's insurance 
providers to determine the costs of a domestic 
partnership program. 

The measure that will come up before the 
City Council is identical to an ordinance Jack- 
son vetoed last month, triggering a wave of 
protest and anger in the lesbian/gay commu- 
nity. But this time, it is going through the 
legislative process with a companion ordi- 
nance that would address the financial con- 
cerns that the mayor cited as the reason for his 
veto. 

However, the bill ran into trouble last 
week when the council's executive commit- 
tee voted 3-2 to hold the bill. Had the bill 
been passed out of that committee, it then 
would have gone before the finance commit- 
tee in time for this week's council meeting. 

Jackson immediately called for the com- 
mittee to reconsider, and contacted both Coun- 
cilwoman Davetta Johnson, who chairs the 

CONTINUED  ON PAGE  12 

Chazz Mountcastle and Robert Radtord with their incinerated rainbow flag. 

answering machine pick up the call and the man 
left an obscene message. 

Mountcastle and Radford note that the flag 
burning on their property came on the heels of 
the domestic partnership controversy. 

Mountcastle says, "It was right after the veto, 
and right after [state Rep.] Billy McKinney made 
his remarks" in which he called for state legisla- 
tion banning domestic partnership and called 
gays "faggots." 

"I think whoever did this saw the flag and 
put two and two together. It was within the time 
frame." 

While the potential for damage to the 
Mountcastle/Radford home was real—the flag 
hung from the front eaves of their house—only 
the flag itself was damaged. 

The backlash is a nationwide phenomenon. 
With lesbians on the cover of Newsweek, the 
continuing discussion of the gays in the military 
issue, anti-gay constitutional amendments in sev- 
eral states and April's massive lesbian/gay rights 
march, Americans have seen lesbians and gays 
more often than ever before—and many don't 
like it. 

"I was appalled and disgusted by your cover 
story on lesbians," wrote Tikvah Shachter, of 
Cleveland, Ohio, to Newsweek. "God created 
Adam and Eve, not Amy and Eve. If people 
keep compromising their morals, where will it 
all end?" 

And this, from Dee Marie Jones of St. Louis: 
".. .we'll keep the government out of your bed- 

CONTINUED   ON   PAGE   12 

Pear Garden Six to go on trial 
Atlunta—Six activists arrested while collect- 

ing signatures on a petition supporting a domes- 
tic partnership ordinance were scheduled to go 
on trial in Allanut Municipal Court this week. 

Joe dcRosc, Anthony Ricciardi, Uri Vaknin, 
S. Faybcllc Ma-hce, Rob Harlow and Clay 
Calhoun arc charged with disorderly conduct 
and obstructing an arrest. Their trial was set for 
July 20. 

The six were arrested on July 10 about an 
hour after they began collecting signatures and 
handing out fliers near the Pear Garden, an Afri- 
can American gay bar in downtown Atlanta. A 
motorcycle officer, J.W. Pike, approached Ma- 
lice, asking her to move on, and when she asked 
for an explanation, and Ricciardi asked for Pike's 
badge number, a verbal altercation ensued. The 
six activists turned to leave when they say Pike 
initiated an arrest of Ricciardi and threw him to 
the ground. He then called for backup and had 
all six arrested. 

Michael Hauptman, an attorney for the 
American Civil Liberties Union who is repre- 
senting the group, has filed a motion to dismiss 
the charges, claiming that Pike, "a hclmctcd, 
armed, jackbooted, member of an elite motor- 
cycle gang, commonly known as the Bureau of 
Atlanta Police Services," violated the constitu- 
tional rights of the defendants to engage in free- 
dom of speech and peaceful assembly. 

In his motion, Hauptman called the incident 
one of a continuing series of "assaultfs] on the 
gay and lesbian community of Atlanta." 

"Simply suited," he wrote, "the accused citi- 
zens were arrested for not being heterosexuals 
while in the performance of a constitutional right. 
[The arrests send a message to the entire lesbian 
and gay community saying] 'We do not work 
for you. You do not have righLs. 1 f you continue 
to attempt to exercise constitutional rights, the 
only right that you have is to be assaulted, bat- 
tered, and kidnapped.'" 

The trial was postponed because July 12, 
the original date, was Officer Pike's day off. 
The judge in the case denied Pike's request for a 
two week delay, as well as Hauptman's request 
for a one day delay, instead setting the trial for 
July 20. 

"[The delay] is going to give them time to 
develop a story to wrap around [Pike's] appar- 
ent ovcrrcaction," said Larry Pellegrini, presi- 
dent of the Georgia ACLU's Lesbian/Gay RighLs 
Chapter, who helped bail the six activists out of 
jail. "They need to come up with something to 
explain his actions." 

Meanwhile, Mayor Maynard Jackson has 
asked Police Chief Eldrin Bell to initiative an 
internal investigation of the incident. The six 
defendants were scheduled to meet with police 
department internal affairs investigators on Fri- 
day. Additionally, the defendants said they would 
be talking with their attorneys about filing civil 
lawsuits against the city, pending the results of 
the trial. 

KC  W1LDM00N 
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Louisiana artist finds he was 
target of anti-gay witch hunt 

New Orleans—Well-known New Orleans 
performance artist Frank Aqucno is used to 
the spotlight. An unsettling fellow to some, 
with his ACT UP manners and eye-on-truth 
posture, he's been known to sting the soft, 
genteel underbelly of some in the Crescent 
City. 

But a few weeks ago, Aqucno answered 
his phone and found himself in the middle of a 
completely different spotlight. Florida Public 
Radio was on the other end. They told him his 
recent performance at Florida State Univer- 
sity had linked him to something called the 
Johns Committee, which launched an anti-gay 
witch hunt during the 1950s and 1960s in the 
Sunshine State. 

On July 2, 45 boxes holding documents 
generated by the Johns Committee were 
opened. They were sealed nearly 30 years 
earlier. Most names of targets and their accus- 
ers are inked over. But Aqueno's role as a 
committee target became public because of a 
performance piece in which Aqueno tells of 
being busted in a 1961 sex sting at the Talla- 
hassee bus station when he was a student at 
Florida State University. In the piece, Aqueno 
acts out questions put to him concerning the 
governor's nephew. He knew nothing about 
the governor's nephew, or why they would be 
asking him such questions. 

The result: he was exposed, expelled, and 
trotted off for years of psychotherapy. 

Until he got the call, Aqueno says he had 
never heard of the Johns Committee, named 
for its chairman, Charley Johns. Says Aqueno, 
"At least it was appropriately named." 

Encouraged down a narrow path after his 
arrest, Aqueno married. In 1969, eight years 
after being drug from the closet by the com- 
mittee, he and his wife divorced. "I came out 
to myself," he says. 

The Johns Committee first sought Com- 
munists, then looked for homosexuals. In their 
secret nine years, they never caused charges to 
be brought against anyone except a reporter 
with the Orlando Sentinel, who criticized the 

Frank Aqueno was arrested while a stu- 
dent at Florida State in 1961. 

committee and was lured into a compromis- 
ing position with a female prostitute. Press 
coverage of the Johns Committee's belated 
exposure has been extensive. The Tallahassee 
Democrat headlined July 2, "Skeletons fall 
from Capitol's closet." Throughout Florida, 
the dailies have run multiple page stories de- 
tailing the illegal and cruel treatment of les- 
bian and gay citizens. Stories have appeared 
in The New York Times and on the Associ- 
ated Press' national wire. 

Aqueno's NPR call was followed by the 
Orlando Sentinel's Donna O'Neal. She wrote 
a Sunday piece featuring Aqueno, complete 
with his 1961 FSU yearbook photo juxta- 
posed against a new shot by the Associated 
Press. 

One night, as calls were pouring in from 
Florida, Aqueno sat on the stage inside the 
True Brew Theatre. He was doing the first 
time presentation of a work, awkwardly titled 
"HETERO! transbiLEZBOyQUEERfjftie 
Pursuit of Happiness." In the final scene, 
Aqueno tells of the Johns Committee and the 
recent phone calls. 

LEONARD   EARL   JOHNSSOX 

NC Business Magazines Hit For Homophobic Ads: TWO 
radio stations in North Carolina sponsored ads asking "Why Can't Homosexuals Just Say 
No?" in two business journals last month, prompting an outcry from the state's lesbian/gay 
community. The ads ran in,the Charlotte Business Journal and Raleigh's Triangle Business 
Journal, both owned by American City Business Journals of Charlotte. The author of the ads, 
WZZU and WRFX radio personality Robert Raiford, wrote that homosexuality "is still alien 
to the procreation of life and must be considered aberrant" and decried the "orchestrated 
propaganda movement [set up] to glorify this mutation. Charlotte Gruenwald, publisher of 
the Triangle Business Journal, told Q-Notcs, a Charlotte lesbian/gay newspaper, that running 
the ad was a mistake, while Charlotte Business Journal editor Joanne Skoog said that 
although "1 don't agree with it.. .1 have no control over ad content." 

South Carolina Capital Extends Protection to Gay/Lesbian Employees: Colum- 
bia has added "sexual orientation" to its non-discrimination policy. The city manager 
approved the change on June 15, after a recommendation to do so from a subcommittee of 
the city's Human Rights Commission, according to a report in Q-Notes, a gay and lesbian 
newspaper. "It has always been the city's policy to get the best employee—whether they can 
do the job or not is our primary consideration," said Assistant City Manager Mike West, who 
added that the policy change was designed to insure that all employees are treated fairly. "Wc 
think it's fantastic that the city of Columbia has shown it cares about all of its citizens," said 
Debra Brandcis, a member of the subcommittee that made the recommendation. 

Ashe Memorial Dedicated in Richmond: Family and friends gathered July 10 to pay 
tribute to tennis champion Arthur Ashe and dedicate a memorial at his grave site. He was 
honored with a 21-gun salute and the playing of taps on what would have been his 50th 
birthday. Former Atlanta Mayor Andrew Young, poet Maya Angelou and Gov. L. Douglas 
Wilder were among about 200 people at the dedication. Ashe, a Richmond native, died of 
AIDS-related pneumonia in February. "It was always tradition for Arthur and me to write a 
letter to each other on our birthdays," said his widow, Jeanne Moutoussamy-Ashe, who, in 
her letter, told Ashe of "the everlasting power of our love for each other. It sustains me 
daily." Angelou's memorial reading described "this man superb in love and logic" who will 
be remembered by "the lives grown out of his life." 

Florida Lesbians Sue For Marriage License: Two lesbians are suing Florida for the 
right to marry. "I want a legal marriage just like other couples have," said Shawna Underwood, 
24. Underwood, a convenience store worker studying to become a paralegal, and Denia 
Marie Davis, 30, were twice denied a marriage license by the Orange County Court Clerk's 
office in May. They filed suit July 9 in state circuit court. Davis, who works as a behavior 
specialist, has an 8-year-old daughter. 
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D.C. AIDS Chief 0 USteil: Caklin Ryan, chief of ihe District of Columbia's 
Agency for HIV/AIDS and a former official at AID Atlanta, has been dismissed after 
complaints from the Nation of Islam that she violated city rules by blocking its bid for a grant 
to run an AIDS information campaign. A report in the Washington Post quoted a source who 
claimed Ryan said she took the action because of the Nation's anti-gay beliefs. Ryan, a 
lesbian, denied she did anything improper and said, "When the facts are out, 1 will be 
exonerated." 

Anti-Gay Groups Part Company in Or- 
egon: Pat Robertson's Christian Coalition has 
parted ways with Lon Mabon's Oregon Citi- 
zens Alliance, the group sponsoring anti-gay 
ballot initiatives in that slate. Mabon, who has 
established OCA chapters in Idaho and Wash- 
ington and changed the name of the organiza- 
tion to the United Slates Citizens Alliance, 
says the split was a strategic one, but other 
Christians disagree, claiming that Mabon's 
image is too negative. "I encouraged [the Chris- 
tian Coalition to distance themselves]," Rev. 
Frank Carpenter, a board member of the Or- 
egon Association of Evangelicals, told the 
Roseburg (Wash.) News Review. "It would be 
better if there is a Christian voice in this state 
that doesn't have Lon's reputation." 

Gay Otticer Enlisted in Hunt For London 
Sor ial Killer: A gay police officer has joined 
the team trying to track down a serial killer 
who has targeted gay men in London. Detec- 

Even Pat Robertson can't stomach the 
Oregon Citizens Alliance. 

tive Chief Superintendent Ken John, Scotland Yard's investigation chief, said, "It is my 
belief that important information is available which will only come from the gay commu- 
nity." The officer prefers to remain anonymous, police said. The unknown killer has 
murdered five men in London, four of whom were known to be gay. 

Activist Makes An, Uh, Pungent Statement in Rhode island: An anonymous 
activist claimed responsibility for dumping 200 pounds of manure on the lawn of the 
Warwick law firm of state Rep. Charles Knowles, who did not support a recently-defeated 
gay rights bill. "I wish it wasn't anonymous because we're getting the heat," sad Julia Pell, a 
spokesperson for the Rhode Island Alliance for Lesbian and Gay Civil Rights. "The alliance 
has spent 10 years building up its credibility, and this hurts." Knowles called the incident 
reprehensible, but said he would shovel the dung from his law office himself and use it at 
home. 

Victory Fund Will Train Gay Candidates: The Gay and Lesbian Victory Fund has 
announced a new training program to help openly lesbian and gay candidates win elective 
office. The Victory Fund Training Institute will offer training to potential candidates and 
campaign managers at regional workshops, serving Republican, Democratic and indepen- 
dent candidates. "We're very pleased to offer strong, openly gay and lesbian potential 
candidates the training and technical support, they need to win," said fund director William 
Waybourn. "Our fundraising and networking programs have helped gay candidates win an 
increasing number of races. Now we're ready to take the next step." 

Oregon Gay Man Sues Over Use Of His Children In Anti-Gay Photo: The Oregon 
Citizens Alliance and its leaders are being sued for $5.5 million apiece by a gay man whose 
three children were featured in a campaign flier promoting the alliance's anti-gay initiatives. 
Scott Gilbert also said the flier publicized the fact that he and his partner have tested positive 
for HIV. "The OCA has no special right to go after a man's job and it has no special right to 
use other people's children for politics," said'Gilbert's attorney, Jacob Tanzer. The photo 
was provided by Gilbert's ex-wife, Rochelle, who wrote the flier to protest a judge's order 
granting joint custody of the pair's three children. She also listed Gilbert's home phone 
number, urging people to call him and ask him to give his wife full custody, and to call 
Gilbert's employer, a Target department store, and "let them know how badly this reflects on 
their company." 

Washington Reporter Loses Post For Her Anti-Hate Activism: A Tacoma Mom 
mg News Tribune reporter transferred from education beat reporter to copy editor because 
she would not quit her work with a group working to defeat anti-gay initiatives in Washing- 
ton has filed suit, claiming her civil rights have been violated. Though newspaper reporters 
are commonly barred from political activism in order to maintain the appearance of objectiv- 
ity, Sandy Nelson maintains that her work with the Committee to Protect Tacoma Human 
Rights has no bearing on her job as an education reporter. "That Sandy Nelson is a reporter 
docs not change the fact that she deserves to live her private life as she sees fit," said 
Washington ACLU director Kathleen Taylor. "The newspaper's desire to be perceived as 
objective can be met with less drastic measures." 

Arkansas AIDS Agency Gutted By Arson Fire: Officials at the HIV-AIDS Action 
Life Center in Little Rock say they're looking for new quarters in the wake of a suspected 
arson fire that destroyed a building used to provide services for AIDS patients. "If we had a 
new building, we could reopen tomorrow on a reduced schedule," said the center's president, 
Drexel Jordan. But Jordan said their was no insurance to cover losses, which included 
typewriters, a computer and printer, a new telephone system, a copier and a supply of major 
non-disposable medical equipment. Fire inspectors said it appeared someone had set the fire 
on a deck outside the center. 

New L.A. Mayor Gives Gays High Profile: Mayor Richard Riordan continued to 
expand the visibility of gays at City Hall with the appointment of a gay man to the Police 
Commission. Last week's appointment of Art Mattox follows the mayor's appointment two 
weeks earlier of Michael Keeley, his law partner, as the city's first openly gay deputy mayor. 
That same week, Riordan rode in the city's Gay Pride Parade, and lesbian Councilwoman 
Jackie Goldberg took office. "What I'm saying to the city of L.A. is that I'm going to pick 
the best, most capable people I can to help me run the city," Riordan said. "If they happen to 
be gay, Christian, Irish or any other, so be it." 
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The invisible scourge 
Continued from page 1 
matcly 46,000 women each year, and is, the most 
common form of cancer among females, Carroll 
noted. It is an epidemic, and because lesbians 
may be at an increased risk for developing it, 
Hayncs believes it is vital that a national study 
be done on lesbians and breast cancer. 

"I challenge them, especially the lesbian re- 
searchers, to start doing the research," said 
Hayncs, the National Cancer Institute's Chief of 
Health Education. 

Others, including the National Breast Can- 
cer Institute, support Hayncs' call for more re- 
search, according to Marianne Thatcher. She 
became involved with the issue, first as a breast 
cancer survivor, and then as a board member of 
The Mary Helen Mautncr Project For Lesbians 
With Breast Cancer. The project is pan of the 
National Breast Cancer Coalition, which is urg- 
ing the federal government to fund lesbian breast 
cancer research. 

While studies on lesbians and breast cancer 
are urgently needed, organizations arc also 
needed to provide support to lesbians who have 
the disease, according to Thatcher. 

Before she died of breast cancer, Mary Helen 
Mautner, and her partner, Susan Hester, came 
up with the idea for The Mautner Project. While 
the two women received a tremendous amount 
of help from their friends during Mautner's ill- 
ness, they realized that everybody might not 
have such a support network, Thatcher said. 

So after Mautner died at the age of 44, Hester 
called a meeting. About 25 women attended that 
first gathering. 

Since 1990, the organization has grown to 
include a group of 75 volunteers, Thatcher said. 
The Mautner Project provides direct services, 
such as a cancer support group and a bereave- 
ment group. Volunteers also take other lesbians 
to the doctor and walk their dogs. In addition, 
the Mautner Project educates the lesbian and. 
health communities about the special needs of 
lesbians with breast cancer. There are several 

Breast cancer survivor Dennie Doucher says she never knew she was more at risk 
because she is a lesbian. 

similar organizations across the United States. 
Thatcher, who has had three bouts with breast 

cancer and two mastectomies, said, "I tried to go 
to a couple straight support groups. They were 
talking about their husbands and children. I felt 
constrained." 

The 63-year-old Thatcher, who now partici- 
pates in a peer group at The Mautner Project. 
"The group has provided much friendship and 
support. I've never met a finer group of women." 

Doucher, who had a mastectomy and is cur- 
rently free of cancer, said a lesbian support group 
would have been helpful during what became an 
ordeal. When she went in to have her biopsy, 
Doucher still was unconcerned about the possi- 
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bility of having cancer. She didn't even tell her 
family about the test, she said. 

But after the procedure, she wondered a little 
why her surgeon took so long to come out and 
tell her the results. 

"When she came out...and I saw her face, I 
knew something was up," Doucher recalled. "She 
said, 'I've got good news and bad news. The 
good news is you're not going to die. The bad 
news is one of the spots is cancer, and the other 
spot, we suspect it.'" 

Doucher still thought it would take a final 
test to know for sure, but her surgeon said, "We 
know." s 

Doucher lost it, she said. Then she asked 

about the next step. Her surgeon suggested a 
mastectomy within two weeks. 

Doucher decided to go to Rhythm Fest 
women's festival, for healing, before surgery. In 
the two weeks before the operation, she had to 
write up a job description so someone could 
replace her at work, plus make the rounds of 
doctors' offices and lake time off for the music 
festival, she said. 

Doucher also had to think about whether or 
not to have breast reconstruction. 

"I decided [the mastectomy| was traumatic 
enough. I didn't think 1 could kxik down and see 
nothing there." Doucher said. So she had her 
mastectomy and breast reconstruction during the 
same operation. 

She opted to have her breast filled with sa- 
line instead of siliconc. For the months follow- 
ing surgery her chest was extremely sore be- 
cause of the reconstruction. Doctors had to con- 
tinue to stretch her pectoral muscle and fill a 
sack with saline, she said. 

The painful breast made it difficult to sleep, 
and when Douchcr's lover, Tracy, touched her 
in certain ways, it hurt. Had she known about 
the pain, Doucher says she would have skipped 
the reconstruction. 

She also had to have liver scans and bone 
scans, to see if the cancer had spread. At one 
point, tests indicated a "hot spot" on Douchcr's 
liver. She had to wait two weeks to find out if it 
was cancer. It was not. 

After surgery, Doucher had to choose 
whether or not to have chemotherapy and a hor- 
mone called tamoxifen. She declined both treat- 
ments. She has a 10 percent risk that the cancer 
could return in the next two years, Doucher said. 

Before surgery, a gay friend, who is a doc- 
tor, suggested a meditation to Doucher. He also 
talked to her on three or four different evenings 
before the surgery. 

Like Hester and Mautner, Doucher had 
friends who were available throughout the next 
few months. While she was spending hours at a 
time at doctor's offices, and days on end waiting 
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THE PRESIDENT DECIDES 
New policy called "don't ask, don't tell, don't pursue 

Saying he could go no further in the current 
political climate, President Bill Clinton an- 
nounced Monday that he would not fulfill his 
campaign promise to lift the ban on openly gay 
men and lesbians serving in the American mili- 
tary. 

Instead, Clinton adopted a policy that has 
been dubbed "don't ask, don't tell, don't pur- 
sue," which will, in effect, force lesbians and 
gays to either keep their sexual orientation pri- 
vate or agree to remain celibate during their time 
in the armed forces if they want to avoid dis- 
charge. 

While new recruits won't be asked their 
sexual orientation, the president's compromise 
will allow the military to continue investigating 
people for gay and lesbian conduct, although 
such investigations would be limited and the 
military's notorious anti-gay witchhunts would 
be a thing of the past. 

"I believe the policy I'm recommending to- 
day represents a real step forward," said Clinton, 
who announced his new policy before a group 
of senior military officers at the National De- 
fense University at Ft. McNair, Va. But he ad- 
mitted that the policy doesn't go as far as he 
would have liked to go and that both gay/lesbian 
rights groups and right wing politicians would 
"clearly not agree with all aspects of the policy." 

Indeed, those working on behalf of lifting 
the ban had been telling the White House that 
while they might be willing to accept less than a 
total lifting of the ban, any policy that regulated 
off-base, off-duty behavior and restricted people 
from revealing, even privately, their sexual ori- 
entation was unacceptable. 

Clinton's new policy does both. 
Although responses from the gay/lesbian 

community to the president's speech were still 
being formulated as this week's Southern Voice 
went to press, some gay and lesbian groups, 
knowing full well the destructive power of stay- 
ing in the closet, had already stated before the 
speech that they could not accept any regulation 
that forces people to deny who they are, to any 
extent. 

"Any form of the 'don't ask, don't tell' com- 
promise would be insulting," said Steve Reicher, 
a spokesman for Queer Nation/National Capital. 
"This plan would force proud gay and lesbian 
service members to continue living in secret as 

victims of hatred. This is un-American." 
One of the co-chairs of last April's March 

On Washington, Billy Hileman, who met with 
Clinton and discussed this issue at the time of 
the march, issued a statement assailing the presi- 
dent for not sticking by his campaign promise, 
saying that "Clinton's cowardice perpetuates big- 
otry against lesbian and gay Americans who arc 
willing to die for their country." 

In considering how to change the policy, the 
president said he had to balance his duly as 
commandcr-in-chicf of the armed forces to pro- 
mote unit cohesion and military effectiveness 
with his role as president of protecting the indi- 
vidual rights of all Americans. And he said a 
total lifting of the ban would not have flown in 
Congress. 

"Congress can reverse these changes by law 
in ways that are difficult, if not impossible, to 
veto," Clinton said, perhaps an oblique refer- 
ence to a statement last Friday by U.S. Sen. Sam 
Nunn that he would attach a pro-ban law to the 
defense department's 1994 budget 

RICHARD   SHUMATE 

Clinton's Compromise 
• As a statement of policy, military person- 

nel will be judged on their conduct, not their 
sexual orientation. 

• New recruits into the armed forces will not 
be asked about their sexual orientation. 

• However, the Uniform Code of Military 
Justice, which now outlaws sexual contact be- 
tween people of the same gender, will remain 
unchanged. 

• Military personnel will have to abide by/ 
the code at all times, even when off base or out 
of uniform. 

• The military will presume that anyone who 
openly declares that they are lesbian or gay, 
either in public or in private, is violating mili- 
tary regulations prohibiting sexual conduct be- 
tween people of the same sex. They will then 
face discharge. However, an openly gay person 
can stay in the military by declaring that they 
will abide by the regulations that, in essence, 
prohibit gay or lesbian sex. 

• Anyone—gay, lesbian, bisexual or 
straight—can be subject to investigation and 
discharge for violating the code. Clinton vowed 
that investigations will be conducted even- 
handedly for everyone. 

Nunn says it's the closet or the door 
Georgia senator will try to make 

the ban federal law 

The ban against lesbians and gay men in 
the American military may end up as federal 
law, thanks to Georgia's senior senator. 

U.S. Senator Sam Nunn announced last 
Friday that regardless of what President 
Clinton proposed on Monday, he would in- 
troduce legislation into Congress to imple- 
ment a strict "don't ask, don't tell" policy that 
would, in effect, force gay and lesbian service 
personnel to stay in the closet if they want to 
keep their careers. 

"The presence in military units of persons 
who, by their acts or statements, demonstrate 
a propensity to engage in homosexual acts 
would cause an unacceptable risk to the high 
standards of morale, good order and disci- 
pline, and unit cohesion that are essential to 
effective combat capability," Nunn said. 
"There should be no change in the current 
grounds for discharge—homosexual acts, 
statements and marriages." 

If Nunn follows through with his threat, 
the highly emotional battle over lesbians and 
gays in the military will move to Congress, 
which could put Nunn's restrictive vision into 
law. 

Under current Department of Defense 
policy, which Nunn wants to keep, any same 
sex sexual conduct or statements that a person 
is gay, even if off base and out of uniform, are 
grounds for discharge from the military. 
Nunn's proposal would also allow the Penta- 
gon to continue investigations into people who 
tire suspected of being gay, although he said 
such investigations "may be subject to com- 
mon sense limitations because of the need to 
allocate scarce resources and to establish in- 
vestigative priorities." 

His comments came before the president 
unveiled his proposal, which also allows for 
investigations and regulates off-base conduct. 
As Southern Voice went to press, Nunn had 
not announced whether he found the 
president's proposal acceptable. But he had 
said in his statement Friday that he would try 
to make the ban part of federal law, regardless 
of what the president decided. 

While openly gay men and lesbians in the 
military have been discriminated against 

Nunn says those who have a "propen- 
sity" to engage in "homosexual acts" 
should be kept out of the military. 

throughout history and formally excluded 
from the military since World War n, the 
current regulation banning them from service 
derives from an executive order signed by 
President Ronald Reagan in 1982. 

President Clinton can simply revise that 
executive order without approval from Con- 
gress. But Congress could then pass a law 
turning what is now just a department policy 
into a federal law, which is what Nunn, chair- 
man of the Senate Armed Services Commit- 
tee, is proposing. 

Clinton, of course, could veto such a law. 
However, Nunn is not planning to simply 
introduce a gay/lesbian ban as a separate bill. 
He is planning to attach it to the 1994 budget 
bill for the entire military establishment, which 
would force Clinton to veto the entire defense 
budget in order to stop a codifying of the gay 
ban into federal law. 

Shortly after he was inaugurated, Clinton 
announced that he was planning to lift the 
ban. He immediately ran into a wall of oppo- 
sition, led by Nunn, a powerful Democrat 
with strong tics to the defense establishment 
(although his own military experience is lim- 
ited to six months in the U.S. Coast Guard) 
and a gaggle of Republican senators who 
threatened to make the military ban part of 
federal law if the president didn't back down. 

RICHARD   SHUMATE 

VOTE FOR 

Mary 
Davis 
City Council District 6 

• Led efforts to make City sensitive to its lesbian 
and gay citizens, including gay and lesbian appoint- 
ments to City Boards, hiring gay and lesbian staff, 
and initiating training programs for employees. 

• Led efforts on AIDS awareness. 

• Sponsored Charter amendment to prohibit 
discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation. 

• Sponsored resolutions to support PRIDE. 

• Sponsored Domestic Partnership legislation. 

"Together we've made enormous progress. Our team 
has what it takes to get the job done!" 
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Dig into those pockets and pony up for Pride 
The news that the 1993 Pride celebration 

in Atlanta came out almost $50,000 in debt is 
more than a little disconcerting, especially con- 
sidering the roaring success enjoyed by the 
celebration itself. 

The question to ask, of course, is what 
went wrong and who bears responsibility for 
this mess. No doubt a number of people in the 
lesbian and gay community are amusing them- 
selves by making catty commentary about just 
what a poor job the Pride committee did and 
how its disorganization and inefficiency led to 
this debacle. Such finger pointing, however, 
contributes precious little toward a solution. 

Granted, there are things the committee 
could have done better (not ordering so much 
merchandise leaps to mind). More fundraising 
could have been done up front, and new ele- 
ments added to this year's celebration might 
have been scaled back. With 20/20 hindsight, 
even some of Pride's organizers freely con- 
cede these points. 

Also, the decision-making authority wiihin 
the Atlanta Lesbian and Gay Pride Committee 
has been decentralized to relieve the co-chairs 
and the board of directors of what had become 
an overwhelming burden. While this appeared 
to be a good idea in theory, what has happened 
in practice that too little central authority led 
directly to some of the decisions that have 
come back to haunt the committee. 

That said, however, what the gays and 
lesbians of Atlanta need to keep in mind is that 
the men and women of the Pride committee 
are all volunteers. They gave up copious 
amounts of their time and their life to plan and 
execute this party for us to enjoy. They pulled 
off organizing an entire weekend of events in 
a half dozen different locations that drew more 
than 100,000 people, most of it without a hitch. 

This celebration belongs to the commu- 
nity, not the Pride committee, and so, in the 
end, the responsibility for erasing this debt lies 
with all of us, not with these volunteers. 

If the community does not pitch in to bal- 

ance the books, the implications are ominous. 
Some members of the Pride committee could 
be held personally financially liable, and if 
that happens, the task of finding volunteers to 
give of their time for Pride, which is already 
difficult, could become impossible. After all, 
who in their right mind is going to put their 
own financial well being on the line for a 
volunteer project? Not to mention that letting 
this year's Pride committee twist in the wind 
wouldn't be much of a way for us to show our 
gratitude for all their hard work. 

And if Pride '93 cannot pay iLs bills, Pride 
'94 starts out with a handicap. Vendors will be 

wary, and people who didn't get paid this year 
might go after next year's money. 

Pride is an important statement, both cul- 
turally and politically, and one of the premier 
events in our community and the entire city of 
Atlanta. It would be foolish to let it be thrcat- 
ened by our inaction. 

Lesbians and gay men like to spout the 
maxim that we are everywhere. If, as weclaim, 
there are 300,000 gay men and lesbians in 
metro Atlanta, then wc ought to be able to 
raise $50,000. That's a measly 17 cents apiece. 

So donate already. For details, see the ad 
on page 20. 

Join your daughter on the clue bus, Billy 
It was bad enough that state Rep. Billy 

McKinney decided that the Georgia House 
should step in and meddle in the affairs of 
local cities; namely, forbid them from extend- 
ing domestic partnership recognition to same 
sex or unmarried couples. But when he went 
to the State Capitol to announce that he was 
introducing a bill to do just that, he uttered a 
stream of homophobic commentary for the TV 
cameras, using that old anti-gay epithet that 
starts with an "F." 

The point here is not that we give two flips 
what McKinney thinks of us. But suppose any 
other politician had stood up at the Capitol and 
used, in reference to African Americans, that 
old epithet that starts with an "N." Billy 
McKinney would be the first in line to call for 
his or her resignation (rightfully so) and would 
probably be out in the streets with bullhorn in 
hand. 

So, though we fear that calling Rep. 
McKinney a hypocritical blowhard might have 
negative repercussions for our karma, we, alas, 
can come up with no other description that fits 
him as well. 

McKinney, a Democrat who represents 
Cascade Heights and southwest Atlanta, was 

joined at his press conference by Rep. Mark 
Burkhaltcr, R-Alpharetta, and Rep. Mitch 
Skandalakis, R- 
Buckhcad. While 
such nonsense is 
politics-as-usual 
coming from the 
right (although 
Skandalakis might 
want to take note 
of theiact that his 
district is lousy 
with queers), we 
might have ex- 
pected better from McKinney, who has spent 
much of his adult life in the civil rights move- 
ment and fathered U.S. Rep. Cynthia 
McKinney, an enlightened force for gay and 
lesbian rights. 

Apparently, McKinney's definition of civil 
rights only stretches to include those that ap- 
ply to him personally. You can let him see the 
folly of that kind of thinking by contacting his 
legislative office at 656-0188 or writing him at 
Room 504, Legislative Office Building, 18 
Capitol Square, Adanta GA 30334. 
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Davis says she's getting a bad rap on partnership 
In three of your recent issues, you have 

made negative references to me and my record 
on gay/lesbian issues. I am very concerned 
over these views of me and my record by an 
important and respected publication that 
reaches many of Atlanta's citizens. I feel com- 
pelled to respond since I have been a longtime 
friend, supporter and advocate for human and 
civil rights. 

I have served on the Atlanta City Council 
for 12 years. During my first term on the coun- 
cil, I sponsored a resolution making sexual 

orientation a protected class. Additionally, I 
sponsored the resolution condemning Cracker 
Barrel for its discriminatory policies against 
the gay/lesbian community and the resolution 
for the ban on travel to Colorado. 

I have been a consistent and strong sup- 
porter of human rights for all Adantans and 
take issue with ihe fact that you would suggest 
that I was purposefully absent during the time 
the vote on domestic partnership came before 
the City Council. When this issue came before 
the council, I was representing the city at the 
National Association of Regional Councils 
meeting in Portland, Oregon. This meeting had 

been scheduled at least three months in ad- 
vance of the vote on this issue and did not end 
until June 22. Also, no council members were 
aware as to when this vote would occur. To set 
the record straight, I supported the domestic 
partnership legislation, and I voted to override 
the Mayor's veto. 

Within the past few weeks, I have made it 
clear that I will not support discrimination of 
any kind. This has always been my position, 
and you can count on that when I am elected 
mayor. 

Councilwoman Myrtle Davis 
Atlanta 
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Civil rights, yes, but NOT civil war 
I went down to City Hall the other day 

with my lover to add a couple more warm 
bodies to the protest over the veto of one of the 
domestic partnership bills. While this would 
not effect us directly—being DeKalb resi- 
dents—it was the principle that we support. 
But while down there, one of the popular chants 
that the gay rabble-rousers were leading the 
protesters in was "Civil rights or civil war." I 
vehemently disagree with this concept and con- 
sequently did not participate in this chant. The 
irresponsible leaders who are espousing such 
violence have obviously not thought this con- 
cept through to its logical conclusion. 

Being a Vietnam veteran, I have lived in a 
country for 13 months that was embroiled in a 
civil war, and it is an ugly, grisly, violent and 
chaotic situation to try to live life, in which 

the guilty and innocent alike lose. The last 
thing wc gays and lesbians need is (for) the 
police and National Guard (to be] given legal 
justification to gun us down in the streets and 
detain us under martial law. 

I am all in favor of flexing our political 
muscle in any peaceful political manner, where 
the demographics allow. But one thing which 
is ignored by the radicals and exclusivists on 
both sides of the hetcro/homo fence is that the 
two communities need one another. We should 
be careful when we express our anger and 
resentment at being a disenfranchised minor- 
ity that we don't make enemies when what we 
really is more allies and friends in the political 
arena. 

Moon Moore 
Decatur 
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An overdue thank you to heroes, heras of our past 
It occurs to me as we move to the next 

step, that what we have become about is a 
competition. Now that we are a discovered 
society, instead of a hidden one, now that our 
books and images and very lives are haggled 
over by the vast commercial entertainment en- 
terprises as bartered fodder, we run the enor- 
mous hazard of losing our camaraderie, and 
our reality, in the newest rivalry for domi- 
nance. 

Now we are the cover of "Newsweek." 
Now we are best sellers and box office and 

the six o'clock news. We are this week's Sun- 
day supplements. 

We are the stuff of open Senate investiga- 
tions, not into the immorality of our lives but 
of their ordinariness. And even as the ogres 
roar and bellow, their smoke and stench are 
about old stories dying in the telling, mytholo- 
gies crashing into pieces on the ground. And 
out of the fuzzy definitions will soon emerge, 
in the flesh and flaw, our banner carriers. 

And we find ourselves engaged in a head- 
long tumble for loudest and freshest and first 
with the lemonade details of our lives, perhaps 
as precursor to the granting of freedom in which 
to live them, or perhaps only for the prestige 
and pleasure to be the prominent authors of 
the tales. Heras will be born this year. And 
heroes. And devils incarnate who months ago 
were merely companion felons in the fracas- 
quest for yet-undelineated triumphs. 

Fist fights happen on the way, in the head- 
long ego rush for property rights, to claim the 
center. And on the way, the combatants learn 
the blood realities that whosoever of us owns 
the now will be the stuff and property of the 
decade's faint historians. The long-fighters toil 

Cleaning Out 
My Closet 

by  SHELLY  ROBERTS 

to keep the late usurpers without a valid ticket 
from the stage. And an equally-opposing force 
of sudden bloomers are determined directly to 
force the inefficient and the ineffectual from 
seats too long gathering dust on old accom- 
plishments. Harsh words and judgments clat- 
ter, and in the din and clash to assume the dais, 
we forget the proprieties. 

So I should like to hold up a hand and call 
a temporary truce. To say the thanks we too 
often forget for services rendered. To sprinkle 
laurels where too often, merely, we throw 
thorns. 

If you made a decision on our behalf, 
whether it proved you a perfect hindsight fool 
or victor, thank you. Decisions are the very 
thing we are most currently in need of, and the 

very thing of which we are suffering a drought. 
If you said "no" or "stop" or "not any- 

more" along the way, for yourself or someone 
else, to what should not have been, we're in 
your debt. 

If you kept on when no one else arrived, or 
offered you any relief, you've earned our 
thanks. No one said it would be easy. And she 
was right. 

• If you've pasted or stapled or colored or 
carried, if you've copied or carted or collated 
or simply showed up, I hope that "thank you" 
is enough to say. 

If you edited or wrote or just kept priming 
when there wasn't any more money or back- 
ing or energy or gratitude—if you sent out one 
more thought that there might somehow be, 
together, another side to get to—we should 
have said we're grateful sooner. 

Thank you if you called a thousand people. 
Or eleven. For any reason that put us face to 
face. Seeing who we arc is what is letting us 
see who we can become. And if you called a 
million, thanks again. You sure know how to 
throw a swell party. We'll be talking about it 
for years. And it's so easy to forget to give you 
our appreciation. 

If you sung your song when only dozens 
paid for the performance, and still you sang 
again, we owe you much. 

If you paid for the performance when the 
audience was small, or stretched a budget to 
contribute, you have our so-far unexpressed 
acknowledgment. And thanks. We needed you 
then. And now is no exception. Or if you just 
wrote a check because you had it. Anyone 
who says that money is not a contribution is a 
liar. Or a fool. Or poor. So, thank you, if we 

haven't mentioned it yet. 
If you prayed for us and not upon us, we 

are truly blessed. 
If you let go of your humility and modeled 

roles that made others possible, no matter the 
dimension, our hat is off. 

If you signed up a voter or voted yourself 
in a race you either won or did not, we are 
much obliged. 

If you threw a parade and everyone came 
and complained, we didn't mean it. We meant 
to tell you how much it meant to us. 

If you convinced a Kiwanis member or 
your neighbor or a talk show audience or the 
PTA that we have something of value to say, ■ 
we say, "thank you." 

If you told your mother so she could come 
out and fight for you and for us, your bravery 
is commendable. And so is hers. 

If your best was merely waiting in the 
wings until you could join us with honor, we 
honor you. 

And if your outrage or your circumstance 
gave you no choice but to staff the barricades 
until we could join you, we are very much 
obliged. 

Sometimes we get caught up in the imme- 
diacies of our own lives, the petty details of 
our communal tasks, and we never stop to find 
the step-back place from which to see how far 
we've come, just how much we've done and 
how very much we owe each other. 

So, as long as I was in the neighborhood, I 
thought I'd stop for a moment and say what 
for too long has gone without saying. 

Thank you for all you've done. 
I'm just sorry it took us so long to get 

around to it. 

Queer movement hijacked by gays-in-the-military debate 
by the LESBIAN  AVENGERS/NY 

On July 8, the Campaign for Military Ser- 
vice (CMS) held a gala fundraiser at the USS 
Intrepid warship museum in New York City. 
The idea of an organization whose nominal 
purpose is the liberation of lesbians and gay 
men throwing a party on the main deck of a 
potent symbol of U.S. militarism strikes us as, 
at the least, ironic. Unfortunately, it is not 

surprising. The seemingly wholesale embrace 
of military symbolism and values by segments 
of the queer community has overwhelmed our 
movement over the past year. Indeed, the fight 
against the ban on lesbians and gay men in the 
U.S. armed forces has come to be seen as the 
primary focus of current queer politics and has 
enforced the image of ideological unanimity 
in our communities—a kind of uniformity to 
which we take strong exception. 

Our reasons for objecting to this fiction of 
consensus are many. First, while we feel soli- 
darity with the women and men who are per- 
secuted on a daily basis by the homophobia in 
the military, we resent that such solidarity has 
been equated with support for the armed forces 
as an institution. Certainly we recognize that 
enlistment in military service is one of the few 
opportunities for economic and social advance- 
ment for poor and working class people in this 

***>* 

country. Nonetheless, we cannot condone the 
virtually unequivocal support that the CMS 
seems to have for an institution with a history 
of mistreatment of women, people of color 
and yes, lesbians and gay men. 

It is no coincidence that lesbians or women 
perceived to be lesbians are three times as 
likely to be investigated and discharged from 
the armed services as gay men. And yet the 
CMS has reproduced this disproportionate op- 
pression of lesbians in the military in its own 
campaign by pouring the majority of its media 
energy into publicizing the cases of gay men. 

Of course, the entire community must lake 
responsibility for the ease with which we have 
allowed the images of gay ^« 
men in uniform that we V1 ^j 
sec in every magazine 
and newspaper to pre- 
tend to tell all our sto- 
ries. We have been 
conspicuously silent in 
the face of this hijacking ^^•>f\|'^' 
of our movement. We who 
only a few years ago demanded "money for 
AIDS, not for war" cannot allow this assump- 
tion of homogeneity and assimilation to con- 
tinue unchallenged. 

As Lesbian Avengers, we believe that our 
collective struggle is to imagine choices be- 
yond the ones we are offered, not to uncritically 
accept the standards of a society that has al- 
ways wanted us to remain invisible and silent. 

-^^C^Z^T] 

BE OUR GUEST 
Southern Voice welcomes guest edi- 

torials on subjects of interest to our read- 
ers. They should be no more than 500 
words in length. Send them to Southern 
Voice, PO Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 
30316. The editor reserves the right to 
edit or reject any submission. 
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OVBE THB FACTOEY INVOICE 
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'93 EDDIE DADED EXPLODED 
4X4, Loaded ^ ^ „, 

+$-oo 

23.792 
Plus Tax, Tag, Title. Dealer Retains Rebate. Invoice may not represent actual dealer cost 

n 93 DAKOTA CLUB C 
V6, AC/ PB, PS AM/FM & Much More 

*12,699 
*199 Per 

Mo. 
Lease 

#32-5601. With Approved Credit and rate. 60 mo. dosed end lease 1st mo pmt. 
Cap. Red. Down Pmt $2,061 and $250 Sec. Dep due at lease Inception Total 
pmts $11,940. Residual value $4023. Subject to 15c/mi over 15.000 miyr 

Liu »n.*?o 
RebaH J5O0 
NP Disc.$560 

Total Savings 
SI,080 93 JEEP WRANGLER 4X4 

Soft Top, 5 Speed, 4 Cylinder,      ^ '"^     «^fl _r%  4%      -ft 

"199 PER Mtt 
LEASE 

V   #312138. With Approved Credit and rate. 48 mo. closed end lease. 1st mo. pmnt. Cap Red Down Pmt $1,000 and $."50 Sec  J 
^ Dep due at lease Inception Total pmts. $0,552. Residual value $4682. Subject to 10c/ml over 12.000 niiyi (Z 

neaL pope 155.7673 
FORD • DODGE    ^l#l# f V#l# 
JEEP • EAGLE    4420 Buford Hwy. 

No matter how much you care for eachother*, 
in the event of an incapacitating illness 

your family will control your healthcare 
and will inherit your possessions 

unless you prepare... 

HUNT BROWN 
Attorney at Law 

404-522-3027 

LIVING WILLS 
DURABLE HEALTH CARE POWER OF ATTORNEY 

WILLS & TRUSTS 
♦assuming a long term inirasexual relationship 

The invisible scourge 
Continued from page 6 

for test results. Lhose friends came Lhrough. 
"When I knew I couldn't hold a positive 

resonance, I knew there were other people around 
me who were doing that for me," Douchcr said. 
"I was fortunate that I had friends who didn't 
work or were in school. I think it's vital, when it 
happens, to have people to go to the doctor with 
you...to take notes. Il was just too much." 

Douchcr said that for those ^lesbians who 
don't have a support group, it would be good to 
have something like The Mautncr Project in 
Atlanta. But there is nothing comparable in this 
city. 

Chad Cramer, and a small group of Atlantans. 
hope to change that. 

After talking to his friends, Cramer got the 
idea for a lesbian breast cancer support organi- 
zation. He credits his lesbian friends, in particu- 
lar, with inspiring him. A woman friend told 
him that while lesbians helped gay men through 
the AIDS crisis, they received no support in 
return, even though lesbians were dying of breast 
cancer. 

"It hit me like a two-by-four between the 
eyes," Cramer said. "Right then, I decided I had 
to do what I could to make a difference." 

Among other things, Cramer called The 
Mautncr Project, offering to give them a dona- 
tion. Hester suggested he do something in At- 
lanta instead, he said. Since then, Cramer and a 
small group have been making plans for the 
support group, which he hopes will be known as 
The Genesis Center. 

Cramer is a member of Southern Country 
Atlanta, a gay and lesbian country dance group. 
The organization will hold an August benefit to 
raise funds for The Genesis Center and three 
other groups. 

Their goal is to raise $25,000 for each group, 
and Cramer plans to use the seed money to pay 
for rental space for The Genesis Center. He is in 
the beginning stages of signing on doctors and 

others who will provide support to the center, 
and he is enlisting the involvement of the les- 
bian community. 

Judy Achle is one woman he has contacted 
about the group. While Aehlc said she will not 
be instrumental in organizing The Genesis Cen- 
ter, "I will help put the word out that money is 
available if somebody wants to come forward 
and begin a project." 

"Chad wants it to be OK for men to be 
involved in this. He might have a hard lime 
getting it going because of thai, but I hope other 
people will help out," Achle said. 

Cramer fears that groups like the Atlanta 
Lesbian Feminist Alliance might not support 
The Genesis Center because of its male involve- 
ment. Betty Irwin, an ALFA spokeswoman, said 
the group has not been contacted about the cen- 
ter. But she said ALFA has talked about starting 
such a group. 

"I think it's an excellent idea, if there's seed 
money and women could run it." she said. 

In addition to getting support. Douchcr 
stresses that lesbians with breast cancer need to 
make informed decisions about their course of 
treatment. 

She said, "The fear of the word cancer is so 
overwhelming that sometimes the tendency is to 
do whatever the doctor says. I think it's impor- 
tant for us to educate ourselves and to talk to 
someone who's been through the same experi- 
ence. Each case is totally different, so there's no 
cookbook method of treating the cancer." 

However, Doucher added, "I encourage les- 
bians to have mammograms. I know there's a lot 
of controversy about it, but it saved my life." 

For further information about The Genesis 
Center, call (404) 908-7480. For information 
about how to start a lesbian breast cancer project, 
The Mautner Project can be reached at (202) 
332-5536. For information on breast cancer de- 
tection and prevention, the Feminist Women's 
Health Center can be reached at (404) 874-7551. 

In memoriam of our founder Cecil Ray De Loach, 1952-1991 

YOU CAN BE IN CONTROL 
ADVANCE CASHBENEFITS PROGRAM 

CASH Now for Your Life Insurance 
• We process any size policy. 
• Our plans let you keep your health 

insurance and disability income. 
t/     You get personal attention. A principal of the company 

is available 24 hours a day to discuss your needs. 

The Medical Escrow Society 
1-800-422-1314 (24 hours) 

California License, A.F 
Terminally I 
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Cdndo 
IF YOU ARE LOOKING TO BUY OR SELL A 

CONDOMINIUM, CLUSTER OR TOWNHOME IN 
ATLANTA... CALL THE EXPERTS! 

■■■:;■ 

2110 Peachtree Road. NW • Brook wood Square 
Suite 325 • Atlanta. Georgia  30309 

[404]   26-CONDO   Fax: [404]   355   5341 
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Atlanta teams gear up for next month's Gay World Series 
The men's teams from Bulldogs and Accelerated Chiropractic 

and the women of the Backstreet Atlanta Aces are on their way 
to Philadelphia in August, to represent Atlanta in the Gay World 
Series of Softball. 

Bulldogs won the slot to represent Atlanta in the A (Men's 
Competitive) Division of the tournament by upsetting the Hotlanta 
Softball regular season A champions, the Armory Falcons, in 
league playoffs held the weekend of July 10-11. 

Under league rules, the regular season winner faces the 
winner of the post-season tournament in a playoff to determine 
who goes to the World Scries. After defeating the Falcons to win 

Regular Season Stand ings 
A DIVISION 
Armory Falcons 12 3 
Bulldogs 11 4 
Better Bodies 3 12 

r 

B DIVISION 
Backstreet Boyz 15 2 
Ritz Sluggers 12 5 
Accelerated Chiropractic Nads 12 5 
Backstreet Alleykatz 5 12 
Armory Angels 5 12 

C DIVISION 
Moreland Wolves 11 4 
Project Open Hand 7 8 
Express Ten Pins 7 8 
Hoedown's Rustlers 5 10 
Macon Topaz 4 11 
Congregation Bet Haverim 0 15 

WOMEN'S DIVISION 
Atlanta Aces 14 0 
Otherside Classic 11 3 
Armory Falconettes 10 4 
Otherside Rebels 8 6 
Opus/Heretic Sidekicks 5 9 
Backstreet Bangers 5 9 
Backstreet Brawlers 3 11 
Otherside III 0 14 

the tournament, Bulldogs then ousted the Falcons 14-12 in the 
playoff game. 

The Falcons started the game true to their season champion- 
ship form, with excellent defense and four runs in the first 
inning, a lead which they kept until the top of the sixth. But with 
Bulldogs trailing by four (7-11) in the top of the sixth, their bats 
started cracking, batting around to bring in seven runs and take 
the lead. The Falcons scored one in the seventh, but that turned 
out not to be enough to overcome Bulldogs. 

In the women's open division, there was no such drama. The 
class of the field were the women of Backstrect's Atlanta Aces, 
who had gone undefeated this year (14-0) and, over the Fourth of 
July weekend, competed in a one-day tournament against mostly 
hctcro teams at the Softball County Club and took first place. In 
the post-season tourney, they maintained that unshakcablc play- 
ing form for which they're known and defeated the Armory 
Falconettes 6-1. Since the Aces won the season and won the 
tournament, there was no playoff. 

Atlanta has never won a World Scries title in women's or the 
men's A or B divisions. The Aces would be a strong contender to 
break that jinx. 

In the B (Men's Recreational) Division, the regular season 
champion also won't be going to Philadelphia. Backstreet Boyz, 
who had been flawless all year in amassing a 15-2 record and 
going undefeated against Division B opponents, lost to both the 
Accelerated Chiropractic Nads and the Ritz Sluggers in the post- 
season tournament. Then, in the playoff, the Nads played tough 
defense, holding the Boyz, the best-hitting team in the league, to 
just two runs and earning a trip to Philly with a 5-2 victory. 

The tournament and playoffs in the C (Men's Non-Com- 
petitive) Division were being held on July 17 to determine who 
would go to the World Series. The Moreland Tavern Wolves 
won the regular season with an 114 record and were seeded first 
in the tourney. Their strongest challenges were expected to come 
from Project Open Hand and Hoedowns. 

At the 1992 World Series in Los Angeles, which was the 
first year for C Division play, the Pear Garden Sluggers of 
Atlanta (now known as the Ritz Sluggers) took the crown, which 
means that whichever C team goes will be defending the city's 
only World Series title. 

RICHY   HOWARD 

Bulldogs upset winner in A Division 

Aces sweep season and tournament 

Nads surprise Series entry from B Division 

MARTIN S. LINDE, D.P.M. 
DISEASES, TRAUMA AND SURGERY 

OF THE FOOT AND LEG 
Associate American College of Foot Surgeons 

Medical & Surgical Treatments of: 
Ingrown Toenails • Warts • Corns • Calluses • Bunions • 
Hammertoes • Heel Pain • Aching Feet • Bone Spurs • 

Painful Arches 

Peachtree St. NE In office ambulatory 
Suite 270-C surgery & hospital based 
525-2739 surgery 

NEXT TO CRAWFORD LONG HOSPITAL 

Aerobics & Fitness 
"Dedicated to a Fitness Lifestyle" 

Buy 6 MONTHS and get 
6 MONTHS *FREE 

»U« Decatur 
W     Aerobics 
"       & Fitness 
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Clairemont 

Stairmasters 
Lifecycles 
Treadmills 
Pro Shop 

Free Weights 
Bodymaster 
Child Care 
Aerobics 

370-1763 
701 Church Street • Decatur, GA 30030 
* Available to the first 45 people. Limited time only. 

We give you back choices. 

Paying the bills is the 
last worry a person living 
with AIDS should face. 
But for many it's a primary 
concern. 

We've developed a 
way for you to maintain 

financial independence by 
converting your life insur- 
ance into cash. 
You don't have to be re- 
examined and we handle 
everything over the phone 
or through the mail. 

1-800-876-2991 

^Affirmative Lifestyles inc. 
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THE HNS HIV PROGRAM 
A comprehensive program of services that responds to the diverse needs of the HJV individual. 

% 

▼ Psychological Services 
Personalized counseling by gay 

licensed clinical social workers 

helps meet the emotional, psy- 

chological, and family needs 

specific to the HIV individual. 

T Pharmacy Services 
Clinically trained pharmacists are 

continually updated to advanced 

protocols in delivering HIV 

pharmacy services. 

T Nursing Services 

Sensitive to the special needs of 

the PWA, the registered nurses 

have a minimum five years 

clinical experience in I.V. therapy 

or related field. 

T Caring, Committed, and Concerned about the community. 

jEfl 
LHJ 

HNS 
ADVANCED INFUSION THERAPIES 

%■ 

1-800-8.72-4467 
426-4933 + 

Don't cover 
it up. 

SI 
DENTAL OFFER 

Call our office before July 31, 
1993 and our gift to you will 
be a complete consulation, 
exam and bitewing x-rays (if 
needed). New patients only. 
Dr. Robert V. Schmidt wel- 
comes you to join his practice 
of complete family dentistry. 

Robert V. Schmidt 
D.D.S. 

128 North Ave., Ste 200 
(404) 872-2717 

Gifts 

Decorative Accesories 

Cards & Party Supplies 

Personalized Stationery 

by Crane 

Hospitality House 
Peachtree Battle Shopping Center 

2359 Peachtree Rd. 
 237-1119  

6255 Roswell Rd. 
Sandy Springs Plaza, Atlanta 

255-0262 

Decorator genes 
New study links heredity with being gay 

It may be time to send Mom a "Thank 
You" card. 

A new study of gay men suggests that be- 
ing gay could be linked to a gene on the X 
chromosome, which a man inherits from his 
mother. The study, conducted by two geneti- 
cists at the National Cancer Institute and re- 
ported in the latest issue of Science magazine, 
is one of the strongest pieces of evidence yet 
produced that a tendency to be gay is inherited. 

When it was released last week, the study 
also provoked a torrent of media attention and 
speculation as to what this might mean in the 
struggle for lesbian/gay civil rights. 

Many of the leaders in the gay/lesbian rights 
movement said the study disproves the claims 
of homophobes that being gay is a choice, but 
at the same time expressed reservations about 
possible use of this information to cure or pre- 
vent homosexuality. 

In the first phase of their research, the ge- 
neticists recruited 76 gay men and traced their 
family trees, looking for other men in their 
family who are gay. The results showed that 
gay men were almost seven times as likely to 
have a gay brother than were straight men and 
that there was a strong maternal link among 
gay men in the same family—that is, the ma- 
ternal uncles or cousins of gay men were more 
likely to be gay than paternal uncles or cousins. 

This led to the hypothesis that it was on the 
X chromosome, inherited only from the mother, 
where the "gay" gene had to be located. (Men 
have an X and a Y chromosome, while women 
have two X chromosomes). 

Next, researchers, using blood samples, 
studied similarities in the DNA code on the X 
chromosomes of 40 pairs of gay brothers. In 33 
out of the 40 cases, the men shared the same 
genetic axle at a portion of the chromosome 
called Xq28. Researchers say this means that 
there is a 99.5 percent chance that a gene in this 
area of the chromosome predisposes a man to 
be gay. 

However, researchers cautioned that the re- 
sults of the study will need to be replicated by 
additional, independent studies before the gay 
gene theory can be accepted by the scientific 
community. Similar studies showing genetic 
links to alcoholism, manic depression and 
schizophrenia, for instance, did not hold up 
under additional scrutiny. Also, there is the 
question of why the seven sets of brothers in 
the study who didn't share genetic material at 
Xq28 are gay. 

Dean Hamer, the head of the team of ge- 
neticists, told the Associated Press that the study 
should not necessarily be viewed as concrete 
evidence that there is a single gene that deter- 
mines sexual orientation. 

"There also could be another gene on some 
other chromosome. Or it could be that there 
was some other physical or biochemical factor 
involved. Or there could be some other non- 
biological factors related to life experiences or 
environment or upbringing." 

Typically, the study did not look at lesbi- 
ans and how they might inherit their sexual 
orientation. 

RICHARD   SHUMATE 

Backlash 
Continued from page 3 
room if you keep what goes on in your bedroom 
out of our TV shows and kids' textbooks. Ho- 
mosexuality is abnormal behavior....If this 
makes me a homophobe, I wear the label with 
pride." 

Despite the negative, however, most lesbi- 
ans and gays believe the new visibility is good 
for the community. 

"People need to know that,we arc everyday 
people," said Jaffc. "We live next door to them, 
and we're not who they think we arc. They're 
just frightened because they don't know any- 

thing about us." 
Mountcastlc and Radford agree. The gay 

flag will still fly on Savannah Street in 
Cabbagctown. In fact, says Mountcastlc, he's 
going to replace the Stars and Stripes currently 
flying on the opposite comer of his house with 
another rainbow flag. 

"We're going to take down the American 
Hag and put another gay flag out and leave the 
buml one," he said. "We decided wc don't want 
the American flag anymore because they don't 
support us." 

K C   W I L D M 0 0 N 

Jackson 
Continued from page 3 
executive committee, and Councilwoman Myrtle 
Davis, who heads the the finance committee, to 
arrange a Monday morning meeting of the two' 
committees to address the measures. 

"The mayor talked to Myrtle Davis, who 
agreed to call her committee to meet," said 
Deputy Chief of Staff Angelo Fustcr. "Then wc 
reached Davetta Johnson. She told us late [Fri- 
day] morning that she was not willing to call a 
special meeting. She said essentially that the 
committee acted properly in holding bill, and 
she was not willing to go against the commit- 
tee." 

Fuster said that the mayor's office is anx- 
ious to press the issue, and is looking into the 
possibility that the full council could act as a 
"committee of the whole" to act on the legisla- 
tion during Monday's meeting. If it is legally 
permissible, he said, the action will have to be 
initiated by a council member. 

During last week's committee meeting, some 
members voiced their concern with not only the 
financial issues but the moral issues involved in 
providing benefits to unmarried domestic part- 

ners. Citing a galvanization of public opinion 
against such recognition, Councilman Thomas 
Cuffic said he doesn't "think it's OK." 

"For many of us who oppose this, wc don't 
want to put our stamp of approval on these types 
of relationships," he said. 

Cuffic, along with Johnson (who was an 
original co-sponsor of the measure) and C.T. 
Martin, voted to hold the bill until the next com- 
mittee meeting in two weeks. Barbara Ashcr 
and bill sponsor Mary Davis voted against hold- 
ing the bill, and Clair Mullcr did not vote. Carolyn 
Long Banks, a supporter of the measure, was 
not at the meeting. 

Davis said she was disappointed in the vote 
and hoped the mayor would be successful in 
arranging the special meeting. 

"There are some people who just don't want 
this to pass," she said. 

The bill originally passed by a 9-7 vote last 
month, and the vote to override the veto was the 
same, three votes short of the number necessary 
to override. 

KC   WILDMOON 
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tributcd to any of the idea that went into 
that patent application," Arnold told ju- 
rors. "Everything needed to put this drug 
into public use and enjoyment is [in the 
draft application]." 

During cross-examination, Green tried 
to lead Arnold, who admitted he would 
receive $52,000 from Burroughs Wellcome 
for his work on the case, to' say that the 
company had only an abstract theory of 
what AZT would do. Green and Novopharm 

People with AIDS and 
their advocates have long 

criticized Burroughs 
Wellcome for what they see 
as the excessive cost of AZT. 

The wholesale price for a 
year's supply runs about 
$2,200. They are hoping 

that the generic drug 
manufacturers triumph in 
the trial so that cheaper 
versions of AZT can go 

on the market. 

contend that a lest performed by govern- 
ment scientists was the turning point that 
translated that theory into the "definite and 
permanent" idea the law requires for a 
patent. 

Arnold insisted that the draft applica- 
tion Burroughs Wellcome prepared in Feb- 
ruary 1985 laid out clearly how AZT could 
be used. The drug has been used against 
AIDS the same way since it came on the 
market in 1987, Arnold said. 

"They had a specific drug, a specific 
disease, specific tolerance of humans to that 
and sufficient dosage that they knew would 
work," Arnold said. 

Burroughs Wellcome was clearly eager 
to protect what their scientists had learned 
about using AZT against AIDS after decid- 
ing to patent the drug in mid-January 1985, 
Arnold said. Burroughs Wellcome filed pat- 
ents in Great Britain two months later. 

"About 95 percent of the patents filed 
by my office are not filed on that kind of 
deadline," Arnold said. 

ASSOCIATED  PRESS 

Burroughs Wellcome says 
didn't help with AZT 

But marketing study said 
company could get premium 

price if only company 
scientists were credited. 

New Bern, NC—Burroughs Wellcome 
scientists came up with the idea of using 
AZT against AIDS before government re- 
searchers, according to a patent attorney 
testifying in a trial that will determine just 
who holds the rights to make the drug. 

But other evidence that has unfolded in 
the federal court fight over AZT indicates 
that money might have been the reason 
Samuel Broder and Hiroaki Mitsuyu of the 
National Institutes of Health were not named 
as co-inventors of the drug. 

An internal 1985 marketing study on 
AZT stated that "an effective drug to treat 
AIDS could be a great direct and indirect 
financial benefit to the company. A pre- 
mium price could be obtained because of 
exclusivity." Burroughs Wellcome could 
expect $150 million a year in sales of the 
drug, the study said. 

Burroughs Wellcome has gone to fed- 
eral court to stop generic drug manufactur- 
ers from making their own version of AZT, 
which the company now calls Retrovir. The 
generic manufacturers, Barr Laboratories 
Inc. and Novopharm Ltd., contend 
Burroughs Wellcome's patents are invalid 
because they do not credit government sci- 
entists as co-inventors. 

People with ADDS and their advocates 
have long criticized Burroughs Wellcome 
for what they see as the excessive cost of 
AZT. The wholesale price for a year's sup- 
ply runs about $2,200. They are hoping that 
the generic drug manufacturers triumph in 
the trial so that cheaper versions of AZT 
can go on the market. 

The marketing study was presented to 
Burroughs Wellcome's research commit- 
tee five months before the company filed 
for the first of six U.S. patents on AZT. 
Robert Green, a lawyer for Novopharm, 
said the document shows the pharmaceuti- 
cal giant named only its own employees as 
inventors to try to maximize profits. 

"This evidence relates to Burroughs 
Wellcome's bias and motive to [omit] two 
inventors from the patent application," said 
Green. 

But Dr. David Barry, Burroughs 
Wellcome's vice president for medical af- 
fairs and research, said the decision on nam- 
ing AZT's inventors was made two months 
before the marketing study was presented. 
Barry said it is common practice for the 
company to do a marketing estimate on 
every drug that shows promise. He noted 
that the company is not a charity. 

"Revenue is used to support our serious 
research and to pay dividends to our stock- 
holders," Barry said. 

Houston patent attorney Tom Arnold, 
testifying for Burroughs Welcome, says the 
proof that AZT belongs to Burroughs Wel- 
come lies in an early version of the AZT 
patent application dated Feb. 6,1985, which 
was before government scientists performed 
their experiments on AZT. 

"There's no way they could have con- 

When time's running short 
and so is your money... 

Discover financial freedom with Funds for Life. 
We're here to help anyone facing the financial challenges of living 
with an incurable illness. 

Life Funding Corporation is prepared to confidentially purchase 
your life insurance policy so that you can have your money now 
when you really need it. 

Together we can realize your dreams of better quality health care 
and more fulfilling experiences of life. 

For information call 1-800-456-8799. 
Your call will be confidential. 

LIFE   FUNDING  CORPORATION 

Funds For Life. 
8300 DUNWOODY PLACE A SUITE 220 A ATLANTA, GA 30350 

(404) 518-8830 A (800) 456-8799 A FAX: (404) 518-9663 

Join us in a 
hand-to- 
mouth 

endeavor 
Every day dozens of 

volunteers cook, assemble 
meals, pack them, and drive 
them to the homes of people 
with AIDS. They feed over 
700 hungry mouths two 
meals a day, seven days a 
week. They pitch in to answer 
phones, type up delivery 
lists, and lend a hand to the 
only organization in Atlanta 
that brings food to PWAs. 

Call Project Open Hand/ 
Atlanta at 525-4620 to find 
out how to get involved. 

Project Open Hand 
Atlanta 

Feeding people with AIDS 

^fweni^Psycfiological 

Associates 

SARAH LOPEZ, Ph.D. 

DAVID D. YEAGER, Ph.D. 

DAVID WOODSFELLOW, Ph.D. 

LINDA MELROSE, Ph.D. 

RANDY OVEN, L.CS.W. 

JENNIFER RICHARDSON, L.CS.W. 

PAUL M. KIMMELL, M.D. 

SUE SCHRADER, Ph.D. 

1 Corporate Square 
Suite 220 

Atlanta, Georgia 30329 
(404) 321-2990 
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Dedicated to providing you with quality cars and service. 

New & Used Cars • Full Service • Parts • Body Shop 

1 V2 MILES INSIDE I-285 
5525 Peachtree Industrial Blvd. 

We appreciate 
your business. AS 1-2700 

'pttun <z fatten fo &wviy> 'Zf&Mla... 
My salesperson, Julie Ellis, was 
highly recommended to me by a 
friend who also enjoyed her 
dealings with Ms. Ellis. 
Julie Ellis was professional, 
courteous, and very respectful of 
the presence of my female life 
partner during the sale. Ms. Ellis 
could relate to me more 
comfortably than any other car 
salesperson ever has. I appreciated 
her availability at Curry Honda. 

During my two days of 
business at your dealership, I 
was aware of two other same- 
sex couples making purchases. 
Thank you once again for your 
dealership's stance to be gay/ 
lesbian sensitive and for 
providing quality gay personnel 
such as Julie Ellis. 

Sincerely, 
Laine Peek 

'P'tofe1**9**^ advice ^W (facet <ztcto*K&titAe cteecU. 

Julie        Ellis 
4       5       1       -       2       7       O       O 

OCCASIONi 
BIRTHDAYS 
A very special happy 25 Ih birthday goes out 
to Daniel Haley from Anthony Ricciardi on 
July 24. 

Mona Love called to wish a special happy 
belated birthday to SoVo columnist Danny 
Roble back on July 9. 

Then, Mona got oh a roll and wished a happy 
birthday (on time) to Uri Vaknin on July 25. 
You might know Uri from local activist 
circles. If you see him that day, be sure to 
wish him a happy 24th. 

ANNIVERSARIES 
Occasions would like to wish a happy third 
anniversary to Sam Faith and Oscar DeLeon 
on July 24th. 

Happy (belated) 16th anniversary goes out to 
Shirley Adams and Barbara Budd on July 9. 

Mr. J. Scott Simmons and Mr. Daniel S. 
Popovich will celebrate five fantastic years 
together on July 22. The two met in Honolulu 
and relocated to the metro area in 1991 with 
their son, Christopher. The couple would like 
to thank all their new.friends and family for 
showing true Southern hospitality and mak- 
ing them feel welcome here in Atlanta. 

This message comes from Gwen Simon: "A 
relationship solid and strong in gay Atlanta. 
Maria Morris, you are the partner for me. A 
lifetime companion and other mother to my 
children. I will always love you." 

Mike Davis and Chuck Rose will be celebrat- 
ing three wonderful years together July 25. 

EMPLOYMENT OCCASION 
Nancy Wilkinson recently received a promo- 

Happy birthday to Daniel Haley July 9. 

tion at Coca-Cola. She works in the informa- 
tion systems department and is now an asso- 
ciate programming analyst. She is just tick- 
led about this, as it seemed to almost coin- 
cide with her sixth anniversary with Susan 
Phillips. Congratulauons to both of you. 

Congratulauons to former Atlanta resident 
Scott Harris, who recently moved to Dallas, 
TX, and landed a really great job with Elec- 
tronic Data Systems as a training coordina- 
tor. Lots of travel, and lots of boys, I'm sure. 

The Occasions Voice Mailbox is waiting for 
you. Call it often. Computer circuitry is stand- 
ing by, ready to take your message. So let 
loose with that special birthday, anniver- 
sary, graduation, divorce or promotion. We 
can't print it unless you tell us about it. The 
number to call is (404) 325-7600. 

%ur Financial Plan 
Should Be As Unique 

As ^bur Family. 

An American Express company 

) 1993 IDS Financial Corporation. 

Families today are as unique as their 
individual members. At IDS we realize 
that one-size-fits-all financial plan 
simply doesn't meet most people's needs. 
That's why we've developed financial 
planning to meet the specific needs of 
both traditional and non-traditional 
families. Call today for a free 
introductory consultation. 

IDS Financial Services Inc. 
Margaret M. Graff 
Personal Financial Planner 
396-7840 
Suite 150, 1200 Ashwood Parkway, Atlanta, GA 30338 

IF SOMEONE YOU KNOW HAS AIDS... 
AMERICAN LIFE RESOURCES CAN HELP! 
Providing CASH for their life insurance policy 

NOW, when they need it the most. AmPriffln 
Call STEVE SIMON, president of A If  T) 
AMERICAN LIFE RESOURCES at: V>1116 {^SOUICCS 

1-800-633-0407 Corporation 
We are committed to paying the highest prices with 
NO HASSLES...NO EXCUSES...EVER! 
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SpWs sojourn among queers at home in the South 

"Greetings From 
Out Here" 
will air on Georgia 
Public Television 
(GPTV), Channel 8, 
Atlanta, at 11 p.m., 
Sunday, July 25. 

Richmond native's video 
set to air in Atlanta 

Award-winning video producer Ellen Spiro was only in fourth 
grade when she first became involved with photography, build- 
ing a darkroom in her bathroom in Richmond, Va. and develop- 
ing her own black and white pictures. 

As an adult, Spiro moved from the South so she would feel 
free to "really be out." But recently, Spiro came out back home— 
when her video about Southern lesbians and gays aired on public 
television in Richmond. 

With the showing of "Greetings From Out Here" in Rich- 
mond, "I feel like I've taken care of the first cycle of my life," 

Spiro said. "I've resolved that thing 
which tortured me, and now I can 
move on. You have to do that reckon- 
ing with yourself before you come 
out on TV." 

While Spiro had to leave her home- 
town to come out, her video is a monu- 
ment to "those gay people who don't 
flee, who stay at home and do the 
bravest thing of all.. .be who they are, 
where they are." 

The video begins with Spiro appearing on the screen talking 
about herself. She felt it only fair that she come out on the video 
if she was going to ask others to do it. In the opening minutes, 
with Southern harmonica playing in the background, viewers are 
also treated to their first shots of Spiro's small, black dog. 

"The film is not militant. It kind of says, "This is humanity. 
This is real.' I give it to you in funny ways," Spiro explained. 

"I think humor is the most powerful weapon we have— 
humor and charm. All the people in the film are charming. My 
dog, Sam.. .he's great. He's a main figure in the video." 

Sam also turned out to be a main figure when "Greetings" 
was shown in both Boston. 

"Sam was with me at the Boston Museum of Fine Arts. He 
usually follows five inches behind my heels. But in Boston, he 
pranced onto stage in front of me, sat in the spotlight and raised 
his foot—no joke," Spiro recalled. 

Spiro brings her sense of humor, quirkiness and warmth to 
the video. Viewers see footage of a gay rodeo in Texas. It could 
be any straight rodeo in the U.S.A.—until a drag queen cowgirl 
appears on the screen. There's a riderless horse at the rodeo, in 
commemoration of all the people who have died of AIDS. A 
lesbian tells how she lost her job after her supervisor found out 
she spent a weekend at a gay rodeo. 

Spiro believes lesbians and gays are accepted in small South- 
em towns in part because they are eccentric. What follows on the 
video are many such people. Viewers meet Isis, who lives in a 

Ellen Spiro and her dog, Sam, went on the road to capture the lesbian and gay South. 

bus in the Ozarks. They also meet Chance, who lives in Atlanta 

with her mother, Samantha Claar. 
"Chance is a terrific, fabulous, unbelievably articulate 16-year 

old," Spiro said. 
Viewers also see a gay, black man who lives in Jasper, Ala: 

"He's an incredibly powerful gospel singer and minister. I think 
he's as much of an activist as Larry Kramer, because he never hid 
his gayness from anybody in Jasper," Spiro said. 

"He's flamboyant and everybody loves him. In the South, we 
put our eccentrics on pedestals—even gays and lesbians." 

The idea for "Greetings" came after Spiro moved to New 
York City. She got involved in ACT UP and was "very out and 
queer." 

"I realized a lot of my friends—and I—were out in New York, 
but not back home. I began to think the real impact we have is in 
the home towns where we live," Spiro said. 

So she decided to make a video about the lesbians and gays 
who live in rural America. That goal became possible when 
Spiro won a grant from the Independent Television Service 
(ITVS). 

Established by Congress in 1988, ITVS' stated goal is to 
increase the diversity of programming on public television. This 

means that works by and about minorities, including lesbians 
and gays, are sought out by ITVS, Spiro said. 

After receiving the award, Spiro and her dog hit the roads of 
the South for a year to tape the video. Spiro had already decided 
who she wanted to interview. She spent weeks living with the 
people she taped. 

Shooting the footage was the fun part. Editing the mass of 
material down to a one-hour video was hard, Spiro said. 

As the video shows on public television channels across the 
country, "everybody's doing really well with it." There's only 
been one nasty phone call, even though the video has played in 
such places as Salt Lake City and Akron, Ohio, she noted. 

Perhaps most important for Spiro personally, "Greetings" has 
now shown in her home town. Her apprehension about that is 
over. 

"I told ITVS not to really promote it there. My dad's a rabbi 
and I didn't want everyone in the world calling him. But it was 
featured in the TV guide," Spiro said with a laugh. 

The night "Greetings" aired in Richmond, Spiro's father 
called her. He told her the family loved the show. 

C.   MITCHELL 

Deb Price not the same old newspaper columnist 
Last year, Deb Price broke new, and very visible, ground. 
An editor in the Washington bureau of the Detroit News, she 

approached her boss with an idea for a regular column. Nothing 
revolutionary about that—except that Price is an open lesbian 
and wanted to use her column to explore gay/lesbian issues and 
to take a look at the world using her alternative perspective. Her 
goal as a columnist—to bridge the gap between the gay and 
heterosexual communities, to get an open and honest dialogue 
started. 

Her bosses went for her 
pitch, and Price, who will be 
in Atlanta on July 27 to speak 
to Fourth Tuesday, became the 
first openly lesbian or gay col- 
umnist in a major American 
newspaper, a turning point in 
her career and her life. As she 
told one interviewer, "I can't 
be more out than this." 

Detroit readers opened their 
papers on May 8,1992 to find 
a new columnist discussing the 

Deb Price will speak to 
Fourth Tuesday July 27 at 
the Universalist Unitarian 
Church at 1911 Cliff Valley 
Way. The public is invited. 
Doors open at 6 p.m., 
program begins 7:30 p.m. 
Tickets are $9 for Fourth 
Tuesday members and $11 
for non-members. 

dilemma of how to refer to her partner of six years. In another 
column, she talked about the pain of going to her prom. 

"My first girlfriend and I went to our senior prom disguised as 
heterosexuals. Each of us had the one essential accessory: a boy." 

Her column was picked up by several other newspapers, 
including USA Today, and Gannett Co., which owns the Detroit 
News, offers it to the rest of its 79 papers across the country. A 
handful of other daily papers have followed the News' lead and 
hired openly lesbian or gay columnists. 

. After the column began, media attention swiftly followed. 
Price has discussed her endeavor in numerous articles, including 
ones in The New York Times, The Washington Post, Editor & 
Publisher and the Chicago Tribune. The column is now available 
to non-Gannett newspapers through the Los Angeles Times Syn- 
dicate. 

Before arriving at the News in 1989, Price, 35, worked for the 
Washington Post. She has a B.A. and M.A. in literature from 
Stanford University and is completing her doctorate in American 
literature at George Washington University. She lives with Joyce 
Murdoch, a Washington Post reporter, in a Washington, D.C. 
suburb. Deb Price, of the Detriot News, was America's first openly 

lesbian or gay mainstream newspaper columnist. 
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Tri-Cities Theatre 
presents 

starring 

Frank Blocker 
& Chuck Richards 

14th Street 
Playhouse 

July 28-August 8 
Wednesday through Saturday 

8:00 pm 
Sunday Matinee 3:00 pm 

Tickets: $12:00 
For Reservations Call: 

681-6091 

SAME'S OutProud Theater 
(Southeastern Arts, Media, and Education Project) 
The South's ONLY lesbian and gay arts organization 

Presents A Return Engagement 

W oman "A weaving of folklore, spirituality, 
and good old-fashioned love!" 

a new play by Shirlene Holmes 
directed by Carol Mitchell-Leon 
featuring Brenda Porter and Sondra Barrie 

Fridays-Sundays, July 16 -Aug. 15th, 1993 
All Shows 8:00 PM 

"an evening of beautiful revelation and lesbian romance"  ETC 
"emotional and sexual tension between characters was almost palpable" ALFA newsletter 
"masterful dialogue, quick wit and tenderness" Fourth Tuesday newsletter 

OutProud Theater 
75 Bennett Street, Suite N-1 

(Located behind Mick's on Peachtree in Buckhead) 
Tickets $10 in advance— $12 at the door 

Advance tickets available at: 
Charis Books and More in Little Five Points 
E.D.'s Gourmet Records in Ansley Square 

Maddix Deluxe in Virginia Highlands 

Call SAME for Reservations & Information: 609-9590 
Tha work of SAME Is funded in part by the City of Atlanta Buraau of Cultural Affairs, iha Chicago Resource Cantor, tha EMSA Foundation, the Fulton Counly Arts 

Council, tha Fund for Southern Communities, and Iha Gaorgia Council for tha Arts. 

&*«c© nH 
"Brilliant! Hysterically funny! 

They had to drag me kicking and 

screaming out of the theatre, 
wanted more! I laughed for 2 solid 

hours. The show only lasted an 
hour and a half." 

-Joel Siegel, ABC-TV 

Georgia Tech Theatre for the Arts 
Friday & Saturday, July 23 & 24,8 PM 

Sunday, July 25,3 PM 
Comedy Workshop: July 22 

GT BOX OFFICE 
MONDAY-FRIDAY 9:00-5:00 

994-9600 
CO-PRESENTED BY: 

GEORGIA TECH    ,   „ 
THEATRE ^rweMr ACADEMY THEATRE 
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22 THURSDAY 

REVOLUTION. 
Celebrate the ending to the 
era of "been there, done 
that" because the 
Revolution starts tonight. 
Atlanta's newest dance 
club opens with five 
different rooms with their 
own specific atmospheres, 
including the Dian Fosse 
and Esther Williams rooms 
and 1100 sq. ft. patio. The 
complex itself is over 
11,000 sq.fecL 9 p.m. 293 
Pharr Rd. 816-5455. 

RETHINKING ETHICS. 
Georgia Stale philosophy 
professor Linda Bell 
presents and signs her 
newly published book, 
"Rethinking Ethics in the 
Midst of Violence, A 
Feminist Approach to 
Freedom." Where does 
mysogynist violence in 
women's lives fit in a 
world of universal 
oppression? How can 
liberation be at the heart of 
ethics in such a world? 
Join a challenging 
discussion. Charis Books 
and More.7:30 p.m. 419 
Moreland Ave. 524-0304. 

WHAT TO LOOK FOR 
IN BUYING A FRAN- 
CHISE. The Small 
Business Development 

Center at Georgia State is 
offering a program in 
franchising. Find out what 
the steps are in buying a 
franchise. 6-8:30 p.m. 
Georgia Stale University. 
S25. 651-3550/Pam Davis. 

S.W.A.T. (Sex With a 
Twist). A workshop about 
healthy sexuality for gay 
and bisexual men 
regardless of age, race or 
HIV status. Spend a fun 
evening with a diverse 
group of guys, talking 
about how to make sex 
safe and satisfying. For 
info and reservations, 872- 
0600/Aid Atlanta. 

ATLANTA 
ENTREPRENUERS' 
CLUB. A networking, 
informational and social 
organization about 
business. Meets every 
Thur. 457-6347. 

23 FRIDAY 

PETER, PAUL AND 
MARY. Haven't you 
wanted to sing along with 
"Puff the Magic Dragon" 
recently? Well, now here's 
your chance, and where 
better to do it than in this 
fabulous venue.-Tonight 
and tommorrow. 8:30 p.m. 

D    N    G 
FIREWORKS. Through 
July 24. Two lonely people 
find themselves drawn 
together every year at 
Lenox Square to watch the 
fireworks display. 14th St. 
Playhouse. 892-2414. 

NOSTRADAMUS 
SPEAKS! A collaborative 
multi-disciplinary perform- 
ance exploring the com- 
pelling need to know the 
future through prophecy in 
its many variations, from 
medicine to superstition. 
Through July 31. 8:30 p.m. 
Th-Sat. 800 East, 800 E. 
Ave. off N. Highland. $5. 
522-5265. 

YOU, THE NIGHT AND 
MUSIC. Through Augl. 
Actor's Express presents 
its own irreverent evening 
of cabaret compiled from 
classic popular songs of 
the 30s, 40s and 50s. 221- 
0831. 

CITY SCULPTURE. 
Experience Atlanta's 
newest gallery with an 
opening reception and 
showing of the works of 17 
area artists. Showing 
through Aug 21. Reception 
5-7 p.m. Atlanta City Hall 
East Gallery, 675 Ponce de 
Leon. 257-1804. 

N D A R 
Chastain Park. $16-532.50. 
249-6400. 

ONE-ACT FESTIVAL. 
The Stage Door Players 
offer seven different one- 
act plays, two of which are 
Atlanta premieres and one 
a world premiere, directed 
by local aspiring directors. 
Three one-acts will be 
presented this weekend 
and four more the next. 8 
p.m. F & Sat, 2:30 p.m. 
Sun. N.DeKalb Cultural 
Center. $7. 396-1726. 

AVNER THE ECCEN- 
TRIC. He's back. Have a 
festive night with this 
former Allantan's 
internationally acclaimed, 
hilariously funny, sDcnt 
one-man show. 8 p.m. F & 
Sat, 3 p.m. Sun. Georgia 
Tech Theater for the Arts, 
349 Ferst Dr. $8-$18. 894- 
9600. 

VAN HALEN with 
VINCENEIL.Ifyou're 
ready to rock, Lakewood 
Amphitheater is the place 
to be tonight Van Halen 
returns to Atlanta with its 
"Right Here Right Now" 
tour. 7:30 p.m. Coca-Cola 
Lakewood Amphitheater. 
520-525. 249-6400. 

A LADY AND A 
WOMAN. SAME'S 
OutProud Theater presents 
a return engagement of this 
beautiful lesbian romance 
by Shirlene Holmes. 8 p.m. 
75 Bennett St., SteN-1. 
$10-512. 609-9590. 

WOMEN, DREAMS 
AND LIGHT. An 
intriguing photography and 
short fiction exhibit by 
Deborah Monroy and 
Shannon Danford that 
celebrates women, cats and 
reality through the artists' 
eyes. Opening 8-11 p.m. 
470 Candler Park Dr. 378- 
5570. 

DON DIXON BAND. 
Country-flavored roots 
rock form the talented 
North Carolina musician 
and producer. 8:30 p.m. 
Variety Playhouse, L5P. 
58-510. 521-1786. 

D 0    P    C 
DAMN YANKEES. 
Broadway's Tony Award- 
winning musical salute to 
the boys of summer that 
tells the tale of how the 
Devil and his vixen, Lola, 
bargain the dreams of an 
aging baseball fan for his 
soul. Through Aug 21. 8 
p.m. Th-Sat, 2 p.m. Sat & 
Sun. 

SMOKE ON THE 
MOUNTAIN. This 
popular and highly 
successful musical comedy 
and good-time gospel 
celebration returns to 
Theater in the Square. 
Through Sept 4. 8 p.m. T- 

GEORGIA GAMES 
TORCH RUN. Original 
ing in Savannah last week, 
the Torch Run has traveled 
throughout the state. 
Today, it ends here in 
Atlanta with the lighting of 
the official Georgia Games 
Torch. 944-0444/ 
Savannah. 853-0905/ 
Atlanta. 

24 SATURDAY 

ALFA'S21ST BIRTH- 
DAY DANCE AND 
SALUTE TO OUR 
LESBIAN 
FOREMOTHERS. Do 
you remember your 21st 
birthday or your first 
womyn's kiss? Share your 
stories and pictures at this 
party, complete with 
music, dancing, food and 
prizes. Womyn only. 8- 
midnight First Existential- 
ist Congregation, 470 
Candler Park Dr. 55-57. 
627-5619-TTY. 

AIDS 101 AWARENESS 
AND ACTION SEMI- 
NAR. Aid Atlanta will 
sponser this helpful and 
informative seminar for 
anyone who wants to learn 
more about AIDS and HIV 
infection and how to help 
stop this epidemic. 8 a.m.- 
6 p.m. Georgia Mental 
Health Institute. 515. 872- 
0060. 

5TH ANNUAL SOUTH- 
EASTERN MEDIA 
INSTITUTE. The South 
Carolina Arts Commission 
Media Arts Center 
sponsors this intensive 
week-long professional 
media workshop and 
networking opportunity in 
Columbia, SC. (803) 734- 
8696. 

DIABOLIQUE. Simonc 
Signoret and Vera Clouzol 
co-star in this shocking 
suspense thriller about a 
tyrannical school teacher 
who drives his wife and 

0    I    I    I    G 
Sat, 3 & 7p.m. Sun. 11 
Whitlock Ave, Marietta. 
S15-S25. 422-8369. 

HOTLANTA RIVER 
EXPO. August 5-8. This 
year's theme, "Magic: 
Believe in It," is destined 
to bring all you river and 
swimsuit fans a fabulous 
weekend. 607-8390. 

MICHIGAN'S 
WOMYN'S MUSIC 
FESTIVAL. August 10- 
15. Get your guitar and 
camping gear together for 
the biggest and oldest 
womyn's festival in the 
country. (616) 757-4766. 

murder. Directed by the 
"French Hitchcock" Henri- 
Georges Clouzot 8 p.m. 
High Museum of Art. 56. 

RADIOHEAD. Sec first 
hand this popular British 
alternative rock band 
whose song "Creep" from 
the album "Pablo Honey" 
is a runaway hit on 
alternative radio. 8:30 p.m. 
Variety Playhouse, Little 
Five Points. 58-510. 521- 
1786. 

HIV UPDATE. The 
syndicated cable TV show 
airs every Sat at 6:00 p.m. 
on Channel 12. 

25 SUNDAY 

BANDSTAND BOOGIE. 
Robert Ray and Iris 
Farmer headline an all-star 
Atlanta cast presenting six 
decades of American 
music. Bring your blankets 
and baskets to this free 
outdoor concert 7:30 p.m., 
Galleria Ampitheater. 

UNDERGROUND 
ATLANTA FOURTH 
ANNIVERSARY. 
ANNIVERSARY. 
Themed "The Heart of 
Georgia," the fourth 
anniversary will feature 
entertainment and 
interactive exhibits from 
attractions around the 
State, Georgia athletes, 
book authors, celebrities 
and more. Through July 
28. 

GREETINGS FROM 
OUT HERE. Ellen 
Spiro's independent film 
takes a quirky on-the-road 
approach to capture the 
diversity and vitality of 
"out" gay Southern life. 11 
p.m. WGTV Channel 8. 

26 I IN DAY 

AWADAGIN PRATT. 
Acclaimed pianist- 

the prestigious Naumburg 
Competition, will perform 
works from Beethoven, 
Bach and Brahms as part 
of part of the Atlanta 
Symphony's Summerfest 
series. 8 p.m. Symphony 
Hall at Woodruff Arts 
Center. 510. 

OUT IN ATLANTA. 
Atlanta's local lesbian and 
gay cable program. 10:30 
p.m. and again, Wed. 5:30 
p.m. Cable Ch. 12. 
p.m. Cable Ch. 12. 

GAY USA. A gay and 
lesbian news show 
produced in New York 
includes national and 
international coverage. 
Cable Ch. 12, People TV. 
11 p.m. 

27 TUESDAY 

AUSTRALIA'S 
ANIMAL MYSTERIES 
AND GEOGRAPHY. It's 
whatever you wanted to 
know about the island 
continent, Australia, night 
on Public TV. Three 
different shows about the 
country's unique animals, 
forests and Outback. 8-11 
p.m. WGTV Channel 8. 

28 WEDNESDAY 

EULA MAE'S BEAUTY, 
BAIT AND TACKLE. A 
comical and hilarious look 
at Eula Mae's Beauty, Bait 
and Tackle Shop and many 
of its offbeat visitors. The 
show features Frank 
Blocker and Chuck 
Richards who each play 
multiple characters. 
Through Aug 8. 8 p.m. W- 
Sat, 3 p.m. Sun. 14th St 
Playhouse. $12. 681-6091. 

POSITIVE LIVING. 
This locally produced 
show about people living 
with AIDS. People TV Ch. 
12,2:30 p.m. and again on 
Sat, 10 p.m. It also airs on 
City Ch. 6, Th. 5 p.m. 

Pictured: 
ABOVE: Pianist Awadagin 

Pratt comes to Symphony 
Hall Monday. 

LEFT: Peter, Paul and Mary 
spend Friday at Chastain. 

BELOW: A scene from 
Nostradamus Speaks! at 800 

East. 
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m , MID-TOWNE 
If E^IGINE CENTER 

•' 'V#"Ht' 
would like to thank 

3       fhe community for its 
jj support during our first year 

and a half of business. We've 
grown to become one of the 

^triost trusted pharmacies in 
Atlanta, referred by many 

-    physicians, home and state 
healthcare agencies. 

Our services now include: 
• Full Service Pharmacy 

§?;        • 24 Hour Emergency Service 
• Free Delivery 

• Patient Counseling 
• Alternative Medicinal Therapies 

« Insurance Assignment 
• Insurance Coordinator Services 

A 

• Detailed Account Information 
'*        • Full Line of Medical Equipmen 

*■■  • . * 

p j    888-9834 
IT     < St 

699^
J
IEDMONT AVENUE, NE 

* "^       /#.■*,-»»% »*'T»I»   ^-wi^  i\iri\*i\\-'r   t»_    >1>IA\ 

\, *#-''::- ' Mk '-*::'' 

>yflime on ;your 
Accelerated Benefits of Washington* 

will purchase your existing 
life insurance for cash. 

• We process your 
request quickly and at 

11 no cost to you. • Our ap- 
II plication process is simple. 
I • Payment is made immed- 

Mmmmmmm iately and in full. • All in- 
quiries are held in the strictest confidence. • You use your pay- 

ment any way you want. • You have ready access to an es- 
crow account holding your money. There are no restric- 

tions. • We will consider any size individual or group 
&      policy. • Your accelerated benefits counsellor will 

give you prompt, personalized service. We 
welcome the opportunity to work . \ 

with federal employees. .-. \ 
♦member NAPWA and NAVSO 

^4'STC 
If you or someone close to you is seriously ill, 
call Carol Cunard at 1-800-227-8447 for more information. 

if —                                                                                        A 
LEARN THE HOT NEW 

COUNTRY 
LINE DANCES 

[                          ON HOME VIDEO                           J 

Easy Step-By-Step 
Instructions Show You How 

Line Dances like the Achy Breaky are sweeping the country - Everybody's doing 
them! Now, no matter how old you are, you can learn to do them, too, with... "DOIN' 
IT COUNTRY STYLE!" This easy-to-follow video shows you what you need to 
know to be a real Country line dancer in no time... And have the time of your life 
doing it! 

Start Dancing In Minutes 
In addition to the Achy Breaky, "DOIN' IT COUNTRY STYLE!" shows you how to 
do three more of the latest, hottest line dances...The Boot Scootin' Boogie...Flying 
Eight...Box Car Blues... All in the privacy of your own home. Learn at your own 
relaxed pace with simple, step-by-step instructions to all the basic moves... Plus, lots 
of specialty moves so you can really dance with flair! Each dance is clearly demon- 
strated first by a couple, then by a whole troupe of dancers.. .So you see howbeautiful 
and how much fun these dances really are. And you can stop and start at any point. 
Every dance is set to upbeat, high energy Country music. It's like being in a dance 
club! 

Country line dancing is the latest sensation and it's here to stay. It's also a great way 
to exercise! Don't miss out on all the fun. Order your copy of "DOIN' IT COUNTRY 
STYLE!" now and be a part of it! VHS. 

Also Available 
"MORE DOIN' IT COUNTRY STYLE" features four more favorite line dances that 
are fast and easy to learn. Order both and save! 

Volume One Features 
Achy Breaky Heart 

Boot Scootin' Boogie 
Flying Eight 

Box Car Blues 
Volume Two Features: 

Electric Slide 
The Two Step 

Cowboy Hustle 
Clogging Around 

TO ORDER SEND S9.95 plus $2.00 shipping and handling 
per tape, OR TO ORDER both TAPES. $18.00 plus $4.00 S/H 

COUNTRY GREATS 
42 Music Square W., Suite 310 
Nashville, TN 37203 
PLEASE ALLOW 4 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY! 
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION (800) 334-5561 
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National, local artwork goes on the block at Artcare 1993 

Event raises money for groups 
serving people with AIDS 

During the past five years, Artcare has grown from an 
Atlanta hometown effort into one of the nation's largest charity 
art auctions to benefit people with AIDS. 

And organizers are expecting a crowd of 1,000 on Saturday, 
July 24, when Artcare 1993, featuring an extraordinary selection 
of art for sale, takes the stage at the Swissotel in Buckhead. 

During the last four years, the event has raised more than 
$335,000, topping the $100,000 mark each of the last two years. 
Proceeds this year will go to benefit AID Atlanta, Project Open 
Hand, Childkind and the Visiting Nurses Association. 

The event suffered a minor blow last week when actress 
Linda Lavin, star of the TV series "Alice" and Artcare 1993's 
celebrity spokesperson, cancelled her planned appearance at the 
Atlanta event in order to replace Tony-winner Madelaine Kahn 
in the Broadway production of "The Sisters Rosenzweig." She 
will be replaced by Leslie Charleson, who portrays Dr. Monica 
Quartermaine on the TV soap opera "General Hospital." 

But there will still be celebrity fire-power. Returning this 
year will be last year's honorary chairperson, Dr. Ned Rifkin, 
director of the High Museum of Art, and Jeanne White, chair of 
the Ryan White Foundation. 

White, the mother of Ryan White, became involved with 
Artcare three years ago when a friend of hers from Los Angeles 
introduced her to the Atlantans working on the auction. She has 
since been "adopted" by Artcare, becoming its national spokes- 
person. 

White calls Artcare "a wonderful organization where every- 
body is truly working from the heart All the money goes directly 
to people with AIDS. It's people taking care of people." 

Artcare 1993 chairperson Jackie Stephenson, who has spent 
the good part of year riding herd on this event, notes how 
difficult pulling together something like this is. "Artcare is an 
all-volunteer organization, from the board members to the volun- 

"From the Depths" is a glass sculpture made especially 
for Artcare 1993 by Hans Frabel. 

teers to the artists, and for the magnitude of the event that we put 
on, that's nothing short of a miracle." 

For an organization with designs on a national profile, that 
can be exhausting, but Stephenson knows that the work the 
board does ultimately means more money for AIDS. "Every bit 
of the money we raise needs to go where it's needed. That's how 
it should be."' 

Michael Venezia, who is coordinating artists' contributions 
this year, is one of the founders of Artcare. His friend Bob Izzy 
(who recently died of AIDS) called him six years ago with the 
idea of an art auction to benefit people with AIDS. 

"We started out as a real loose organization of people with 
big hearts. It's great to see how Artcare has grown into a gala 

event that represents and honors the Atlanta arts community, as 
well as raises money." 

Venezia notes that this year's collection is full of that '90s 
buzzword, diversity. "We're excited that there's such a diverse 
selection of art—there should be something there for everyone," 
he notes. Among work he has seen, Venezia was especially 
impressed with paintings by Atlanta artists Lee Bomhoff and 
Lamar Smith. He is also pleased to be able to offer a lithograph 
by '60s pop artist James Rosenquist, donated by Dick Dailcy. 

Other noteworthy items among the collection include a Hans 
Frabel glass sculpture designed specifically for Artcare 1993, 
and an India ink sketch by Sir Cecil Beaton, donated by John 
Webster Kecfe, principal curator of Decorative Arts at the New 
Orleans Museum of Art, one of Arlcare's sponsoring museums. 
The other sponsoring museum is the Louisiana State University 
Museum. 

Overall, over 250 works of art, including paintings, sculp- 
ture, photography, weavings and mixed media, have been con- 
tributed by artists to the event, most at a 100 percent return to the 
auction. Other local and Georgia artists who have contributed 
work to Artcare 1993 include Venezia, Randy Chumblcy, David 
Fralcy, Harriet Liebowitz, Chester Old, Ivan Bailey, Martin Dawe, 
Lucinda Bunncn, Bernard Cohen and Bill Paul. 

The auction itself will be conducted in two parts—a silent 
auction, which will be ongoing throughout the evening, and a 
live auction conducted by Patrick Meade, a European decorative 
arts specialist and appraiser with Christie's auction house in New 
York. The most impressive works will be available at the live 
auction, which raised over $60,000 last year. 

The event will be held on Saturday, July 24 at 8:00 p.m. at 
the main ballroom of Swissotel Atlanta, 3393 Peachtrcc Road. 
Tickets are $35, $50 and $75, and may be purchased by calling 
8734088. Those interested in volunteering time to make this 
event a success should call the same number and ask for Randy 
Chumbley. 

AL COTTON 

Chef! has everything you need for 
the gourmet in you! We feature one 
of Atlanta's most complete collec- 
tion of gourmet coffees, kitchen 

tools, Calphalon cookwarc. Choose 
from a selection of pot racks, 

traditional butcher blocks to deco- 

rate and functionalize the kitchen. 

THE RIGHT BLEND 

OF INGREDIENTS 

TM 

Chef! 
VIRGINIA    HIGHLANDS 

AT    •    GALLERIA 

Lois & Peggy say... 

"Things are beginning to heat up at 
Chimney Trace Apartments." 

Coming home to 
an empty house 

isn't all bad! 

Security 
Systems 

Call ROBYN ELLIOTT 
a neighbor in your community 

Ask about the $195 Crime 
Fighter Package. 

297-6246 

uncovered. 

Esquire 
in 

Complete Insurance Protection 
Auto - Home - Commercial - 

Motorcycle - Life - Health 

M-F 9AM-6PM 
SAT10AM-2PM 
2000 Cheshire Bridge Rd. 
next to Hairanoia 634-6380 

(404) 469-0663 
Stone Mountain, Georgia 
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OUR 
CUSTOMERS 

know us best... 

"OFFERING recommendations 
to my friends and colleagues is also 
important to me. When I do make 
such a suggestion, I must have the 
utmost confidence that the satisfied 
treatment I've received will be wait- 
ing for my friends." 

Michael Aycock 

A FAMILV CAR 

■■■> 

,/ 

.— ,J&<?,. 
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ATLANTA CLASSIC CARS 
1655 CHURCH STREET 
DECATUR, GEORGIA 30033 
404/296-1313 

ROLLS 

R 
ROYCE 

"WHERE THE SAFEST CAR 
IN THE WORLD IS MORE AFFORDABLE" 

< 

N 

< 

Auto Insurance For 
All Lifestyles 

Ready... Willing.. .And Able. 

• Low Rates 
• Flexible Terms 
• Open Saturdays 

8 Locations Including 

MIDTOWN 

We won't let 
PRIDE 

stand in the way... 
WE NEED MONEY!! 

The Pride Committee needs to raise 
$48,000 

to finish financing all of the expenses of 
Pride '93. This year's Pride 

celebration was the biggest ever with over 
100,000 people in attendance. We need 

your help now to make Pride '94 possible. 

If you attended Pride this year, we urge 
you to send in whatever you can. 

For a $10 donation, you will receive a 
coupon for a Pride '93 T-shirt with the 

fabulous rainbow logo. For a $25+ donation, 
you will receive a coupon for a Pride Pack 

with a button, a T-shirt and a bandana. 

Send to: 

Donation 

■ Name   
I Address . 

I " 

ALGPC 
P.O. Box 54024 
Atlanta, GA 30308-0024 

~l 

$10     $25 
(Please Circle) 

Other 

"J 

> 



THE THREE SISTERS, g 
might be classic Russian, but the primary plot device could come 
from today's headlines—Anton Chckov's "The Three Sisters" is 
a play about a military base closing. 

Such subject matter, of course, can come up dry if not 
carefully executed, and, in its latest Atlanta incarnation, it isn't 
and it does. The Play Ground Theatre Company (in residence at 
7 Stages Backdoor Theatre) is currently presenting the classic 
play in a new translation by noted playwright David Mamet, and 

both the production and trans- 
"The Three Sisters" 
plays Wednesday through 
Sunday nights through 
Aug1 at 8 p.m. at 7 
Stages Backdoor Theatre, 
1105 Euclid Avenue in 
Little Five Points. 

lation fall short of meeting ex- 
pectations. 

Mamet's translation tries to 
make Chekov more accessible 
to a modern audience, while 
clearly stamping the 
playwright's own signature 
style on the Russian's great 
work. But by doing so, Mamet 

has turned the three sisters, Olga (Agnes Lucinda Harty), Irina 
(Trace Turville) and Masha (Heidi Cline) into whining Russian 
yuppies, instead of passionate women who yearn for something 
better in their lives. Indeed, the most oft-quoted line is gone from 
this translauon (Masha, when asked why she always wears black, 
responds, "I'm in mourning for my life."). It sets much of the 
tone for this character, and it is sorely missed. 

"The Three Sisters" is the story of four siblings (the afore- 
mentioned Olga, Irina and Masha, and their wastrel brother 
Andrei [Hudson Adams]), stuck in a small military outpost, far 
from the beloved Moscow where they grew up. Indeed, it is 
Irini's most fervent wish to return to the city she loves, and she 
will do anything she has to do—even if that means marrying a 
stuffed shirt life Baron Nikolai (Scott Plate). 

Andrei has unwisely married the shrew Natalya (Elizabeth 
Minnis). Olga, like her youngest sister, is anxious to get to 
Moscow to get a life, but instead remains behind to become the 
school's headmistress. Masha, married to Fyodor (Don Smith) 
falls desperately in love with the dashing Lieutenant Colonel 
Alexandr (Doug Sadler). 

It is against this milieu the drama unfolds. A fire breaks out 
in the town, destroying many of the old ways and cementing the 
decision of the military to pull out and move to Poland. With the 
military's withdrawal goes the hopes of Masha and Irini. 

The unique layout of 7 Stages Backdoor Theatre gives us, as 
an audience, an interesting perspective on Chekov's play. It is as 
if the piece is being played out in a goldfish bowl, and we arc 
looming overhead looking down on the foolish fish. It certainly 
gives "The Three Sisters" an almost claustrophobic feel, as if any 
minute one of the characters will scream to break loose from the 
mortal coil tying him or her to the stage. It's a unique idea, but 
director David Crowe docs little to explore it beyond presenting 
it to us. 

Indeed, he has undercut his actors throughout this produc- 
tion. The timing and pacing of "The Three Sisters" is agoniz- 
ingly slow. Indeed, except for the mostly-comic first scene, the 
play seems to drag on forever (it runs just shy of three hours). 
Characters come and go at a moment's notice (that's in Chckov's 
script), but Crow does little to help us understand why they are 
there (as a reminder, a comment on the action or as a sort of 
Greek chorus to the main acuon). Characters move for no reason, 
except to get out of each other's way in a crowded set. And there 
never seems to be any cohesion between the actors. 

Olga is certainly the most thankless roll among the three 
sisters, and Agnes Lucinda Harty does her best with what she's 
given, but she still can't make Olga interesting to us. Her out- 
bursts seem forced, and she is often stilted. Trace Turville reaches 
her peak as Irini at the end of Act I when she plays a desperate 
game of solitaire to get the right fortune in her cards. In one 
moment, she captures the essence of Irini perfectly, yet she lets it 
slip away from her in the second act, and we never see it again. 

Heidi Cline makes for a most interesting Masha, cold and 
unfeeling toward her husband and siblings, warm toward 
Alexandr. Hers is probably the most successful characterization 
in the production, because we see the widest changes most 
visibly with her. Unfortunately, Doug Sadler's Alexandr is just 

Masha (Heidi Cline, left), Irina (Trace Turville, sitting) 
and Olga (Agnes Lucinda Hardy, right) are Chekov's 
tortured "Three Sisters." 

too immature and lacking in style and suaveness to be convinc- 
ing. We know Masha loves him, but we can't help but wonder 
why. 

Once the cast gets a chance to settle into its roles a bit more, 
the timing and pace of "The Three Sisters" may improve. It's a 
tough show to sit through, and it desperately needs to move 
faster. And 7 Stages has the hardest seats in town. 

MICHAEL   KAPE 

SEVAN AH DA 
COMMUNITY OWNED NATURAL FOODS MARKET 

Chemical Free. 
New studies show the importance of 
eating organic fruits and vegetables. 

We're here for your health - providing 
you with the best selection of 

organics in the Southeast. 

1111 EUCLID AVE.NE* IN LITTLE FIVE POINTS*681-2831 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK UNTIL 9 PM 

Nature's gifts 
are worth giving 

PANACHE HAIR 
A UNIQUE FULL 
SERVICE SALON 

Don't stay in the 
Jurassic Period — 

Evolve 
Perm, Haircut & 

Blowdry only $49 
($69 Value!) 

Introductory offer for New Customers 
with this coupon. 

MORNINGSIDE 
SAGE HILL 

i SHOPPING CENTER 

873.1849 

\lour Attendance For A 
BENEFIT WEEKEND OF 

DANCE fe» ENTERTAINMENT 
Starring 

RCA/BNA Recording Artist 

TIM RYAN 
IN CONCERT 

With Special Guest 

STEFF 
MAHAN 

Southern Country Atlanta 

ROUND-UP ? 
AUGUST 13-14-15 

FOR INFORMATION, 
CALL (404) 908-7480 

Round-Up Benefits These Organizations: 

GENESIS    .   CHILDKIND  .       PR°)ECT 

CENTER OPEN HAND 
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EARTHSHAKIN'  OBSERVATIONS 

ARIA HELENA DOLAN 

onvalescing at my mother's house, I've not been 
gardening. Back braces and spades don't mix 
well. 

However, I have listened to and advised Madre about 
certain difficulties, particularly the dreaded Japanese Beetle— 
an even more colorful and more successful export than 
Toyota. 

Now, even though my mother and I grow many of the 
same ornamentals, I'm not bothered by this voracious pest. 
Hordes of them assault her roses, crape myrtles, Rose of 
Sharon, etc. daily. 

Unhappily, she's made two gross errors in dealing with 
them. Last year, she set out Japanese Beetle traps. And she 
has not used Milky Spore disease for the beetle grubs. 

The theory behind the traps is essentially correct. Put 
them out, and they attract beetles. Unfortunately, they exer- 
cise an irresistible siren song to every beetle in a disgust- 
ingly large radius. So tons of them come to party, eating and 
carrying on and exceeding the capacity of the traps (the traps 
feature a sex hormone attractant, after all). 

As Arnold would say, "Big Mistake." Unless you locate 
traps, say, in the yard of a homophobic neighbor, you will 
do yourself a disservice. The only real remedy for adult 
beetles is to continually hand-pick them off leaves and 
flowers, placing them into escape-proof containers, jars of 
soapy water, etc. Systemic sprays have little effect and can 

deleteriously impact other, beneficial garden creatures. 
My advice is to keep pickin' and just limp along for one 

season. You see, the beetles feed now, so they can get on 
with the business of reproduction. Next spring, however, 
you won't see tiny beetles. If you dig around the plants 
beetles assaulted the previous summer, you'll find grubs— 
ugly, pale, wormy, hungry things which will grow up into 
beetles after they damage root systems. 

The gardener's task is to prevent these larvae from meta- 
morphosing into beetles; in fact, it's the only way. Complete 
maniacs may spend the entire late winter and early spring 
period digging for grubs. Calmer folks can purchase a box 
of Milky Spore disease, follow directions (i.e., lightly dig 
and water it into the soil), and eliminate 90 to 98 percent of 
the grubs. 

How docs the stuff work? Milky Spore is a soil-borne, 
pest-specific bacteria. It's actually produced from bacteria- 
infested larvae, which is why supplies can be spotty. True, 
there was an ineffective batch a few years ago. Fortunately, 
quality control was vastly improved, and the stuff really 
works. 

You can obtain Milky Spore locally-call around to gar- 
den centers, since supplies are spotty, or through the mail. 
The important thing to remember is that, for about S20 and a 
morning's labor, you can virtually eliminate beetles. 

Upon hearing this revelation, my mother rushed out, 
bought a box and then pressed my father into assisting her 
with introducing the stuff. I might have waited till fall, 
because there are no grubs yet, but this may not matter in 
terms of efficacy. 

In fact, I put Milky Spore into my soil about seven years 
ago, and I still remain mostly untroubled by them. In the 
spring, I get a few grubs, which I find through ordinary 
garden digging. 

Hungry nesting mockingbirds and robins cut a deal with 
me—if I place dug-up grubs in the driveway, they'll polish 
them off right away. The arrangement works out to 
everyone's mutual satisfaction (except the grub's). 

Mulching Manual 
It is time to consider mulching, which is blanketing bare 

soil with some sort of covering. Any material laid on top of 
the soil prevents evaporation of water, leaving more for the 
plants, and smothers weeds, which rob plants of water, 
nutrients and light. 

Mulching keeps a soil cool in summer, and the roots of 
many plants enjoy a cool environment. Mulching softens 
the impact of driving rain, so that soil is not spattered onto 
strawberries and tomatoes or carried away in rivulets. 

Organic mulches such as straw and pine needles add 
nutrients and humus to soil as they decompose, a benefit 
which necessitates periodic renewal of these mulches. Ma- 
terials for mulch are outside your back door, down your 
street and at local garden centers and hardware stores. Your 
lawn can supply your garden with grass clippings and leaves. 

Supplement this with bags of grass clippings and lca\*cs 
your non-gardening neighbors leave at the ends of their 
driveways. Watch out for clippings from lawns treated with 
herbicides, to which tomatoes and potatoes are especially 
sensitive. 

Other "garbage" suitable for mulch is newspapers, spread 
on (he ground a few pages thick. Top the newspapers with a 
thin layer of wood chips, stones or anything else to keep the 
pages in place and out of sight. Discarded carpets or carpet 
pads are a long-lasting mulch. 

You also can buy mulches. Straw is cheap and one of 
the best mulches. Somewhat more expensive are peat moss 
and pine bark. Cocoa bean hulls, a by-product of chocolate 
manufacture, are a mulch whose aroma will make your 
mouth water, at least for a while. 

Black plastic sheeting is a "high-tech" mulch. The draw- 
back of plastic is that it is an eyesore, and it does not mulch 
the soil with humus. The main advantage of black plastic 
mulch is that it warms the soil, which is what is needed in 
northern gardens to ripen a good crop of muskmelons, 
peppers and other heat-loving vegetables. 

The ultimate mulch is compost. Such a mulch will, 
essentially, weed, feed and water your garden. 

ASSOCIATED   PRESS 

THE NEXT STEP 

EH 
Never a Cover 

KARAOKE Friday - TGIF PARTY 
Monday thru        with BUFFET and RETRO 
Wednesday       DISCO with BUGHA KNOWS 

Sunday 4-8 
THE BEST FREE 

BUFFET IN TOWN! 

Do you remember your own 
Lesbian Foremothers? The womyn 
who helped you come out? Bring 
their pictures and share your story! 

ANSLEY SQUARE • ATLANTA • 404 872-4403 

Violai 

The Atlanta Lambda 
Community Center and The 

Atlanta Lesbian Feminist 

Alliance invite you to 

ALFA's 21st Birthday 
Dance and Salute to 

our Lesbian 
Foremothers! 

Saturday, July 24 
8 p.m. to 12 a.m. 

First Existentialist Congregation 
470 Candler Park Drive, Atlanta 

Tickets in Advance $5 
At the Door $7 

For more information please call the 
Lambda Center at 262-1155 or 627- 

5619 (TTY) or ALFA at 378-9769 

TICKETS IIS ADVANCE AT CI1ARIS 
A WOMEN-ONLY EVENT 

Want to accompany 
100great women on 
a weekly musical 
journey... and have 
them follow you? 
The Atlanta Feminist Women's 
Chorus is seeking an accompanist for 
their two-concert 1993-94 season. 
Regular Sunday evening rehearsals 
begin this falL 

Send resume to 
The Atlanta Feminist 
Women's Chorus 
P.O. Box 8480 
Atlanta, Ga 30307 , 
or call /jK?£S£li 
438-5823 fHSttSSfti 
for more x^fe_)'    chorus 
information 
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I VNER the Eccentric" comes to the Georgia Tech 

Ifl Theatre of the Arts for three performances over the 
11 weekend of July 23-25. Unlike other critically-acclaimed 

performances, the only sound the audience will hear will be their 
own laughter, as "AVNER" is totally silent. The show is un- 
usual, making it difficult to describe. Avner Eisenberg incorpo- 
rates his skill as a mime, a juggler and a high-wire artist into a 
silent slapstick, new vaudevillian show. 

Avner grew up in Atlanta, somehow managing to juggle his 
three passions—snakes, science and juggling—before studying 
biology and chemistry in college for a year. As he tells the story, 
Avner's parents then forced him to quit college and take up 
performing full time, and he became a official street performer 
when he was arrested by the New Orleans Police Department for 
defying the laws of gravity. 

NBC's Gene Shalit says "AVNER" is "the happiest show in 
town" while John Simon of New York Magazine declares Avner 
"astonishing and funny." ABC's Joel Seigel sums it all up by 
saying, "AVNER the Eccentric is a brilliant comic..And the 
timing, the pacing, the bits that fly off the wall and out of 
nowhere were so good, you are never aware there is just one 
silent man with some silent props entertaining you." 

The performance scheduled for Friday and Saturday, July 23 
and 24 at 8 p.m. and a matinee on Sunday, July 25 at 3 p.m. The 
Georgia Tech Theatre of the Arts is located at 349 Ferst Drive 
NW, next to the Student Center Building on campus. Tickets are 
$15-518 general admission, $12-515 for Georgia Tech students 
and seniors and $8 for children under 12. Tickets may be pur- 
chased at the Theatre for the Arts box office at 894-9600. 

"Everybody Say Love" is just one of the catch phrases 
which have come to be associated with Atlanta's own good-girl- 
making-it-big, RuPaul. And this surely must be the summer of 
love all over again as RuPaul ascends ever further into the 
stratosphere of success and fame. The Blonde One has just this 
week topped the club/dance charts in Billboard magazine with 
"Back to My Roots," her follow up to "Supermodel." 

The Blonde One has been literally all over the screen 
lately...from Arsenio (twice) to the CBS Morning News, from 
Dick Richard's locally-produced American Music Show to C- 
Span, BET and MTV. You cannot escape the Towering Inferno. 
And who would want to? Finally, an entertainer is exploding on 
the world scene who proudly shines forth in all his gay glamor- 
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AVNER brings eccentric to Tech. 

ous glory, using his talent and the sheer force of his exuberant 
personality to break down barriers between people. 

To catch the skyscraping siren live, plan to be at Velvet on 
Thursday, August 5 for RuPaul's return to his Atlanta roots as he 
performs for his adoring hometown crowd, most of whom knew 
him (and loved him) when. Tickets go on sale at Velvet on 
Thursdays, July 22 and 29 from 10 p.m. until 2 a.m. Advance 
price is $10, $12 on the night of the show...if there are any left. 

No passes will be honored for this event, which promises to be 
one of the highlights of '93. 

On Thursday, July 22, the era of "been there, done that" 
ends in Atlanta's bar scene. Or at least, that's the promise made 
by the women behind REVOLUTIONS, an 11,000-square-foot 
mega-bar that opens that evening at 293 Pharr Road in Buckhead. 
The club features four rooms (named for such fab women as 
Diane Fosse, Georgia O'Keeffe, Amelia Earhart and Esther Wil- 
liams), two dance floors—one featuring high-energy dance mu- 
sic and another featuring country—a patio and a stage. While the 
bar is the brainchild of two women, owner Jill Cohen and de- 
signer Patti Krohnbold, it bills itself as a club that welcomes 
people of any and all genders. 

Another event which shouldn't be missed is the premier of a 
new two-man play by Chuck Richards and Frank Blockcr called 
"Eula Mae's Beauty, Bait & Tackle." in addition to writing 
the play, Chuck and Frank also handle several roles as they bring 
the lively characters who frequent Eula Mae's to life. 

The schedule for "Eula Mae's" is July 28 through August 8' 
with showtimes on Wednesday through Saturday at 8 p.m. and a 
matinee on Sunday at 3 p.m. The location is the 14th Street 
Playhouse at 14th and Juniper, across from the Sheraton Colony 
Square Hotel. Tickets are only $12. Reservations may be made 
by calling 681-6091. 

In other important theatre news, SAME'S OutProud Theatre 
presents a return engagement of "A Lady and A Woman" by 
Atlanta playwright Shirlene Holmes. The play enjoyed a suc- 
cessful run in January, and the same talented trio of director 
Carol Mitchell-Leon and actresses Brenda Porter and Sondra 
Barrie team up again for this summer revival. The story is that of 
a romance between two black women, an innkeeper and her 
tenant, in the 1890s. 

The play runs July 16 through August 15, Fridays through 
Sundays at 8 p.m. at OutProud Theatre at 75 Bennett Street 
behind Mick's on Peachtree. Advance tickets may be purchased 
at Charts Books, Maddix Deluxe and E.D.'s Gourmet Records. 
They are $12. For reservations and information, call 609-9590. 

"Women, Dreams, and Light" is the descriptive name of a 
photography exhibit which will open on Friday, July 23 the 
Existentialist Church at 470 Candler Park Drive. The show fea- 
tures the work of two women, Shannon Danford and Deborah 
Monroy. The opening reception begins at 8 p.m. on the 23rd. 

Deceased 
Pet Care 

Memorial Gardens 
and Crematory 

Because Your Pet 
is a 

Member of the Family 

• office • cemeteries • 
• crematory • showroom • 

24 Hour Service 

4991 Peachtree Rd. 
Chamblee 
457-7659 

- a curious collection - 

1186 N. Highland Ave. NE 
2 doors from Camille 's 

(404)377-2100 
Open 7 Days. 

EVERYBODY 
NEEDS A 

SIGN 

•BANNERS 
•SILK SCREENING 
•MAGNETICS 
•VEHICLE LETTERING 

•BUSINESS CARDS 
•STATIONERY 
•BROCHURES/FLIERS 
•CUSTOM FORMS 

•MACINTOSH 
•PC 
•SCANNING 
•2,400 bps MODEM 

Is there anything else? 

niiipu 
The official Sign Maker for the 
Atlanta 1998 Gay Games Bid 

874-3301 
1849 Cheshire Bridge Road, 
across from Las Margaritas 

Leave your Gloves 
at Home 

We just Want your Boxers 

Kick-Off Your Weekend with Us! 

Friday, July 23 
Free Admission with Boxers Until 3 am 

845 Peachtree St. • Since 1975 • 404 873-1986 • Open 24 Hours 
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American Roadhouse From breakfast to blue 
plates, burgers to fresh vegetables, old 
fashioned milk shakes to wine. We've got it all! 
90s food at'50s prices. 7-11 Sun-Thu, 7-12 Fri 
& Sat, 11-4 Brunch Sat & Sun. 
842 N. Highland Ave • 872-2822 

Babette's Country European informal fine 
dining. Cassouletto Coqauvin. Entrees $8-16. 
Tue-Thur 6-10, Fri-Sat 6-11, Sun 11:30-9. 
471 North Highland Ave - 523-9121 

Bacchanalia Country European cuisine served 
in the casually elegant atmosphere of an old 
house. Extensive wine list and select beers 
available. Menu changes weekly. 27.50 prix fixe. 
Tue-Sat 6 until, AE, VISA, MC accepted. No 
dress restrictions. Reservations accepted. Free 
pkng, wheelchair access. 
3125 Piedmont Rd • 365-0410 

JAMTV kOO 

365.CW0 

dining • •ntvrtainmint • dancing 

Sewing t£e (fay 

fa* 13 tfeon^! 

Lunch & Dinner Daily 
• Sat & Sun Brunch • 

• Shows 7 Nights • 

The Midtown /Intown Trailer Park Trash 
Revival & Car Wash Every Sun 7:30pm 

In Ansley Square      873-4655 

"Where can we 
eat tonight?" 

Choose one of these 
fine restaurants for 
dinner or lunch 

and 
tell them you saw 
it in 

SOUTHERN 

[ 
We've got it from A-Z. 
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proprietors 
Martin Maslia, Ed Udoff 872-2822 842 N. Highland 

Avenue 

Hearty Italian 
Cooking 

The way Mama did... 
Award-winning calamari 
& homemade marinara 

sauce. We serve 
complete dinners at 

reasonable prices, in a 
warm casual 
atmosphere. 

SANGENJNARO 
The Italian Feast 

636-9447 
2196 Cheshire 
Bridge Road 

The Bistro Elegant French cuisine in a casual 
setting. Don't miss the creme brulee! Reserva- 
tions accepted. 
56 E. Andrews Dr. (Andrews Square) 
• 231-5733 

Cafe Montserrat Southern European & Cuban 
Cuisine. Specialties include fresh fish & . 
seafood, Paella, Pasta, Tapas & Osso Bucco. 
Room available for private parties. Dinner Mon- 
Sat; Lunch Mon-Fri. Reservations accepted. On 
the Square in Decatur across from the new 
courthouse. 
515 N. McDonough St, Decatur • 373-2922 

California Pizza Kitchen Offers 26 sensational 
varieties of wood-fired pizzas including 
Barbecued Chicken, BLT, Santa Fe and Shrimp 
Pesto. Also featured are homemade pastas, 
sandwiches, salads and delicious desserts, all 
served in a casual comtemporary atmosphere. 
Take out and delivery. AE, MC, Visa, Disc. Free 
validated parking in the Mayfair Bldg. 
Mayfair Bldg, 181 14th St., NE - 892-4343 
Lenox Square Mall • 262-9221 

Camille's The closest Atlanta has to Little Italy. 
Hearty platters of pastas, seafood (fried calamari 
our specialty), veal and chicken in rich red 
sauces. Extensive wine list by the glass. 
1186 N. Highland Ave ■ 872-7203 

Candler Cafe Breakfast, lunch, dinner. Dugan's 
wings, burgers, sandwiches & sides. Take out. 
183 EdgewoodAve • 223-5566 

Chef's Cafe A San Francisco style bistro in 
Atlanta's elite "Top Ten." Serving American 
cuisine with a California influence. Nightly 
specials. Wines by the glass. 
2115 Piedmont Rd ■ 872-2284 

Chef's Grill Creative American cuisine. Perfect 
for pre-theatre dining. More intimate dining after 
8:00. "Sweetest deal in town"-Christine 
Lauderbach. 
1280 Peachtree St • 881-0652 

Chile Tree Atlanta's first and only restaurant 
featuring the classic cuisine of the Mayans and 
the Aztecs. Vegetarian specials available. Now 
serving lunch Tues-Fri 11:30-2. Dinner Sun-Thur 
6-10 pm; Fri & Sat 6-10:30 PM. Non-smoking 
Resv not accepted. 
469 N. Highland • 688-0836 

Coco-Loco Serving the best Cuban/Caribbean 
food in Atlanta for the past 5 years, in a great 
tropical atmosphere. 
2525 Piedmont Rd B'head Crsg • 364-0212 
6301 Roswell Rd Sandy Sprgs Plz • 255-5434 

Crab House Full fresh seafood menu featuring 
world famous garlic & steamed crabs & our 
fabulous All-U-Can-Eat seafood salad bar. 
Entrees $9.95-17.95 
Piedmont at North Ave., Rio • 872-0011 
Marietta: 2225 Cobb Pkwy • 955-2722 

Crazy Rayz Are gay power lunches in? Come 
see at your country club and have dinner before 
the show. It's new - it's great. Try us again for 
the first time. 
Ansley Square • 873-4655 

Domiabra Vegetarian Palace All dishes contain 
no meat or dairy products. Soups, appetizers, 
sandwiches, entrees, daily specials, desserts & 
more. Open for Lunch & Dinner. Tu-Th 11:30- 
10pm; Fri, Sat 11:30-11pm; Sun 1:30-10pm. 
1129 Euclid Ave • 524-2132 

Dusty's Winner of Taste of Atlanta '91, '92. 

CONTINUED  ON   PAGE  25 
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A FOOD COLUMN BY GARY KAUPMAX 

Green lomatocs, fried and otherwise, have 
been high in my culinary consciousness for 
the past couple of weeks. 

First came the new, at least to me, fried 
green tomato appetizer on the menu at Micks. 
This is without doubt the fooficst platter of 
not-yct-ripc deadly nightshades in the city— 
maybe in all of North America. Eight fat 
slices of beautifully crisp, golden fried to- 
mato slices, slathered with a rich, creamy 
red pepper rouillc and scattered with half- 
ton or so of crumbled Montrachct cheese. 

The portion is huge—far too much for 
one mortal—but it's hard not to fight with 
your fellow diners to sec who gets the most 
of the spicy sauce or the airy cheese, both of 
which are loaded with flavor. The gorgeous, 
slightly greasy tomatoes are another matter, 
lacking either earthiness or the acidic bite 
that should be integral to this fruit. 

Traditionalists will want to give this one 
wide berth. But if you're in the mood for a 
rich, spicy, filling and fattening treat—beau- 
tifully presented—try it soon. 

My second recent visit with fried greens 
came at Po' Folks, where I had found them 
boring as cat litter a few months ago when 
they first went on the menu. 

Well, last week the grilled trout (my 
standard dinner entree here) was pretty darn 
dismal, but the deep fried green slices were 
crisp, fat, well-spiced and had a nice acidic 
bite. 

I suppose its too much to ask at these 
prices, but I sure do wish the kitchen crew at 
Po' Folks could manage to get both the trout 
and the tomatoes right on the same night. 

Far and away the best green tomatoes 
that I've had recently were cooked on 'a 
grill. Cut them about half an inch thick, 
brush with a little olive oil and grill over 
moderate heat for five minutes a side. The 
smoke and the tang make magic together. 

The tomatoes and other grilled veggies 
can be made even more amusing by brush- 
ing them with flavored oils. Adding most 
any spice or herb to oil will infuse it with 
flavor, but combining your favorite flavor 
and oil over low to moderate heat for ten 
minutes or so will really intensify the taste. 

Garlic is the most logical candidate here, 
but be careful that you don't burn it. Jalapcno 
or other hot pepper slices add a nice tang 
that goes well with grilled flavors. Herbs 
work OK, too—the more oily and aromatic 
the better. Rosemary is my favorite. 

Grill Goodies 
Ever since I almost napalmed my neigh- 

borhood with charcoal lighter fluid back in 
'89, I've been super leery of the stuff. Be- 
sides, it seems that no matter how little I 
use, I can always taste it later, especially 
with fish and veggies. 

The good news is that even inexpensive 
charcoal can be easily lit with little more 
than newspaper and a few dry twigs. Just fill 
the bottom of your grill with loosely wad- 
ded paper topped with a hand full of dry 
sticks. Put the grill over the paper, cover it 
with charcoal and put match to the paper. 
Depending on how your grill is constructed 
and vented, you may have to huff and puff 
on the paper a bit to get it burning, but once 
it ignites the twigs, all will be hot and well. 
By the time the twigs bum down a bit, the 

CONTINUED  ON  PAGE  26 

Luna Si 

From my hands 
to your mouth 

Featuring Paul Luna 
Cuisine of the Market 
1931 Peachtree Road 

355-5993 

MARRA'S 
& the Atlanta Symphony 

invite you to see 

RAMSEY LEWIS 
Saturday, July 31 

„      AOHuAJSTTA. SYMPHONY  « 

IMSSIC mmm 
The first three SoVo dinner patrons to mention this ad 

July 27 & 28 receive a free pair of tickets. 

MARRA'S 
~      seafood grill 

1782 Cheshire Bridge Road, Atlanta 
0PEN7 DAYS. 874-7347 

tteee house 
nestaunant: & pab 

Cute 

flittt^Ciftheie 

FEATURING 
CHEF LOUIS' DAILY 

SPECIALTIES & 
TEMPTING  DESSERTS 

DINNER 6P.WI.-10:30P.M. DESSERT 6-UNTIL 
7 KINGS CIR., PEACHTREE HILLS • 266-2732 

You don't have to 
leave Atlanta 

to be in Havana. 

2625 Piedmont Road 
Buckhcad Crossing Ctr.   364-0212 
Near Cub Foods 

GET YOUR CLAWS 
ON OUR SUMMER 

CRABFEST FOR TWO 
ONLY $19.93 

Your Choice of 
WORLD FAMOUS GARLIC CRABS 
MARYLAND STEAMED CRABS 

ALASKAN SNOW CRAB 

FOR TWO $19,93! 

Includes Soup or Salad 
3rsley Potatoes & Crab Entree 

Piedmont at 
North Avenue RIO 

872-0011 

2225 Cobb Parkway 
955-2722 
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Did You Know... 
the Early Bird 
gets the Deal? 

Three Course 
Prix Fixe Menu 

$19.93 
Nightly from 6-7 PM 

Dinner nightly from 6 PM 
Sunday Brunch 11 AM-2:30 PM 

2115 Piedmont Road    Reservations Accepted    872-2284 

"Sweetest 
Deal 

in Town" 
-Christiane 
Lauterbach 

Atlanta Magazine 

After-eight Dining in a Comfortable, 
Romantic Atmosphere 

M-F 11:30 AM-2:30 PM, Tues-W 5:30-9 PM, 
Thur 5:30-10 PM, F & Sat 5:30-11 PM 
1280 Peachtree Street    Reservations Accepted    881-0652 

We 
deliver 

outside the 
perimeter. 

SOUTHERN VOICE 

TO SUBSCRIBE 

Name. 

Address 

City, State, Zip 

□ $28, 26 issues bulk rate 
D   $40, 26 issues first class 
□ PWAfree 

Mail to:  Southern Voice 
1189 Virginia Ave., NE 
Atlanta, GA 30306 
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North Carolina-style pork, brunswick stew, 
chicken, beef and ribs. Lunch and dinner 7 days. 
Catering any occasion. Prices $2.75 & up. 
1815 Briarcliff Rd • 320-6264 

Gallus Atlanta's first Gay restaurant serving the 
community since 1974. 2 floors, casual & fine 
dining. Daily specials, Full service menu and bar. 
Dinner 7 days a week 6pm-12am, Sun. Brunch 
12-4pm. Resv ace. Visa, MC, Amex $7.95-12.95 
49 Sixth Street • 892-8983 

Joni's Italian Cafe Authentic Italian Cuisine in a 
casual atmosphere. Seafood, chicken, veal & a 
large selection of vegetarian entrees. Fresh 
sauces and pasta dishes. Hours: Lunch Mon-Fri 
11:30-2:30, Dinner Mon-Th 5010, Fri & Sat 5- 
10:30, Sun 5-9. 
2140 N. Decatur Rd • 728-0041 

Luna Si The magic of Paul Luna. Creating lunch 
11:30-3:00, dinner 6:00-11:00. Late night fare. 
1931 Peachtree Rd • 355-5993 

Marra's Seafood Grill Serving Atlanta's finest 
seafood for 11 years. This "Best of Atlanta" 
restaurant offers only the freshest fish and 
shellfish—grilled to perfection or prepared with 
eclectic creativity. Lunch M-F 11:30-2:00, Dinner 
7dysawk. Lunch $3.-10, Dinner $8-14 
1782 Cheshire Bridge Rd ■ 874-7363 

Mick's Mick's restaurants have been serving our 
community for 20 years. Check the hours and 
menu of the Mick's nearest you. Lunch & Dinner, 
and don't forget those decadent desserts. 

Mid City Fish This casual neighborhood 
meeting place feature peel-your-own-shrimp, 
priced right crab cakes and a "we shuck 'em - 
you suck 'em oyster bar. Happy hour daily 5-7 
p.m. Dinner daily 5-11 p.m. 
961 Amsterdam Ave • 872-0114 

Milano's Pizza & Subs Complete menu, salads 
to desserts. Common Market Place. 
736 Ponce de Leon ■ 874 CALL (2255) 

Nuevo Laredo Colorful authentic borderland 
Mexican cafe. New dishes to Atlanta includes 
chicken mole. Return to the restaurant scene of 
Chance Evans, original bar owner of U.S. Bar & 
Grill. Worth the trip! $3.95-7.95. Open lunch & 
dinner 7 days. 
1495 Chattahoochee Ave • 352-9009 

Peasant Restaurant & Bar Casually elegant 
dining in the heart of Buckhead, The Peasant 
Restaurant & Bar is the perfect place for a 
relaxed Sunday Brunch. And now with beautiful 
weather upon us, lunch or dinner outside on the 
patio is yet another great reason to visit The 
Peasant Restaurant & Bar for any occasion. 
3402 Piedmont Rd. NE - 231-8740 

Petitie Auberge Featuring 18 years of family 
directed qualified service in an elegant atmo- 
sphere. Continental French restaurant with a 
wide range of Food Festivals. German specials 
on Fri &Sat. 
2935 North Druid Hills Rd. - 634-6268 

RJ's Uptown Kitchen and Wine Bar Enjoy 
Chef Scott's creative menu while dining on the 
patio or in the cozy dining room. Largest 
selection of wines by the glass in Atlanta. Great 
vegetarian selection. Dinner 7 nights. Brunch 
Sunday. 
870 N. Highland Ave • 875-7775 

St. Charles Deli Breakfast, lunch and dinner in a 
casual atmosphere. Don't forget our spacious 
patio this spring. Join us for our weekend 
brunch. 
752 North Highland Ave. - 867-DELI 

San Gennaro The home of award winning fried 
calamari and hearty Italian cooking. Two patios 
allow dining "al fresco." Full service bar. 
Seperate banquet facilities available. 
2196 Cheshire Br Rd • 636-9447 

Stone Soup Full service deli and General store. 
Healthy, remarkably fresh salad bar, homemade 
soups and fresh, hot, authentic breads. Catering 
available. 
1248 Virginia Ave. NE - 872-8991 

Treehouse Restaurant & Pub A cozy fire sets 
the tone of this neighborhood pub. Menu 
changes every week—always pasta, meat, fish, 
chicken. 
7 Kings Cir, P"tree Hills ■ 266-2732 

A FOOD COLUMN BY GARY KAUPMAN 
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coals will be lit. Just dump them into the 
bottom of the grill and you're ready lo go. 

I don't know about you, but I've never 
mastered the art of making a moderate char- 
coal fire; it's cither inferno or nothing on 
Gary's grill. That's not a major problem if 
you're grilling something that's already 
cooked (like hot dogs) or that likes lo be 
served rare (like hamburgers). But foods 
that require more than five minutes on the 
fire (like bonc-in chicken, com on the cob, 
or onions) tend to leave my grill charred on 
the exterior and raw inside—neither par- 
ticularly tasty nor healthy. 

The easiest answer to this dilemma is to 
prccook the food in the kitchen and finish it 
on the grill. Zap corn, potatoes or onions in 
the microwave for a few minutes and then 
grill 'cm until they're golden. Parboil chicken 
or ribs (with lots of spices) or bake them (in 
barbeque sauce) and then finish them for ten 
minutes on a hot fire. 

Precooking two chicken breasts isn't par- 
ticularly efficient, but if you're serving a 
crowd that requires more food than the sur- 
face of your grill will accommodate in one 
sitting, it's a real time and temper saver. 

The first time that a friend suggested 
that we cook peaches on the grill, I sug- 
gested that he go buy some ice cream. Well, 
he did just that (and got some peach schnapps, 
too) and the combination of the three was 
nothing short of ethereal. 

Slice the peaches in half, remove the pit, 
cook them (open side first) on a slow to 
moderate fire until they begin to soften and 
release their juices. Turn and continue to 
cook until they are steamy and soft. Top 
with vanilla or peach ice cream and a little 
schnapps or Galliano. Yum! 

I haven't tried grilling other fruits, but it 
seems that pineapple slices, apples, and plums 
would all be amenable to the process. If you 
don't want to pursue the ice cream-and-boozc 
garnish route try a little lemon/lime juice. 
Or balsamic vinegar. 

Under-Appreciated 
I had a quick dinner at The Chile Tree 

(469 N. Highland Ave. 688-0836) a couple 
of weeks ago and was struck by two things: 
the food is amazingly flavorful and well 
prepared. And there was hardly anybody in 
the place. 

All three of the salsas (red, green, and 
pumpkin seed) were pleasing lo both eye 
and tongue. An appetizer of melted cheese 
with pablano pepper strips made me forget 
the fact that I try not to cat cheese. Chicken 
breasts marinated in orange juice and pep- 
pers and cooked in banana leaves were bright 
and assertive; turkey and mole sauce, rich 
and soothing. 

Both beans and rice sport all sorts of 
rare and exotic flavors and ingredients. 

In short, good stuff. 
Virtually every critic in town has liked 

The Chile Tree, but it's kicky combinations 
of flavors seem to be a tad loo outre for the 
teeming masses. It would be a shame for 
this tasty place to wither on the vine. If you 
haven't tried it, do so before it disappears. 
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Chuck the Baptist Loses Wife...: Dish is delighted to 
note that not every little thing in the life of fundie fanatic 
the Rev. Charles Stanley is coming up roses. First there's 
word that cheerful Chucky and Anna (his wifemate of 

some 38 years) have been separated for more than a year now 
and that Anna has filed for divorce—later amended to a legal 
separation. Now Dish wishes no man ill (hate, after all, is not a 
family value), but we really can think of no better person for this 
to happen to than Rev. Charles; mayhaps he will now develop a 
bit of humility. And our head positively spins with the possible 
causes for Mrs. S's actions—after nearly four decades together, 
it's got to be something far juicier than simple incompatibility. 

...and Big Bucks Too: Then adding to Chucko's problems is 
the news that G. Lars Gullstedt (the Swedish dude who had 
contracted to buy First Baptist and make it part of a hotel/retail/ 
office/park complex) has gone belly up (financially, that is) and 
will likely not pay the church the S33.5 million that he was 
supposed to hand over next April. That, in turn, leaves the First 
Baptiseans without the Lord's lucre to erect their new house of 
worship on the site of the old Avon factory out in Chamwoody. 
Which, in turn, means that the bulk of the First Baptists will 
likely continue to worship in Midtown (still, despite gentrification, 
home to God-only-knows-how-many queers) for some time to 
come. Poetic justice? 

Return to Tight Squeeze?: Gullstedt's failure to turn Mid- 
town into his field of dreams marks the second major collapse of 
developmental grandiosity in Midtown in the last four years. 
(Remember Australian giant LJ Hooker's destruction of the Bar 
on Peachtree and surrounds back in '89?) Surely there is a 
message here, and we think it's as plain as a condom in a teenage 
boy's wallet: Midtown has absorbed all the upscale razzle-dazzle 
that it can for a while. Dish thinks its time for a counterculture 
resurgence—a return to the '60s and '70s and those wonderful 
days of tight squeeze, when commerce and people packed 
Atlanta's main thoroughfare, 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 

THERE'S A FINE LINE BETWEEN TELLING THE TRUTH ANO TAIMG TRASH 

Sports lliustrated's tune changes when the scantily clad 
are men. 

OK, it's not very likely, but it's a vision with far more appeal 
than yet another hermetically sealed office tower populated by 
suburban automatons. 

On the Newsstand I: On a somewhat more cheerful note, 
Dish is pleased to report that the back cover of the current issue 
of "Ms." magazine is adorned with a wickedly wonderful car- 
toon by none other than Alison Bechdel. The cartoon's title? 

"Ms. visits the twenty-one-year reunion of a consciousness- 
raising group." It's best line(s)? An unidentified woman speak- 
ing to her friend Lourdes asks, "What ever happened to that 
feminist health care and auto repair clinic you founded?" Lourdes 
replies, "Pap'n'Lubc? Oh, the board of health shut us down years 
ago on some trumped up technicality. I'm a psychotherapist now 
with a focus on reclaiming menopause. Sob'n'Swcat." Get a 
copy, it's in full color and worth framing. 

On the Newsstand II: Actually, the July 5 ("A Queer Na- 
tion") issue of "The Nation" is gone, but you can order a copy by 
sending S3 to Nation Bulk Sales, 72 Fifth Avenue, New York, 
NY 10011. (And if being queer means more than sex to you, you 
should order one.) This is the second time in three months that a 
major American political publication has turned a significant 
portion of its pages over to gays and lesbians to talk about 
themselves. ("The New Republic" did a mightily academic ver- 
sion for the March On Washington.) "The Nation's" lake is more 
varied (though pretty mighty while for such a liberal publication) 
in both content and quality. Highlights include a feisty interview 
with Gore Vidal; a defense of her biography of Eleanor Roosevelt 
by Blanche Wicscn Cook; and Urvashi Vaid asking, once again, 
whctiicr the current gay/lesbian movement is "more a statement 
of fashion than politics." Vaid's been hammering on this point 
for as long as wc can remember. Dish thinks we would do well to 
pay attention. 

And Not on the Newsstand: The publishers of Sports Illus- 
trated get the (Homo) Sexist Pig of the Week award for refusing 
an ad for Adidas uniforms that pictures 11 (mighty cute) mem- 
bers of a Canadian semi-pro soccer team naked (but with genitals 
tastefully covered) from the ankles up. When asked to justify the 
action in light of the acres of female in Si's infamous swimsuit 
issue, a spokesman claimed the comparison was "a matter of 
apples and oranges." Bullshit! We don't subscribe to SI, but if 
we did, we would cancel. Dish thinks queer SI readers would do 
well to consider the same. 

JULY 22-JULY 28, 1993 
The sun moves into the fixed fire sign of LEO on the 22nd, 
taking us into some of the most intense weeks of summer. If the 
heat and/or humidity is getting to you now, then you definitely 
need to go somewhere cool and refreshing soon. It's time to chill 
out for a few days as Mercury goes direct on the 25th. 
ARIES, you may experience a burst of creative energy and some 
intense feelings as the sun goes into your fifth house of creativ- 
ity, fun, play and imagination. Use the next few weeks for 
playful and interesting activities. Have some real fun. TAURUS, 
with Mars in your fifth house of creativity, fun, play and passion, 
you may have so many different currents running through you 
that you can't decide what to do next. Be sure to get plenty of 
exercise. Also, a good massage might be perfect. GEMINI, cre- 
ativity, optimism and a good solid belief in yourself are abso- 
lutely necessary right now in order for you to get where you want 
to be. No more worries or self-criticism that drags you down and 
saps your energy. Time to move forward. 
CANCER, how was your birthday month? Hopefully, it was lots 
of fun for you, your family, friends and loved ones. Are you 
ready for a brand new year of accomplishment, fresh ideas and 
new experiences? Don't be too timid. Let life be a grand expert- 

T  A S   I   G 

ment. Happy Birthday, LEG. Are you ready for a super month of 
celebrating life and sharing all your warmth and encouragement 
with others? This is the beginning of your solar year, so take time 
to visualize the next 12 months. How do you want your life to 
be? Dear VIRGO, the sun is illuminating your 12th house, the 
world of the unseen, the unexpected, deeply buried secrets and 
your connection to the collective unconscious. Sounds like loads 
of fun, doesn't it? Well, maybe not, but it can provide valuable 
insights. 
LIBRA, as Mercury begins forward motion in your 10th house of 
career and status in the community, you should find communica- 
tion a bit easier, but it is still very important to have clarity and 
establish practical as well as realistic priorities. SCORPIO, arc 
you able to trust your instincts and intuition or do you often 
hesitate to move forward on such apparently nebulous informa- 

tion? Afraid of being mislead by your own inner guidance? 
Practice does make perfect or at least much better. Dear SAGIT- 
TARIUS, guess what? You are not perfect, nor does anyone, aside 
from yourself, expect you to be. Now that we have that straight, 
lighten up, take a deep cleansing breath and go find something 
fun to do. Yes, right now, go. 
CAPRICORN, what has one eye, an extensive nervous system and 
never argues? You're right, a computer. Computers don't have 
feelings, so don't try to marry one. They are no fun to cuddle 
with, and they're not cute. For fun and companionship, find a 
human. AQUARIUS, just because Saturn is back in your first 
house for the rest of the year doesn't mean you need to start 
taking yourself seriously again. Stay light on your feet, set simple 
priorities for yourself and attune yourself to the universe. PI- 
SCES, there is still a grand trine in water (Pluto in Scorpio, 
Mercury going forward in Cancer) providing ample energy for 
creative expression, mystical experiences and unlimited frustra- 
tion with the "real" world. Smile and be patient. 

Mary Bailey Rule is a professional astrologer who specializes 
in personal and relationship chart interpretation as well as 

crisis management. She can be reached in Santa Fe at (505) 
982-3104 to order charts or arrange a chart interpretation. 

Dykes To Watch Out For 
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DISCREET & UNCENSORED 

Take Pride In Your Photos 

1H0UR 
COLOR 

FILM 
PROCESSING 

Fast, low prices, most orders 
processed in 24 hours or less. We 

accept 110, 126, 35mm film. 
Professional, color, black & white, 
enlargements, slides & posters. 

• Drop Off 
• Mail In 
300 Ponce de Leon Ave. 
Atlanta, GA 30308 
(Catty-cornered from Krispy Kreme) 
872-8036 

0RfiANI7ATinNS 

Selection 

PIERCING 
Lip $25•Eyebrow $25Nipple $25 

Two of the above for $40 

Below the belt priced on request 
Welcoming Dana to our Piercing Staff 

We invite you to see the latest in 

PROFESSIONAL TATTOOING 
From traditional and fine line, to 
bold graphic designs. 

• 4 Artists 
• Custom Designs 
• Cosmetic Enhancements 
• All Work Guaranteed 
• Free Consultations 

Mon-Thur 11 am-10 pm 
Fri & Sat 11 am-12 am, Sunday 2 pm-8 pm OCC    VI O^O 
Walk-ins Welcome • 1952 Howell Mill Rd. Suite 4  OOO^HrOwO 

JOHN C. GUSTIN, M.D, 
General Psychiatry 

Serving the Bisexual, 
Gay & Lesbian Community 

cjygpcf 
427 Moreland Ave. NE, Suite 500 

Atlanta, GA 30307 
681-9823 

Read up on 
your way in. 

Lenox Square 
Midtown 
North Avenue 
Arts Center 
Georgia State 

Find Southern Voice at MARTA. 

AFFILIATED 
BIGMENS 
CLUBS, INC. 

Contact ABC for information 
on nationwide clubs for chubby 

gay men & their admirers. 

We may be what you've 
been looking for! 

584 Castro St., Suitel 39V 
San Francisco, CA 94114 

AIDS Organizations 
AID Atlanta— 872-0600 
AIDS Education/Services for Minorities—POB 87277, Atlanta, 

30337, 762-6002 
AIDS Hotline Tor Women—888-9991 
AIDS Info Line-876-9944 (Atlanta); 1-800-551-2728 
AIDS Legal Project—688-5433 
AIDS Outreach Sewing Guild—872-2246 
AIDS Research Consortium of Atlanta (ARCA)- 876-2317 
0 AIDSUPPORT - Jewish Family Scrviccs-888-6400, #76 
Atlanta Buyers Club - (404) 874-4845, or POB 77003, All, 

30357. 
Atlanta l-csbian AIDS Project-250-8177 
Chtldkind--936-9655 
First MCC AIDS Ministry- 872-2246 
Georgia AIDS 'Iricrapy Information Network- 1-8(X)-551-2728 
Grady Mem. Hospital Infectious Disease Program-   35 Butler 

St., SI:, POB 26113, All., GA 30335-3801, (404) 616-2440 
The Living AIDS Memorial Park Project- 876-0105 
National Assn of People With AIDS/Atlanta— 874-7926 
The Names Project/Atlanta- 605-7386 
Outreach. Inc. - (404) 346-3922 
People's United Pet Support  -370-0178 
Pets Arc Loving Support (P.A.L.S.) - 876-PALS 
Positive Outlook On Health   872-9954 
Project Open Hand Atlanta -5254620 

Arts/Entertainment/Culture 
Atlanta It:minisi Women's Chorus—438-5823 
Atlanta Gay Men's Chorus - POB 771144, Atlanta 30357 
Atlanta lesbian and Gay History Thing    POB 7032. Atlanta 

30357, 876-1060 
"Funny...That Way" - 875-2275 
Greater Atlanta .Music Ensemble    872-3135 
Southeastern Arts, Media & Education Project, Inc   609-9590 
Southern Country Atlanta    938-0609 

Bars 
The Armory   836 Juniper. 881-9280 
Backstrcet-845 I'cachtree St. 873-1986 
Blake's- 227 10th St. 892-5786 
Buddies Cheshire Square—2345 Cheshire Br. Rd. 634-5895 
Buddies Midtown—239 Ponce de Ixon. 872-2655 
Bulldog & Co-893 Peachtree. 872-3025 
Burkhan's—Ansley Square. 872-4403 
Club Fetish-fWcds.) 695 North Ave.-577-8178 
The Cove—586 Worchester. 875-2477 
Crazy Ray'z—1492 Piedmont. 873-4655 
The Eagle—308 Ponce De Leon. 87EAGLE 
551 Downstairs—551 Ponce De Leon. 873-4052 
Gallus Bar & Restaurant^l9 6th St. 892-8983 
Goodies—64 Third St. 873-3355 
The Heretic—2069 Cheshire Bridge. 325-3061 
Incognito—857 Collier Rd. 355-5189 
Loretta's—708 Spring St. 874-8125 
The Metro^B 6th Street, 874-9869 
New Order—1544 Piedmont. 874-8247 
Opus—1086 Alco St. 634-6478 
The Otherside—1924 Piedmont Rd. 875-5238 
The Pear Garden—11 Luckie St. 6594055 
Peppers by Frank Powell—980 Piedmont Ave. NE 872-4000 
Petrus—1150 Peachtree St. 873-6700 
Phoenix—567 Ponce De Leon. 892-7871 
Scandals—Ansley Square. 875-5957 
Tin Lizzie—Ford Factory Square. 874-3961 
Visions—2043 Cheshire Bridge. 248-9712 
Weekends—688 Spring St. 875-5835 

Direct Action/Political 
ACLU of Georgia—523-5398 
ACLU/Lesbian &Gay Chapter—523-6201 
ACT UP-874-6782 (O) 
Atlanta Greens, Green Party USA Lesbian-Gay-Bi-Queer 

Caucus—368-7137 
Catalyst—(404)776-1478 
Dykes & Faggots Bash Back- P.O. Box 14531, Atlanta 30324, 

voice mail 908-5369 
Gay/Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation—605-7477 
Gay Republicans—Republicans for Individual Freedoms, 2980 

Cobb Pkwy, Suite 192-172, Atlanta 30339 
Georgia Advocates for Battered Women and Children/Lesbian 

Task Force -524-3847; 250 Georgia Ave. SE, Rm. 365, 
Atlanta 30312 

Georgia Committee for the 1993 March on Washington - (404) 
662-4199 or POB 5282, Atlanta 30307 

GAPAC-Gcorgia Political Action Committee 
872-8095, FAX 874-8628 

Human Rights Campaign Fund    Field Committee, 231-5751 
LEGAL -605-7476 
Lesbian Avengers- -621-5016 
National Association of People with AIDS Hotline   874-7926 
National Organization for Women- 875-0176 
Neighbors Network-  257-5550 
Queer Nation -605-7396 
Republicans for Individual Freedoms   1*0 13162, Atlanta, GA 

30324,239-1679 
Straight But Not Narrow- 242-2256 (voice mail) 
STOP Bias Crimes Hot Line   605-STOP 

Professional 
Atlanta Entrepreneurs' Club- Dr. Bravy 457-6347 
liar Owner's Assn- POB 15114, Atlanta 30333-0114 
Fourth Tuesday - 662-4353 
Gay/1 .csbian Postal Employees Network (G/L PEN)- POB 

580397, Minneapolis, MN 55458-0397 
Georgia Assoc. of Physicians for Human Rights (GAPIIR)- 

231-2251 
HomcGirls   622-0105 
LEAGUE, Inc. (Employees of AT&T)-404/872-2359 
Nat'l Lesbian and Gay Journalists Assoc.—634-7429 
Nat'lFederaton of Career Women—(404) 659-0315 
OUTstaff (Emory)—727-2787 (Donna) 

Spiritual 
All Saints Metropolitan Community Church —622-1154 
Catholic Gay and Usbian Outreach-409-0203 
Christ Covenant MCC, Stone Mountain—297-0350 
Congregation Bet Havcrim—642-3467 
Emergence/Atlanta (Christian Scientists)—215-0585 
First Existentialist Congregation of Atanta—378-5570 
First Metropolitan Community Church of At!—872-2246 

Gay & Lesbian Mormons—570-2561 (dig. page) 
Gay Spirit Visions—378-7224 
Grant Park Aldersgale United Methodist Church—627-6221; 575 

Boulevard SE 
Hosanna African Unity Life Center—872-9055 
Integrity (Episcopal)-642-3183 
Lutherans Concerned/Atlanta—636-7109 
Oakhurst Presbyterian Church—378-6284 
Presbyterians for Lesbian and Gay Concerns —373-5830 
Unitarian Univcrsalists—634-5134, George at 688-2242 

Sports/Outdoor/Hobbies 
Atlanta Team Tennis Assn—621-2699 
Atlanta Venture Sports—2424899 
Atlanta Women's Social Tennis — 662-GAME 
Front Runners/Atlanta —621-5007 
Greater Atlanta Naturisl Group    851-2882 (voice mail) 
Hoilania Soccer   876-7372 
Hotlanta Softball League   POB 14582, All. 30324,873-4061 
llotlanta Volleyball-621-5062 
Lambda Car Club- POB 11705, Atlanta 30355 
Luring lxsbians (fishing club)—932-5236 
Mountain Catalvst-  POB 199, Dcmorcst, GA 30535 
S.E. Gay Rodeo Assn   POli 7881. Ail, 30357. 760-8126 
Stonewall 25/Inlcrnat'l March on U.S. -325-0426 
Women's Outdoor Network- 624-3418 
Women's Rugby- 659-6916 or 761-8939 
TRICKS BridgeClub    2980Cobb Pkwy, Suite 192-172. 

Atlanta 30339 
Underwater Escapes   289-0696 

Service/Support/Social 
About Crossdressing   Janet, 624-3770 
African American Lesbian/Gay Alliance 

-239-8184 (voice mail) 
Amazon Salon Young Feminist Network   223-3718 
American Educational Gender Info Service 

-POB 33724, Decatur 30033. (404)939-0244(eve) 
Asians & Friends- Atlanta - 876-(X)90 
Athens lesbian Information- write: 1.SG, POB 7864, Athens, 

30604 
Atlanta Corporal I'unishment Club-Box 11863, Atlanta 30355 
Atlanta Couples Together—365-2455 
Atlanta Gay Center—876-5372 
Atlanta Lambda Community Center—IOB 15180, Atlanta 

30333. 662-9010 
Atlanta Lesbian and Gay Pride Comm—4)624533 
Atlanta Lesbian Feminist Alliance—POB 5502, Atlanta 30307, 

phone 378-9769 
Atlanta Lesbian Singles Organization (ALSO)—8434492 
Atlanta Pro-Choice Action Committee—239-8016 
Bisexuals of Atlanta Resource Network—Maurice 908-3413, Sue 

381-1236 
Black and White Men Together—892-BWMT 
Caregivers to PWAs Support Group—874-1109 or 875-6109 
Codependents Anonymous—239-1657 
Delphi—POB 14591, Atlanta, G 30324 
Emotions Anonymous—872-0979 
First Women—Write G.G. Richardson, POB 724711, Atl. 30339, 

phone 612-9473. 
Friends Atlanta—662-4501 
Gay Fathers of Atlanta—296-8369 
Gay Help Line—6pm-11pm 892-0661 
Gay/Lesbian AA & Al-Anon—881-9188 
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Veterans of America—6234099 
Gay/Lesbian Task Force to the Public Safety Comm. of City 

Council—330-6504 
Georgia Girth & Mirth—POB 9678, Atlanta 30319. 

(404)621-5710 
Georgia Lesbian Ecofeminists—525-9085 
Gwinnctt I.ambda—POB 464848, Lawrcnceville 30246, 871- 

GAYS 
Hospitality Atlanta—627-0520 
Interact of Atlanta—984-9875 
KO-Existance-875-8936 
John Howell Park Project-873-2950 
Lambda Group/Narcotics Anonymous -237-6262 
leather S/M Discussion Group—873-2453 
Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous— 325-4909 
1 csbian Narcotics Anonymous—703-3897 
Lesbian Support Group—627-7387 
Usbians Over 50- 850-1005 
Usbians With Children—740-1729 
Men of Little 5 Points - POB 5425, Atlanta 30307 
Name the Violence Support Group for Battered Usbians 

-822-9570, Crisis Hotline-688-9436 
Overcatcrs Anonymous (gay/lesbian group)   -892-5868 
Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays- 296-0830 

or 875-9440 
Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gavs/Alhens 

(706)208-1704 
Queer Youth- -P.O. Box 54032, Atlanta 30308; 605-7396 
Real Gay World BBS -404-266-0856 
Sexual Compulsives Anonymous 239-8048 
Support Group for Battered Gay Partners 

(404) 873-9832 (staff counselor) 
Survivors of Incest Anonymous ■ POB 2502, Decatur, 3(XF30: 

239-8018 
Uniformed Svcs Activity -Box 6057, Arlington, VA 22206 
Women In Kahoots   (WINK) 438-1421 
Women or Wisdom   289-8819, POB 8871, Atlanta 30306. 
Wordsmith Society - Chris at 498-0137 
Young Adult Support Group- 876-5372 
Zami-908-3356 

Students/Alumni 
Agnes Scon lesbian & Bisexual Alliance   Box 501, Decatur 

30O3O; 373-1632 
Bi, Lesbian & Gay Student Union of West Ga. College 

-706-834-3569 
Emory Lesbian & Gay Organization-  727-6692 
Gay & Usbian Student Alliance-Clayton Stale College— 

471-4567 
Gays & Usbians United for Equality   Kcnncsaw Comm. 

College 423-6246 
Georgia Tech Gay Alumni Group—POB 50291, GA Tech Sla., 

Atlanta 30332; 873-2263 
Georgia Tech Gay & Lesbian Alliance- 497-0684 
Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Student Union of the Univ. of Ga.—POB 

2438 Athens 30612-0438 or call 404/549-9368 
S.E. Alternative Lifestyles Association—248-9307 
Univ. of Ala. Lesbian/Gay Alumni Assoc — 284-3479 
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BOB  BBIGGS 
Age: 46 

How Long in Atlanta: 18 years 

Relationship Status: Together for 
19/4 years 

Last Book Read:  The Clothes 
Have No Emperor" by Paul 
Lansky 

Pet Peeve: Ministers that give 
God a bad rap because they teach 
hate and destruction instead of 
love 

"I'm pissed," says Bob Briggs, his ciga- 
rette waving, the whimsical eyes darkening 
for a moment. "I've registered so many new 
gay voters and told them that we could change 
what was happening in this country if we only 
vote. But after Maynard killed the domestic 
partnership and the backsliding of the Clinton 
administration, I'm beginning to think it's time 
to hit the streets." 

But in the next breath, Bob will tell you 
that the story of his life, despite his activism, 
is rather typical and boring. Not exactly. He 
has been a crew and touring member of the 
movie version of the World War II fighter, the 
"Memphis Belle," filmed a play about AIDS 
in Georgia's maximum security prison in Al- 
bany, has himself been arrested at a Queer 
Nation protest at the Midtown bar Jock's and 
Jill's and has been almost run over by his 
lover's mother. 

"Well, it's hard for me talk about myself, 
" Briggs begins, "I'm from the Midwest." 
Guarded about his family, he did explain that 
he was from, "a very small town in Iowa and a 
family of five." He attended Bellvue College 
in Bellvue Neb., where he received a triple 
major in history, geography and social science 
and met his current partner and lover. 

"These were not easy times for me. For 
one thing I came out when I was 21, but I 
fought it every step of the way because of all 
the excess, damaging religious baggage I car- 
ried around. I was taught that to be gay was to 
be damned, and that's a difficult attitude to 
overcome." He was visiting his lover in a 
hospital in Omaha, when his lover's mother 
somehow got the tip that Bob was there. 
Emerging from the hospital and rounding a 
corner, she took aim from behind the wheel of 
the car. "Fortunately, she missed," Bob re- 
marks laughing. "Now, she couldn't be sweeter 
and always sends me cards and gifts and signs 
it, 'Love, Mother.'" Bob then moved to At- 
lanta, wanting to put some distance between 
his lover's family and himself. 

"And for many years, he and I carried on a 
very good relationship that was non-political. 
That all changed after we went to the 1987 
March on Washington." After seeing the quilt, 
Bob returned to Atlanta and offered his ser- 
vices at the Names Project here. "I did what- 
ever it was that was needed, nuts and bolts 
kind of things from getting people there to 
fundraising, but I still wasn't politicized." 

This changed when he and his lover, 
through LEGAL, got involved with the 1988 
Democratic caucus process. "We were trying 
to get lesbian and gay delegates to the 1988 
Democratic convention, and it was the first 
time I really felt in the political process." Bob 
has lent his hand to Project Open Hand as 
well, delivering meals and aiding in the orga- 
nization of Martin Reece's first Masquerade 
at the Fox Theater. 

ATTORNEY 
Sensitive to the needs 
of the gay /lesbian 
community 
Second opinions 
graciously given 
Bankruptcy—7, 11 & 13 
Personal Injury ■ AIDS 
Related Issues 
Criminal Defense 
Drug Cases ■ DUI ■ Sex 
Crimes/Park Cases 

John Matteson 
584-0872 - 24 Hours 

But what about that plane? "It was tin 
actual fighter bomber from World War II and 
the one they used in the movie, though it 
wasn't the actual Memphis Belle, and I was 
part of the crew and helped with the paper- 
work during a promotional tour of the South- 
east. 

"The engines, you have to understand, were 
always flaming out, and scared the hell out of 
some occasional passengers. Once we were 
on takeoff and the owner and pilot of the 
plane, who is a millionaire and owns some 70 
planes, forgot to turn the oil on, which you 
have to do with those old planes, and you 
should have seen the fire coming out of those 
engines. But there was something about that 
plane, some feeling that never made me afraid." 
Bob left the crew to assist his lover in the 
remodeling of their new spacious home in the 
Briar-Vista area. 

Was Bob afraid at the time of his arrest? 
"No, just irritated. What a way to spend a 
birthday. We had been out and were just stop- 
ping in Jock's and Jill's to give the Queer 
Nation folks some support and there was the 
feeling that it was just at that point when 
things were getting confrontational and the 
bartender called the police." 

Bob recounts that when the police officer 
arrived, "he was being obnoxious, and I asked 
him for his name and badge number. He hauled 
me off, and we drove around town for 45 
minutes. We ended up back at the bar, and the 
officer called the manager of the bar down 
and everything was fine until Queer Nation 
started protesting out front and they asked me 
what I was going to do and I said, 'Join them.' 
So the officer arrested me." 

After an interesting six hours in jail, Bob 
was released. In fear of legal proceedings 
against the city, charges of "obstructing a po- 
lice officer" were dropped and Bob's record 
cleared. 

Bob relaxes with amateur camera work 
with his camcorder and by listening to music 
and is not afraid to get his hands dirty with the 
landscaping at his new house. He declares that 
he'll stay active, "so this next generation of 
gays and lesbians won't have to deal with the 
same garbage I did." 

IAN  GINSBURG 

Make a friend famous 
Know someone you think might 
make an interesting subject for 
Outlines? Please send your 
nominations to Outlines, Southern 
Voice, P.O. Box 18215, Atlanta, 
GA 30316. The editor reserves 
the right to edit or reject any 
submission. 
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315-6249 
PHOTOGRAPHY 

Toco Hills Shopping Center 315-1704 

Do you have a swimming pool 
in your backyard? We do 

TROLLEY 
SQUARE 

APARTMENTS 
>•   swimming pool/fitness center 
>■   washer and dryer in each apt. 
>   outside storage 
>■    free 24-hour monitored 

intrusion alarm 

609 Virginia Avenue 

(404) 874-5512 
Property professionally managed by 

Trammcll Crow Residential Services. 
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Name 

Address 

City  State Zip^ 

Amount Enclosed $. 

H $40 for 26 issues (2-4 days for delivery) 

J $28 for 26 issues (5-9 days for delivery) 

]PWA-Free 

Make checks payable to Southern Voice. 
Mail to: P.O. Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316 
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Now more than ever, 
good information means money. 

financial LKnamicJp 

i C~ CONTRACTOR B 

Hazel Edlinuer 636-8800 

C ACCOUNTING 9 
DANIEL ROSS, C.RA. 

and Realtor Associate 

Purchase and sale of your home 
Analyze income tax benefit of investment 
pror'i"!"    ind 1st/2nd homes 

(OWEN) 

Office 231-JJ35/Home Office 607-7363 

R.S. Owen 8 Company 
REALTORS' 

MY FAVORITE MECHANIC, inc. 
IS TAMELY" 

FULL service/repair 
ALL models...foreign/domestic 

Hours: 
Mon 7 am-6:30 pm 

Tues-Thurs 8 am-5 pm 
Fri 7 am-6:30 pm 
Sat 8am-12 noon 

371-9912 
1618DeKalbAve. 

(Little 5 Points) 
"Quality is our specialty" 

WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE 

IN RENOVATION CONTRACTORS? 

The difference is one woman with 21 years 
experience. She is Rosie Hallam, President of 
Hallam Construction Services, Inc., 

Rosie's customers will tell you she is fair, honest, 
and produces a crisp, clean renovation. Call 
Rosie personally at 325-5771. 

We have the best references in the community. 
Let Rosie help you with your design and 
renovation...big or small. 4/ . 

325-5771 Jkuj-flc 

Say you 
saw it in 

SOUTHERN 
VOICE 

3BNTBT    .) 

C| m 
Jean E. Miller 

Attorney at Law 

General Practice 

436^0028 

(" ATTORNEY ) 
/• ; N 

James K. Satcher, J.D. 
General Practice 

DUI/Traffic offenses Wills/Trusts 
Bankruptcy Discrimination (ADA) 
Divorce/Domestic relations Employment concerns 

Free Initial Consultation 
Suite 215,2285 Peachtree Rd. NE 

35O0062 

ANN 
DUCKWORTH 
• cleaning services • 

Since 1986 

• residential 
commercial 

Hardwood 
Floor Waxing 

references 
on request 

298-1409 

of Southern Voice 
readers have ordered 
seafood 6 to 10 times 
in the past 30 days. 

KEEP jg 
YOUR w 
BITE BRIGHT! 

Nancy M. Stewart 
D.D.S..P.C. 

General and Cosmetic 
Dentistry 

558 Medlock Road, Suite 7 
Decatur, Georgia 

(Near Scott/N. Decatur Rds) 

Serving Emory-Decatur Areas 

(404) 377-2662 

Find what 
you need in 

THE 
DIRECTORY 

CCONTRACTOF") Q 

(~ r   ATTO -)  i 

RON EBY 
General Contractor 

Window Ropes 
to Additions 

Small Jobs • Repairs 
Electric • Plumbing 

Windows/Doors 

297-0078 
m 

1 
r 

WARREN  L. CASADAY 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 

wills 
e 

real estate 
e 

HIV discrimination 

633-1765 

Home Additions 
&Remodeling 

] 
Emmett Construction 

371-0398 

gene cloud 

Free Estimates Licensed/Insured 

ATTORNEY 
Xm*$£ii*&%ii i 

JOHN MATTESON 
584-0872 

Sensitive to the needs of the 
gcry/lesbicm community 

See Our Display Ad 
_J 

Best Roof Expert 
From New Roofs 

to Old Roofs 
100% Guarantee 

TRADE MASTER 
CONSTRUCTION 

,     478-5561     j 

C~ COMMjR'  ) 
C J. Clark 

Dependable 
Remodeling 

Specializing in 
Quality Work 

622-4922 

D.U.I " "^ 

DUI 
Classes T Assessments 

Midtown Defensive Driving 
& DUI School 

1026 Monroe Drive, N.E. 

Serving "OUR" Community 
With Pride 

892-1775 
GRAPHBTD 

^AtAXT GRAPHIC*? 

FIND WHAT YOU NEED 
in the directory 

S 
Since 1982 

Corasanlti Construction Co 

HOME IMPROVEMENTS 
REMODELING Jl! 

□ Kitchens 
□ Decks 

□ Baths 
□ General Repairs 

Fa Free Estimates 
^Call Gene  

business cards • fliers 
resumes • stationery 

brochures • invitations 
labels • databases 

call Darryl or Michael 
325-5208 

50% 
of Southern Voice 

readers get their copy 
from a street box. 
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Him& VeUrtttoy Senuicz 

Homes 
Townhomes 
Condominiums 

Interior - Exterior 
Sheetrock Repairs 

Free Estimates 
TIM MENDRYSA 
(404)315-1665 

m 
Clairmont Carpet 

Dalton Prices—Decorator Service 

Berber - Sisal - Custom Rugs 

Designers/Contractors Welcome 

634-3979 Open 7 Days 

Call 
Charlie Kauffman, 

Paralegal for 
ATTORNEY'S 

SERVICES 

• Wills (from $100) 
• Bankruptcy, 

Chapter 7 ($450) 
• DUI Nolo Plea 

($250) 
• Special Problems 

(HIV+, etc.) 

FREE INITIAL 
CONSULTATION 

873-0103 
J 

We can 
help small 
businesses 
overcome 

bstacles 

Call today for 
Directory rates 

876-1819 

(PSYCHOIHERAPiSJ   |j—|—j 

ROSE HILL 

CENTER 

FOR 

PSYCHOTHERAPY 

Steve* *£. 'SevUiet, tft.S. 
Psychotherapist 

20% 
OFF WITH 
THIS AD 

785 Marcus Street SE 
Atlanta, GA 30316 

404-525-2777 

Janice Canon, LCSW 

Individual. Couples, & 
Group Therapy 

Locations In Stone 

Mountain. Atlanta, & Duluth 

299-2813 
> , / 

Stella Eller, M.ED., M.A. 

Counseling 
• Recovery issues 
•Abuse survivors 

• 12 step focus 

874-2373 
slidinq scale 

€ HOME IMPROVEMENT I G 
Odd Jobs: 

• Painting 
• Cleaning 
• Yardwork 
• Pressure washing 

Voice/TTY 
's Productions 373-6673 

J c PAPIST :-"T,"":->~) 

Deep Tissue 
Stress Reduction 
Sports Massage 

In & Out Calls • 7 Days a Week 
By Appointment 892-2290    . 

Edward O. Nix, M.D. 
Member of the American Academy of Psychoanalysis 

i Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy for 
Major Growth/Transitions 

) 
3756 Lavista Rd., Suite 100 • Northlake Commons 

Phone 634-0672 

MIDTOWN MOVERS 
EQUUS CONTINENTAL MOVERS, INC. 

Liscensed & Insured 
COMMUNITY OWNED AND OPERATED 

Residential, Commercial, Office 
Fine Antiques 

Packing, Un-Pack, Set-Up 

377-9870 
GPSC Ccit. #7436 

Julia Strong, MSW 

Individual & Couples 
Psychotherapy 

458-6886 

10% 
of Southern Voice 
readers go movies 
4 times a month. 

Your one-call resource for all home repair, 

remodeling, decorating, general upkeep and 

personal convenience services. Qualified. 

Guaranteed. Competitive. Visa/MasterCard. 

215-9811 

C      MOVERS ~^ 

MOVING!!! 
AS LOW AS 

$7Q-00 

Packing Available 
FAST SERVICE 
352-1189 

JAMES 

68% 
of Southern Voice 
readers live in the 

central city. 

C (SERVICES D 
Fresh Air Inc. 

Heating and Air Conditioning 

Service 
Sales 

423-0514 
Don Foster 

Residential 
Commercial 

(    INSURANCE    ')   O 

ABLE 
Insurance Services 

Auto Insurance For 
Alt Lifestyles 

mm 

LOW COST 
TERM LIFE INSURANCE 

• No exam needed for most 
ages up to $300,000. 

• No blood test up to $500,000. 

DAVIS FINANCIAL GROUP 

(404) 454-6745 

31 1 
  
IP-PETS- |   (     CLEANING   "Q   (  TEMP AGENCY  ) 

pet parenting 
lee Crawford, ph.d. 

specializing in cats an a dog's and their relationships with people 

pet behavioral consultation 
v^  in-home pet care  404 873-3877 

C LANDSCAPING i 
<Iill Haynie 

Karen Stein frfi**** 9<o-„ 
404-427-8267 

Specializing in 
Hand Pruning • Installation • Seasonal Color and Ground Maintenance 

Pet's Best Friend 
Petsitting Service 

404-634-0292 

Licensed, Bonded 
V^     and Insured 

Serving 9 In-home 
Intown Atlanta Care, etc. 

f * 

Mr. Nasty beautifies carpet, 
deals with roommate odors, 

most pet stains, and 
does interior painting. 

415-SHAG 
V J 

(■     SERVICES   ^) 
AFFORDABLE 
pressure cleaning 

00h any house up 
to 3500 sq. ft. 

ncludes walkway 
$99 

call now 
594-0305 

Steve Colitz 

You're 
Hired! 
Learn new software FREE! DOS, 

WINDOWS and Macintosh Specialists 
'Hirinii*ul)it\niii|uali(n.iiiniK,mil|Kr>iiiiin.s.Hiiiljhlf 

• Clerks 
• Receptionists 
• Accounting 
• Data Entry 
• Word Processors 

r   • Secretaries 
Call Today! 

L 

THE SOUTH'S LEADING GAY AND LESBIAN WEElCLY 

Directory Advertising   (404) 876-1831 

G PSYCHOTHERAPIST 

Claudia Scarbrouah, ft.S. 

D 0 SIGNS I 
'-31 National Certified Counselor 

• Incest and Sexual Abuse 

Survivors • Sexuality 

GROUPS FORMING 

counseling 
women in transition   404 717-4146 

V^IDVANIAGE 

SYGN MART 
A Sign of Intelligence! 

CUSTOM SIGNS & GRAPHICS 
Banner* • Magnetics • 3-D Letters • Typesetting 
ADA Braille • Screen Printing • Vehicle Lettering 

325-5302 FAX 325-9917 
2064 Brlarcllff Rd. #103  • Atlanta, GA •  30329 
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Stone Pillar 
Bed & Breakfast 

ffiffr 

Your Home 
in the Mountains. 
Hiking, Biking & Antiques 

P.O. Box 1881 
Pine Street 

Blowing Rock, NC 28605 
(704)295-4141 

GETAWAYS... 

A. RSVP CRUISES 
B. OLIVIA CRUISES 
C. TRIPS HOME 

TO MOM 
D. ALL OF THE 

ABOVE 

872-8747 
USA - TRIP 

n    TRIPS 
UNLIMITED 

1004 VIRGINIA AVENE 
ATLANTA 30306 

} c 

PLAY ON THE BEACH 
Two cozy cottages at Seagrove 
Beach, Florida. Near quiet, 
sugarsand beach; fishing dock, 
wonderful restaurants and shps 
in nearby, colorful Seaside. 

RELAX IN THE MOUNTAINS 
Secluded chalet in Franklin, North 
Carolina. Peaceful atmosphere 
and reasonable rates. Fireplace, 
deck and beautiful view. 

Pets Welcome. 

CALL (205) 263-5970 

PLACE 

MOWffAIOt 

C9\fBlcHMD^TAL 

Jirtptau, deck. 
and zuaterfatt. 

'Beautifutty furnished. 

(404) 297-9825 

A Campground for Womyn 

P.O. Box 762 
Simpsonville, SC 29681 

803-862-7833 

CHARLESTON BEACH 
BED & BREAKFAST 

Affordable deluxe rooms and 
breakfast, social hour, 
8-person spa and pool. 

P0 Box 41 
Folly Beach, SC 29439 

(803) 588-9443 

-j.- 

Janette Friel, DVM 
Melissa Rayfield, DVM 

A modern facility with 
old-fashioned care 

NMAN ANIMAL 
HOSPITAL   584-8761 

926 DeKalbAve. • Inman Park • By appt. only 

AIDS Services 
& Education 

AIDS & Substance Abuse Speakers Net- 
work (ASASN) A volunteer organization 
provides education of HIV/AIDS and or 
substance abuse free to any school, busi- 
ness or organization. For more info phone 
977-7797. (6.22) 

AIDS SUPPORT: Jewish Family Services 
sponsors a support group for Jewish 
people affected by HIV/AIDS, their fami- 
lies or lovers. 2nd and 4th Sundays, 7:30 
p.m. in Buckhead. For information: 888- 
6400, voice mailbox 76. 

AIDS RESEARCH CONSORTIUM OF 
ATLANTA (ARCA): A non-profit asso- 
ciation of healthcare providers who offer 
persons infected with HIV access to prom- 
ising new therapies through clinical drug 
trials. ARCA conducts these trials to find 
effective treatments and ultimately a cure 
for AIDS. There is no financial cost to 
participate on an ARCA trial. For more 
information, call 876-2317 or write to 
ARCA at 131 Ponce de Leon, Suite 130, 
Atlanta 30308. (6.22) 

AID Atlanta Services include education, 
case management, transportation, hous- 
ing, buddy program, practical support, 
homeless services, pediatric services, sup- 
port groups, AIDS Information Line. Call 
872-0600 for more information. 

AIDS HOTLINE FOR WOMEN- 888- 
9991 -a project of the Feminist Women's 
Health Ctr. Trained phone counselors 
5:30-9:30pm Mon-Fri, 10:30am-2pm Sat- 
urdays. Caller anonym ity assured. To vol- 
unteer call Tonia at 874-7551. 

HIV+ Narcotics Anonymous (NA) for Af- 
rican Am. FREE ANONYMOUS HIV 
TESTS, counselling, referral (minority 
cultural sensitivity). For confidential info 
call OUTREACH, INC. 346-3922. 

P.O.O.H. - Positive Outlook On Health 
is a supportive network of HIV+ persons 
who share positive health attitudes and 
want to meet similarly oriented people 
for social and emotional interaction. Call 
872-9954. 

THE ATLANTA BUYERS CLUB-ABC 
provides access to optional treatments for 
the HIV community in the Southeast. 
Hours are 12-5 PM, Tuesday through Fri- 
day. We are located at 44 Twelfth SL, 
NE, with parking in the rear. For more 
information phone (404) 874-4845, fax 
(404) 874-9320, or write P.O. Box 77003, 
Atlanta, GA 30357-7003. 

Atlanta Gay Center —Plus groups for 
HlV-affected people. Fridays, 8:00pm and 
Sundays, 6:00pm. 63 12th StreeL Call 
876-5372 for more info. Helpline, 892- 
0661, for info, counseling and referral. 
6:00-11:00pm 365 days a year. 

AIDS Information Line /GA Toil-Free 
AIDS Hotline Free, anonymous infor- 
mation and referral services. In Atlanta: 
876-9944; Toll-free: 1-800-551-2728 
(voice/TTY) 

Announcements 
A professionally led, low cost support 
group for lesbian and gay youth is now 
forming. Call 605-7443 for more info. 
(.625)  

Are you interested in becoming part of a 
postal gay/lesbian network? If so, call 

325-7404. (6.22) 

CALLING ALL POETS! 
Poetic License, a new poetry collective 
for Gay Men and Lesbians is now form- 
ing. If you write, read, or simply enjoy 
the company of poet, call (404) 321 ^933. 
(6.23) 

Lesbian Support Group for women con- 
sidering artificial insemination and/or 
adoption process. Call 908-1704 (6.24) 

Employment 

PART TIME 

DELIVERY/DRIVER 
Flexible hours, creative pay. Must have 
reliable transportation. Please call Tim at 
Maddix • Deluxe, 892-9337 for appoint- 
ment. Maddix • Deluxe, 1034 N. High- 
land. (6.22) 

FULL TIME 

Needed. Experienced sign maker, famil- 
iar with Casmate or Gerber. Production 
and Sales. Virginia Highlands area. 325- 
5302. (6.22) 

kittens, dog/puppies or any loving ani- 
mal. Let us help. Place your classified 
today. 

Real Estate 

Health 

PERSONAL GROWTH 

HYPNOTHERAPY 
plants the seeds of NEW possibilities. 
Practicing in wellness imagery, weight/ 
stress control, stop smoking and recovery 
from dysfunctional religious program- 
ming. Karen Barry 451-4649. (6.22) 

Merchandise 

'50s FURNITURE 
*50s sleeper sofa. Original fabric. Deco 

.style tile coffee table. '50s lamp. Great 
condition. Sold together. SI,000. 876- 
5112.(6,23)  

PIEDMONT-AIR & HEAT 
"6 MONTHS same as CASH" Now 
through September 12,1993. "See Dealer 
for Details. 755-1834. (6.32) 

Pets 
Rottweilers - Beautiful puppies w/cham- 
pion bloodlines bom 6/29/93. Males S375, 
females S350. Taking deposits now. 932- 
0572. (6.22) 

Nice cat needs a good home. 2 years old, 
all shots and no claws. Call Jay at 297- 
7798. (6.22) 

Leam to become a dog trainer. Earn good 
money. Full or part time. Free lecture 
July 25th. Call for information and reser- 
vations 1-800-533-3647. (6.22) 

Looking for a great home for your cat/ 

FOR RENT 

ANSLEYPARKCONDO 
900 sq. ft. B R; DR, LR, office, CH/A, W/ 
D, ceiling fans. Across from Piedmont 
Park. S695 + utilities. 373-1829. (6.23) 

Efficiency Apartment in house basement 
on McLendon Ave. $375/monlh. 377- 
0136. (6.24) 

Small 1 BR apt. in Little Five Points 
area. Perfect for student. $250. Call 581- 
9782. (6.22) 

Lawrenceville subdivision: private en- 
trance, 1 BR, full bath, wall-to-wall car- 
peting, large closets, W/D, deck, yard, 
garage, $400/mo. + 1/2 utilities. 339-4826. 
(6.22) 

FOR SALE 

SHERWOOD FOREST 
Ranch home: Sunlight, pool, spa, deck, 
creek, 1/4 acre and deep woods! 
$227,500! Daniel Ross: 607-7363. R.S. 
Owen & Co. Realtors. Any Questions? 
(6.23) 

MORNINGSLQE 
Contract fell through - this is your chance! 
Beautiful 8 1/2 yr. old home nestled in 
the woods. Fireplace, hardwood floors, 
brick patio, lush shade garden and more! 
$239,900. Karen Britting RE/MAX in 
Town 634-3914. (6.24) 

In-Town Atlanta (DcKalb County) 3 BR, 
3 1/2 BA, brick finished daylight base- 
ment, large rooms, many extras. 5249,000. 
Owner/Agent (404) 636-2311. (6.22) 

2501 Wawona Dr., 598,500, 3BR, 1 1/2 
BA. California contemporary ranch, full 
basmnt. Gary Trowbridge 892-5847. 
Coldwell Banker 874-2262 (6.23) 

Roommates 
Gay male or female, mature, stable, no 
drugs or alcohol, light smoker okay, who 
loves dogs to share 3 BR, 2 BA house in 
Kennesaw. S200/mo. + share utilities and 
yardwork. Call 919-0652 and leave mes- 
sage. (6.23) 

Grant Park - GWM to share spacious 2 
BA, 4 BR home w/3, W/D, S300/mo. 
includes Mil. + S100 deposit. 622-0384. 
(624)  

HOUSEMATE WANTED AUG. 1 
Share my home - Woodland Hills / 
Emory. 3 BR, A/C, W/D, Great Rm, PvL 
Deck, on bus rt, safe, prefer lesbian, non- 
smoker, no kids/pets. S450/mo. includes 
util. Call Dennie wk 252^843, hm 325- 
2630. (6.25) 

Lesbian wanted to share house in Decatur. 
5250 + portion of utilities. Temporary 
arrangement OK. 289-8819. (6.24) 

North Druid Mils. GWM seeks respon- 
sible GM/F to share 2BR/2BA modern 
apartment. No smoking or drugs. S375 + 
Ifl mils. 634-7649(6.23) 

Seeking roommate. GWM Ohioan needs 
apartment to share early August. Prefer 
Midtwon location. Please call Tim 614- 
421-1165.(6.23) 

1-85 Beaver Ruin. Seeking gay/lesbian 
roommate for 3BR/2BA home. Honest, 
neat, mature are req. Own fum/unfum/ 
$300 mo, 1/3 utils. Dep/ref req. No pets. 
279-7450 (6.22) 

2GWMs seeking third person to share 
3BR/3BA renovated house in quiet/se- 
cure Candler Pk. Private space/entrance; 
common kitchen/util area. $375/mo. inc. 
utils. 370-0294 (6.22) 

Inman Park: GF, quiet, nonsmoker seeks 
same to share 2BR/1BA home. W/D. 
Must like pets. $300 + 1/2 utils. 577- 
0644 (6.22) 

Roommate wanted. Female to share 3BD/ 
2BA house in Chamblee. $350/mo inc. 
utils. Call after 8pm. 454-6260 (6.23) 

285/85 North. GWF seeking roommate 
to share large house. $350 includes utili- 
ties. No drugs, no pets. 840-1780. (6.23) 

Services 

HANDY DAVE 
Yard work, painting, cleaning, windows, 
other odd projects. "One call does it all." 
Voice mail 722-2448. (6.23) 

4 YOU 
Find the relationship that's right 4 YOU. 
(404) 875-6857 FREE to complete your 
relationship profile. (404) 976-4YOU 
(4968) S5 per call for matches and mes- 
sages. EDGETECH Atlanta 18+ Touch 
tone. (404) 892-6970. (6.22) 

HOUSE CLEANING - Tired of spend- 
ing your precious lime doing the dishes 
and mopping the floor? Let me do it for 
you! Very reasonable rales. Experienced. 
Call Marie at 963-8606. 

SERIOUS SITTER - Need someone U) 
sit for your house, pels or child? I can 
care for Ihem all - al very reasonable 
rates. Responsible. Experienced. Call 
Marie at 963-8606. 

Travel 
LESBIAN PARADISE! 20 rooms, 100 
acres, pool, hot tub, hiking/skiing trails, 
peace & privacy. Highlands Inn, Box 118 
SV, Bethlehem, NH 03574. (603) 869- 
3978. (6.35) 

Voice Connection 

WOMEN 

Robust GWF, 55, lover of classical mu- 
sic and gourmet meals. Teddy bear with 
sould, piercing blue eyes. Seeks cute 
GWF, spiritual warrior. No durgs, no 
smoker, no cliches. Runes say KANO. 
2221 Peachtree Rd., Box D-286, Atlanta, 
30309. (6.25) 

Sleepless in Atlanta, seeking mature, 
stable, responsible, drugfree partner for a 
very long, boring and peaceful relation- 
ship. B" 1531 

Life is short but it sure is wide—let's 
share some of it! Professional, stable, fun- 
loving GWF, 41, wants you to call. En- 
joys tennis, running, movies, candlelight 
dinners and life. No smokers/bars. IT 
1532 

Desired: Wise, lovely, genteel woman. 
Feeling and success oriented. Appreci- 
ates life's finer offerings, reveres its sim- 
pler pleasures. You are fit GWF 37-44, 
passionate, positive, with wit and imagi- 
nation, also seeking to share the wonder, 
warmth, and adventure. You remember 
how to question authority and are occa- 
sionally up for throwing caution to the 
wind. Eclectic interests. Value fun, inti- 
macy and autonomy. If meeting a woman 
with the above qualities appeals to you, 
write back! (Don't respond if you're a 
substance abuser, in recovery or having 
an identity crisis.) PO Box 2053, Decatur, 
GA 30031. (6.22) 

Seeking intelligent GWF 32-42 active in 
the gay community in volunteer/work 
with AIDS related programs. GWF inter- 
ested in friendship. TT 1547 

Good looking GBF, 26, desires a GBF 
28+ who is shapely, intelligent and sin- 
cere. TT 1550 

GWF - Amazon, 36, accomplished, 
thoughtful, deliberate, practical, healthy, 
musical, kind, good looking, opinionated 
seeks similar women for friendship and 
fun. B* 1551 

GWF looking for special GWF 30-40. 
Integrity, intelligent, monogamous. 
Enjoy's galleries, music, theatre, books, 
having fun. No drugs, alcohol abuse. TT 
1556 

GWF seeks GWF feminine for friend- 
ship or possibly more. Must love chil- 
dren and being pampered. No drugs. B" 
1528 

GWF feminine, attractive, professional, 
VERY discreet seeks same GWForBiWF 
24-35 for friendship. Preferably Colum- 
bus, Aubum area - Confidential. B" 1526 

GWF, 23, 5*2", slim, good sense of hu- 
mor, positive, motivated, has own life, 
seeking attractive, secure woman who 
enjoys local music, outdoors, arts, ro- 
mance. No butch, no druggies, no 
psychos. B" 1525 

GWF seeks GWF 35-55, average size, 
for friendship and possibly more. No 
drugs, "ff 1523 

Wonderful intelligent GWF looking for 
special lady 30-40s who has sense of hu- 
mor, honesty and loyalty for relatinship. 
-ff 1521 

BiBF, 41, auto erotic, discreet Mom, 
closet butch, first timer. Lonely for intel- 
ligent open minded bi/GF for friendship 
& mutual interest. TT 1495 

GWF, 40's, seeks serious animal lover, 
vegetarian, non-smoker who has trouble 
with grown people who believe in super- 
natural beings, "ff 1497 

GBF in search of other gay females for 
friendship, possibly more. A good sense 
of humor is the only requirement. *ff 
1499 

Warm, cute, full-figured GBF seeks in- 
telligent, warm, fun female for quality 
friendship. Variety of interests, good times 
w/good friends. Be positive, honest, car- 
ing and drug-free. B1 1488 

GBF, attractive, very feminine, seeks fun- 
loving, aggressive GF for friendship, pos- 
sible relationship. TT 1462 

Deep, caring love begins between my ears. 
Liberal, fun, professional, attractive, 36 
GWF, emotionally healthy, seeking same 
to start gently. B" 1474 

Cute fern GBF, 20, seeks aggressive GF 
for friendship and perhaps more. Age and 
race not important. TT 1477 

Do you like movies, conversation, fun, 
and sex? So do I. If you are interested in 
participating in all of the above (or at 
least three out of four not excluding the 
fourth), take a chance and call. I'm GWF, 
late 30's, 5*6", slender, attractive. You're 
30-45, my height or under, witty, inter- 
ested in life. IT 1481 

GBF,, aggressive, looking for a friend- 
ship. Seeking intelligent, career-minded, 
honest woman, not butch, between 20- 
30, no drugs. TT 1461 

GBF seeks that special someone between 
18-27 for friendship, possible relation- 
ship. 7T 1455 

DWF, 20s, Bi, curious, happy, furmy, in- 
telligent, artistic, drug-free, non-bar per- 
sonality seeks companion & entry level 
excercise partner. *S 1446 

Attractive, athletic GBF (30) seeks ath- 
letic GWF for that special kinda relation- 
ship. Take a chance and call. Please ferns- 
only! "ff 1424 

20 aggressive GBF enjoys music, sports, 
and having a good lime. Seeks GBF 18- 
27 for friendship, possible relationship. 
B" 1421 

GWF, 25, fern, pleasing plump with 
daughter, seeking GF for friendship, 
maybe more. Enjoy music, movies and 
more. No drugs. IT 1419 

Single 30 year old male seeks lesbian for 
marriage of mutual convenience. TCP 1420 

GWF seeks same age 31-40 emotionally 
healthy, feminine, communicative, affec- 
tionate, thoughtful, no drugs, smokers, 
for friendship, possible relationship. 
Hopeless? "B 1413 

GBF, 18, petite, lipstick lesbian, seeks 
GI1F 18-21 for friendship, maybe more. 
B" 1416 

Seriously GBF seeking... A black woman 
who is feminine, bitchy, petite and will- 
ing to bow down to me. "B 1409 

GWF, attractive, 34, seeks same for din- 
ner, dancing, movies, music, outdoors, 
indoors, art, theatre, etc. Humorous, 
witty,intelligcnt a must. B" 1383 

GBF 2 kids seems feminine, likes to be 
controlling. Seeks extremely feminine BF 
who wants a serious relationship. No 
chubbies. TT 1382 

Single female seeking other females for 
friendship and possible relationship. 18- 
25. No butches. TT 1381 

GBF attractive romantic of 28; Searching 

MORE ON PAGE 34 
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CALL 

Diana Refsland 
874-4443 

Mary Beth Wallace 
873-4788 

Intown Specialists for 
Homes & Investment 

Properties 

PIEDMONT PARK 
CONDO 

10th St—spacious 1BR/1BA w/ 
hdwd firs, sunrm, built-in 

bookcases. $69,900 

FOURTEEN WEST 
REAUOfe 

874-6357 

EXPERIENCED. 

DEPENDABLE. 

EFFECTIVE. 

/°5~e 
p#g 

STEVE BLAND 
RE/MAX ACHIEVERS 

847-0808 
Each office is independently owned and operated 

RAINBOW 
FINANCIALSERVICES 
Refinance Now 

• • • 

Rates Great 
• A Wide Spectrum of Mortgage Products • 

• Competitive Rates • Free Consultation 

Mary Swinford, President GA Residential 
• Arkie Clark Mortgage Licensee 

. Joy L. Self 2   3   3-990 

Paula Needle, GRI 
RE/MAX Metro Atlanta 

Residential and Investment 
Real Estate Services 

Office: 321-3123 
Fax: 321-0051 

2205 LaVista Rd. 
Atlanta, GA 30329 

P remier 
PROPERTY SERVICES 

• Property Management 
• Leasing 
• Maintenance 
• Residential/Commercial 

Let us take the stress out of owning real estate. 
(404) 607-RENT 

The perfect home meets 
your budget, personal 
taste and life-style. Call 
me to help you find it. 

Thank you for your 
business, Southern Voice 
readers. 

CHRIS 
CARROLL 
RE/MAX metro atlanta 

321-3123 
933-4707 

MORTGAGE SHOPPING? 
Call JEFFREY HALEY 

1 Lowest Rates 
• FHA & VA Loans 
' No Income Verification 
• Cash Out Refinances 
• 2nd Mortgages 

Exceptional Service 

IMERICAN 

• Fixed & Adjustable 
• Condo & Investor 
• Commercial Loans 
• Rehab Money 
• Jumbo Loans 

Variety & Convenience 

c M 
FINANCIAL 

ORTGAGE, CORP. 

JEFFREY HALEY 
24 Hour Voice Mail/Pager Office: 

404-726-1666 404-399-0912 

charlene e. cothran 
realtor 

Call today for your first 
time "Seller's Kit." 

Specializing in the Grant Park, 
Ormewood Park, & Brownwood 

Park neighborhoods. 

Serving Metro Atlanta 
since 1986 

W.T. Adams & Co. Realtors (404) 708-6867 

A. 
875-1990 

RE/MAX intown 

LOUIS OKONIEWSKI 
REALTOR 

presents: 
VIRGINIA HIGHLANDS 

$149,000!! 
Clapboard home on hill offers: 

formal living rm w/firepl, dining 
rm, den, two bdrms, high ceilings 

and a fenced back yard! 

Your Intown Neighborhood 
& Relocation Specialist 

Rach office independently owned & operated 

ART AUERBACH 
Associate Broker 

Selling your home 
is not a science... 
it's an ART! 
Re/Max Metro Atlanta 
Home office 321-1930 
Each office independently owned & operated. 

M Your In Town Atlanta 
Realtor 

—ELI saleeby — 

728-8800 
RE/MAX Intown     ext. 9230 

COLDWeiX 
BANKGRU If You're Not 

Dealing With 
The Home Qote"s." ~ 

f^% I.TCE 

iH 
SMITH 
You're only getting 
V2 the attention 
you deserve! 

■ 

CondooftheWeek 
Loft-like Contemporary 
Townhouse. Energy efficient, 
Stunning Styling, Virginia 
Highland Neighborhood. 
Owner Transferred & 
motivated $81,000. 

fc   . 

jf                LEE SMITH 
v        Associate Broker, GRI 

■                         \   (office phone) 874-2262 
1                                      (24 hr. phone) 362-1865 

(residence) 876-1459 

Serving our 
community 
for over 
ten years. 

M 
JIM HILUARD 

RE/MAX in TOWN 

622-2127/728-8800 
Serving first time homebuyers in the $65,000-$125,000 range. 

Go with the 
Winning 
Team! 

DIXIE CARD   SALLYE PARSONS 
/ 377-1166 848-(XK)l 
I 

l-J    . 

RE/MAX METRO ATLANTA 321-3123 

Gary Trowbridge 

Condo & Highrise 
Specialist 

1370 N. Highland 
Atlanta. GA 30306 
874-2262 (Bus) 
873-5254 FAX 
892-5847 (Res) 

oAiSiSlwJ 
coLouieu. 
BANIieRO 

The Home Sdlere" 

Grant Lundberg 
RE/MAX of Buckhead 

Unparalleled Attentive Service 
Interest rates are down! 

It's time to move up! 

Off 233-4633 Home 876-2384 
Each office independently owned A operated. 
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thru ads for female life-mate. You should 
be attractive too—Insightful, thoughtful, 
communicative and true. V 1356 

GWF - 33, intelligent, attractive, veg- 
etarian, with strong sense of integrity, 
into non-bar activities, seeks a GF, 32-40 
who thinks well of herself, with similar 
interests. TT 1354 

GWF - Androgynous; likes dancing, mu- 
sic, walks, wine and candlelight, beer and 
pool. Seeking GWFs with personality, 
brains, and a life. TT 1349 

GWF, 21, seeks GWF, 21-25 for friend- 
ship and possibly more. No smokers / 
drugs. IT 1347 

GWF, 22, seeks similar. Intelligent, ca- 
reer minded, enjoy having fun, laughing, 
experiencing new things. Seeking friend- 
ship, possible romance, "tt 1344 

Single Black Female seeks same for 
friendship and other possibilities. 7T 1324 

GWF, feminine, 31, seeking a feminine, 
emotionally stable, humorous, affection- 
ate, thoughtful, drug-free, intelligent 
woman. Is this a hopeless search? 7T 
1322 

MEN 

Attractive GWM, 30,5'5\ 132, Bm/brn, 
hairy, seeking tall, handsome, sincere, 
non-smoking GWM for husband, 30- 
40ish. *ff 1318 

GWM master seeks cute young slave boy. 
You light S&M, bondage, housework, 
personal services for room, nice ward- 
robe, travel, transportation. TOT 1560 

GWM Daddy needs pretty young boy to 
dress in leather & other cute/sexy outfits 
& go out and party. 7T 1561 

GWM, mid-40's. Healthy HIV+, seeks 
stable young GWM for hot massage, high 
erotic states, extended cuddle sessions and 
possible relationship, "ff 1559 

Masculine WM, 41, bm/gm, in shape, 
stable, professional seeks masculine, 
healthy, safe non-smoker WM. TT 1558 

GWM, 36, Healthy HIV+ seeks other 
GWMs who are relationship oriented. I'm 

slim, great cook, attractive, romantic, love 
to cuddle. TT 1557 

GWM photographer seeks 18 to 25 y.o. 
GWM to model nude to tuxedo, no expe- 
rience needed, develop portfolio, travel. 
*T 1562 

NEED A SPANKING? 
Skillfully administered by GWM, 38, 
5*10",HAIRY, 170#,toguys 18-40. Dis- 
cretion assured, limits respected. Begin- 
ners OK. rt 1555 

GWM 35+ prof. 6'3" seeks same to 40. 
Respond if you seek simple life of love. 
Tennis, hairy, masc. sought IT 1554 

GWM Young looking/acting 40,5*7", br/ 
bl, muscular, attractive, sexy, sincere, out- 
doors, varied interests, fun, HIV-. Seeks 
similar. 7? 1552 

Handsome, blond/moustache, slim, 40, 
5'8". masculine, blue collar, non-bar, 
negative, seeks W/M, moustache, hand- 
some, rimming, romantic, relationship, 
35-45. IT 1549 

Relocate to Chicago? Italian guy 39,5'6", 
145#, seeks masculine hairy southern ac- 
cented GWM 35-45 for permanent rela- 
tionship. Into affection, stability, safe oral 
sex no anal. TT 1548 

GWM mature professional seeks good 
looking, sincere and mature young man 
(20s) for travel, shopping, spoiling, pos- 
sible relationship, no drugs, prefer non- 
smoker. IT 1563 

Big Brother, Big Bottom, Carolina GWM, 
50, 6'3", 250, ISO younger GWM, at- 
tractive Top. Trim and smooth A+. Will 
travel. IT 1546 

Me: 29, attractive, masculine, "Charles 
Atlas' Before" likes Kahili Gibran, Joe 
Campbell, volunteering, movies, travel- 
ing. You: secure, masculine, GM race 
unimportant. Goal: friendship possible 
relationship with physical and spiritual 
growth. 7T 1543 

GWM seeks attractive young GWM for 
dining out, travel, movies, cuddling, rela- 
tionship, sincere only. IT1 1564 

International Gay Penpals. Meet men all 
over world. Send stamp/address envolope 
4 info to: IGP, Ste. 320, Box 7304, No. 
Hlwd.CA 91603. (6.22) 

SECURE YOUR FUTURE-ENJOY 
THE PRES ENT Spend the next few years 
as my companion-assistant involved in 
world travel and exciting overseas busi- 
ness ventures—in return for a significant 
vested nest egg. I am a GWM, attractive, 
wealthy, middle aged but very active en- 
trepreneur. U B 21 to 35, handsome, 
smooth, slim, healthy non-smoker 5'7" 
to 5*10" (Tom Cruise look A+) with a 
sharp mature mind and great personality. 
Size and experience unimportant, hon- 
esty, character and ambition are. Send 
photo, detailed physical description, re- 
sume to: J.J.M. Box 150,10710 Kenwood 
Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45242. (6.22) 

America's #1 GAY DATELINE. All 
lifestyles. In Your Area. 1-900-860-1333 
S2.50/minutc. CCI BOCA, Florida. 18+. 
(6.25) 

SIZZLING HUNKS LIVE!! 1-800-284- 
2739. S3.50/minute. Wild Gay Party Line 
$2.00/rainute or 1-900-745-0833. 18+. 
(6.25) 

BM, 27, 6T', 255, HIV pos., discreet, 
masculine, independent, affectionate, ver- 
satile; but I prefer to be bottom, NO 
Games, "ff 1527 

GWM seeks gay Jewish male 23-27 for 
friendship, possible relationship. TT 1529 

Looking for love? GWM, 38, 6'2" prof, 
seeks romance with same 30-40. Hairy 
chest major plus. Sincere and caring. IT 
1447 

You: nice looking, tall, glasses, light- 
skinned at Bulldogs on 6/20. You left 
during show. Please call again. ?T 1518 

GBM, attractive, hairy, versatile, top & 
bottom, seeks other black males for dis- 
creet encounters. *ff 1522 

Sexy, hairy leatherboy, 33, 5*8" 150 br/ 
br HIV seeks hairy, affectionate, non- 
smoking, intelligent, kinky, homy, top/ 
daddy to 45. 'S 1519 

GWM, 30, healthy HIV+, financially 
stable, enjoy country music, dance, out- 
doors & more. Seeking same/older friend- 
ship/relationship. Facial hair a+.ffl520 

French Active GWM, 32, 5*10", 135#, 
blk/bm, moust. Lay back, relax and en- 
joy. Str/G/Bi WMs needed to fulfill con- 
stant cravings. TT 1524  : 

BM, 20,140 lbs, 5'7" attractive, and new 
to the scene seeks mature male 20-25 for 
friendship/relationship. IT 1517 

BiWM - 5*11", 165 lbs, 26, brown hair/ 
blue eyes, very good looking, muscular, 
clean-cut fraternity stud, seeks other ex- 
tremely good looking, muscular guys. TT 
1504 

Clean-cut GWM, 31, 5'H", 175# seeks 
athletic GWM 25-35. Interests: 99X, 
weightlifting. Prefer non-smoker and the 
smoother the better. TT 1515 

GWM, handsome, 1DV-, desires some- 
one to date; enjoys the mountains, hikes, 
reading, serious conversation. Comedy 
Central, 60s TV, long kisses. Weary of 
tactile deprivau'oa IT 1501 

GWM, 31, 5'9", 175, Bl/bl looking for 
someone with a sense of romance and a 
desire for love. Call me. TT 1491 

GWM, 38, 6', 155, HIV+, looking for 
someone to spend time with and see what 
happens. TT 1490 

Relationship wanted. Cute GWM 25, 
5'3", 130#, red/bm hair, blue eyes, clean 
shaven, versatile. Your are 18-30, slim 
build, sincere. IT 1498 

Monogamous and quality relationship 
wanted. Affectionate, honest and spiri- 
tual Japanese GM, 41, HIV negative, 
seeks warm hearted GWM. Into exercise, 
nature walk and healthy food. Ready to 
settle down with someone special in At- 
lanta. Like cuddling. Prefer around my 
age. TT 1502 

Black man seeks masculine black man 
for friendship and etc. **ff 1496 

GWM COUPLE, 32 & 38 seek versatile 
GWM for fun and games. Us: Both 5*9", 
185#, bl/bl and br/gr. Love lots of body 
contact. T? 1500 

GWM, 30,6' 1", 170, bm/bm. Seeks WM 
25-45 y/o professional for friendship, pos- 
sibly more. Hairy/muscularpreferred. TT 
1503 

Kissing, Screwing, Cuddling—my three 
favorite things!!! 38 year old nice guy, 
brown/blue, mustache, romantic, safe top. 
*R 1489 

Teddy Bear seeks companion 35-50 for 
good times, happy times, quiet times. I 
am sincere, sophisticated and funny! 

Bearded, 6*1", 240 lbs, 47 years old. TT 
1492 

GWM, 6*2", 170 lbs, 55 attractive, 
healthy, clean cut, educated, ISO mascu- 
line male relationship. No smokers/alco- 
hol/drugs. W 1493 

Blond/green, 5*8", 150, 40, moustache, 
masculine, non-bar. Likes wolves, nature, 
ghost stories, calm moustached, 35-45, 
masc. white. *ff 1494 

Masculine GWM, 32, 6', 185, blond/ 
moustache, attractive, stable, easy-going 
professional seeks similar non-bar type, 
non-smoking, GWM, 28-42 for relation- 
ship. 7T 1485 

Young looking GWM passive, endowed, 
wants spankings and/or safe S/M (HIV+). 
TT 1484 

GWM, 35,5'9", 160, beard, balding, mas- 
culine, versital, seek 35-40s GBM or 
GWM for fun, friendship and more. 7T 
1486 

GWM, 26, 5*11", 170 lbs. Tired of bar 
scene and games. Looking for Mr. Right 
between 30-40 years old. "ff 1483 

GWM, 26, 5*11", 170 lbs. Tired of bar 
scene and games. Looking for Mr. Right 
between 30^M) yrs. old. TX 1483 

Spanish GM 40, 5'9, 160, sincere, pas- 
sionate bottom seeks dominant mascu- 
line, sincere, honest top B/M well-en- 
dowed for committed relationship. TT 
1463 

GBM, 29, college business grad, profes- 
sional, blue-suit type, church goer, com- 
munity involved, seeks brother for more 
than physical. IT 1475 

GWM, 29, 6'4", 195, tall, dark, hand- 
some, healthy, HIV neg., romantic, mas- 
culine, artistic, not into bars, loves out- 
doors, serious replies. TT 1482 

GWM, 34, 5*8", 160 lbs. G-look, masc, 
muscular, gymfly, laid back, non preten- 
tious, honest, affectionate, romantic seeks 
same in secure GWM 35-45. 7T 1476 

Handsome, passionate, 35, 6*1", 175,- 
healthy WM looking for summer sizzle 
and workout partner. Jazz lover. TT 1480 

GWM, 32, 5'10", 135#, blk/bm, very 
French active, ISO laid back, dominant. 

verbal, WMs to help fulfill my constant 
cravings. TT 1478 

GWM, 28, 6', 180 lbs, bm/gm, healthy, 
HIV+, considered attractive with a vari- 
ety of interests, seeking someone similar. 
W 1479 

Long "Married", great relationship, but 
little sex. Want to help out daytimes? 
GWM, 37, handsome, good shape, 
healthy, hairy, bottom. *ff 1459 

Submissive WM, 30, 5'10", 165, attrac- 
tive & fit, seeks training from strict domi- 
nant I'm a novice, but eager to learn! TT 
1460 

GWM, 29, Br/Br, 5*8" 150 lbs. Interests: 
spirituality, sci-fi and fua Seeks 19-35, 
HIV- into same for friendship and more. 
•ZT 1457 

White collar Asian male. 29,5'10", seeks 
guy 20-35 for friendship. You like mas- 
sage when watching TV. TT 1454 

WM, 31, 5'8", prof., atlr, fit, smooth. 
HIV-, rel. oriented. Seeks WM 30-45, 
prof., attr., tall, hairy. TT 1453 

GWM, 55, wise, artsy, affectionate, seeks 
Top down to earth same for relationship. 
7T 1450 

GWM, 30, handsome, athletic, HIV+ but 
healthy, seeks masculine GBM, 25-40 for 
friendship and more. I live out-of-town 
and visit Atlanta often. IT 1451 

Black Male, 23, very masculine, athletic, 
tall, healthy, in good shape, with varied 
interests, seeks Black Male with similar 
qualities. TT 1425 

Successful GWM, 40s, masculine, pro- 
fessional. Seeks very attractive whole- 
some WM under 24 for relationship / 
work / school. TT 1456 

GWM, 35, 5*8", 130 lbs. Brown/blue 
seeks WM top for monogamous relation- 
ship. No bar flys. Love to cuddle. TP 
1448 

GWM, 5*11", bm/brn, 200# prof, seeks 
young smooth slim bottom GWM for fun 
times. ^ 1445 

GBM, 5*10", 200 lbs, average looks, oc- 
casional drag, 22 seeks BM 190+, 25+, 
for friend, looks not important. Not into 
bars. ?T 1444 
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Ad Policy: Southern Voice reserves the 
right to edit, reclassify or reject ads not 
meeting Ryan Publications' standards. 
No refunds for early cancellation. 

MiSprflltS: Southern Voice is not re- 
sponsible for misprints appearing after 
first week. Check ads promptly. 

CLASSIFIED 
ORDER FORM 

TO PLACE AN AD 

Mailing address: 

P.O. Box 18215 

Atlanta, GA 30316 

DEADLINE: Tuesday, 5pm for following week's issue. 

(404) 876-1819 
1189 Virginia Avenue, NE 

In Person: Bring completed order form with payment to Southern 
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Categories indicated by asterisks (*). 
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Giant headlines S3.00 

- COMPUTE YOUR COST 
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Giant headline @ 3.00 
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S12.00 minimum 
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S1.00 

COMPUTE YOUR COST 

20 words @ 12.00 
 # addit. words @ 1.00 
Giant headline @ 3.00 

SUBTOTAL 

TOTAL COST 
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20 words 
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Giant headlines 
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FREE 
FREE 
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$3.00 
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  COMPUTE YOUR COST  
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Giant headline @ 3.00/wcek 
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(4 weeks minimum) x 

TOTAL COST 

FREE 
FREE 
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# of issues Text (Please print): 
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VOICE CONNECTION 
I—T^^T^T^Tj 

TO PLACE FREE AD 
Fill out the classified order form in this section. 20 WORD 
MESSAGE FREE. An SV forwarding mailbox costs 
$10.00 or you may use your own PO Box for $5.00. 
Mail or drop off your completed order for with 
payment. A simple instruction sheet will be 
mailed to you which will enable you to 
record your spoken message 
AT NO COST. 

N A ft* 

e you to    -       ^^ M s& 

m-L .:■   ' "■"'■-'■. 
CALL NOW 

TO RESPOND 
Check each week's paper for ads 

which interest you. Choose ad(s) with the 
symbol S and call 1-900-370-4099. The 

system will guide you to the recorded message of 
your choice. Listen to the spoken ad and then leave 
your response. Cost to you will be $1.50 per minute 

charged to your phone bill. 

($1.50 per minute. Must be 18 or over. Touch tone phones only.) 
■ !*:?W*JB3» 

GWM, 32,5'9", brown hair, brown eyes, 
masculine, attractive seeks GWM 18-39 
for friendship, companionship. TT 1422 

GWM, 6', 175, smooth, professional, at- 
tractive, HIV- seeks discreet younger, sub- 
missive, HIV- playmate interested in safe 
fist action, WS, or spanking. Novice wel- 
come. TT 1449 

Black Prince-where RU? I: gwm, 36, 
260#, handsome, masculine, N2 fitness. 
You: athletic, confident, masc, trim. 
Please hurry, buddy. V 1412 

GWM, 36, healthy, HIV, S'll". 180, 
good-looking, muscular, seeks top. You: 
GWM, masculine, 32-45, good shape. V 
1411 

GWM, 29, 57", 160, br/br. Masculine, 
intelligent, affectionate top seeks mascu- 
line, intelligent, affectionate bottom to 
share life and love. It 1415 

Attractive, masculine BM, 30, seeking 
well endowed masculine BM for no 
strings fun. W 1418 

African American, Hispanic and Anglo 
athletes. Handsome, muscular GWM 
looking for sparring partners. Semi expe- 
rienced boxer. But can be easy and sexy. 
W 1387 

DENTURES A PLUS!-Know what I 
mean? Looking for Mr. Right or Mr. Right 
now. Possible regular thing or not at all. 
Let's talk. W 1386 

GWMC seeks young (18-25), 
goodlooking GWM for house boy / slave. 
Private room / bath in exchange for house 
work / personal services. Call for details. 
IT 1388 

GWM, 37, 5'6", 160#, blk/gm, hairy, 
moustache, healthy, non-smoker, profes- 
sional, XW area. Seeking similar GWM, 
35-40'sforpossiblerelationship. W 1407 

GWM, 49, attractive. Fit, swimmer, HI V- 
, seeks boyfriend 25-45, prefer slender, 
fem., literary / artistic interests impor- 
tant Any race. "B 1408 

WM, 29, 6 ft, 175 lbs, reeding Willis 
type, country boy, boots, jeans, conser- 
vative, CLOSETED, seeks same for 

LONG friendship. Rockdale area. TT 
1384 

Bottom seeks muscular Top, 25 to 40 
who gives safe Greek, spankings, WS, 
TT, obedience training, verbal humilia- 
tion; and likes to receive body worship, 
rimming, boot service and other safe 
S&M. "S 1385 

Attractive GWM 40 seeks attractive 
GWM 25-40 who is sincere, romantic 
and affectionate. POB 11606, Atlanta 
30355. W 1379 

Asians, Blacks, Hispanics, and all others: 
Mature WM, active, hot, more. Begin- 
ners welcome. TX 1380 

GWM, 35, S'S", 137, Br/Bl, bearded/ 
hairy, HIV+, seeks attractive submissive 
boy for cuddling/kink, possible relation- 
ship. No smokers. TS 1375 

Mr. Right seeks Mr. Ready. Handsome 
top seeks bottom for loving relationship. 
IT 1376 

Handsome WM, 35, V2", 185, Brown 

976-4MEN 
976-4MEN 
Atlanta's Exclusive Gay 

24-Hr. Introduction Senice. 
Messages Change Often. 

$3.00 PER CALL 
Plus tolls, if any, to appear on phone bill. 

Leave your own message for FREE by calling 365-8158. 
Must be 18 years or older. 

365-8127 
VOICE MALE BOX 1-900-820-7222 

$1.50 PER MINUTE  AOK, Inc., Atlanta, GA 
OFFERED BY INTRODUCTIONS, P.O. BOX 52883, ATLANTA, GA 30355 

You're 
Alone 

• The Bar Scene Turns You Off... 

• You're Not Meeting Anyone At Work... 

• You're New In The Area... 

• You Don't Have Time To Look For 
Someone Special... 

• You're Willing To Try Something New. 

WRITE OR CALL: 
GAYmates® 

P.O. Box 2167, Dept. Yll 
Decatur, II 62524-2167 

Brochure Requests: 
(217) 875-5005 

COMPUTER LISTINGS 
MEET OTHERS 

hair / eyes, mousiache. Runner, swim- 
mer, well-educated, professional, seek- 
ing similar WM 30+. 7T 1377 

LAIDBACK, WM, semi-loner, 42, 6'2'\ 
180 lbs, HIV-, seeks similar man also 
interested in mutually private "French" 
tutoring, no femmes! IT 1358 

GWM seeks fine GBMs 18-28 for hot, 
safe fun in Orlando, Fla area. Cum, be 
with me! TT 1357 

GBM 34, 5*10, 190 lbs, good-looking, 
athletic, masculine, very romantic seeks 
hairy masculine GWM between 25-40 for 
friendship and possible romance. TT 1355 

Athletic GBM, 25, 6'2", 190, seeks big- 
ger stronger GWM to help me gain extra 
muscle. You'll get friendship, maybe 
more, "ff 1353 

ATHENS-Irish beekeeper (new to area) 
seeks mature masculine (bisex.ua!?), 
dscreel (monogamous/safe) companion to 
share rustic country "cottage" life. "H" 
1352 

28yo GWM, average looks, HIV-. Seek- 
ing young guys (18-25) for casual en- 
counters. Safe sex only, limits respected. 
"ff 1351 

Playful anal GWM, 45,5'10",15O#, seek/ 
share higher anal erotic states. Taoist 
erotic massage, HIV-, your slams no bar- 
rier, "ff 1350 

BM, 29, 5*5", 160#, seeks BM 21-35, 
caring and sincere for friendship and dis- 
creet encounters. Call me, let's talk. TT 
1348 

Hot, homy bottom seeks hunky hung lop 
for good times, safe fun and more. 7T 
1343 

Sincere GWM, 28,6*4", 230 #, dk blonde/ 
blue, seeks GWM, 21-28 for committed 
monogamous relationship. TT 1345 

GWM, mature, seeks muscular attractive 
strict, 25-40 master who needs household 
and other services. IT 1346 

Black hardcore former project boy from 
NYC, tall, dark, street-wise, no-nonsense 
seeks absolutely manly, sexy, handsome, 
dark black soulmate. TT 1339 

WM, 240 lbs, 6'4", masc. Looking for 
strong minded black male, discreet and 

into sports. *ff 1334 ests? TT 1313 

Relationship oriented! Enjoy quality times 
with caring muscular BM, 41, HIV+. You 
must be a similar GM. No drugs/smoke. 
IT 1336 

BM, 30,170, nice body, attractive, needs 
a spanking by masculine BM top. "7T 
1337 

GBM 24, 6', 215, good-looking, mascu- 
line, intelligent, sincere, with varying in- 
terests seeks similar in GWM for pos- 
sible long-term relationship. TT 1338 

Teddy bear type attractive WM, 5'9",245 
lbs, clean, healthy, happy, seeking mas- 
culine, healthy BM .(Top) for friendship/ 
possible relationship. IT 1340 

Black male with feet fetish seeks mascu- 
line black male for uninhibited pleasures. , 
"ff 1341 

Friendship is primary for this liberal, pro- 
fessional, 37, GWM who seeks similar 
GBM to enjoy literature, movies, plays, 
dinners, etc. IT 1342 

Fun, attractive, intelligent GWM, 22 into 
theatre, astrology, and film seeks intelli- 
gent, sensual GWM, 20^45 for potential 
relationship, "ff 1325 

Amatuer wrestler, 6 ft. 185, blonde/blue, 
45, good shape, seeks others interested in 
wrestling, safe fun. IT 1326 

GWM, 30, French active seeks good look- 
ing slender WM's, 20s. Size unimpor- 
tant. Cut with no beards please. Ferns 
welcomed. Discreet ?T 1320 

Tall, single, slim, dark sexy black male 
6ft. 3in., 185 lbs seeks same Bi/GM Top 
Males 30-45, single, muscular for friend- 
ship and more. No ferns. TT 1323 

MUSCULAR, CLEANCUT GWM, grad 
student, short, lean, dark, hairy, non- 
smoker, HIV-. Safe, imaginative. Seek- 
ing MUSCULAR jocks into showing off, 
j/o, being worshipped. W 1315 

France • Loire Valley - French boy likes 
friendship in USA. 1 love USA and I will 
love my friends from your lovely coun- 
try. TT 1311 

WM, 32, 6*3", 235. My interests: coun- 
try/rock music, pop culture/Simpsons/ 
Batman, Braves movies, art.. .Your inter- 

GWM, 40, wishes to meet guys under 25 
for fun, friendship, or whatever! TT 1316 

Sincere GWM, 22, seeks GWM, 23-28 
for long-term, monogamous relatioaship. 
Serious only need respond. TT 1312 

GWM, attractive, 40's, oral expert for 
heavy equipment. Gay/Bi/Sir tunc-ups 
given. Best in town. Call soon! "H" 1317 

TV/TS 

Texas WM, 39, S'll", 175# seeks femi- 
nine passable Transexual (pre-op) or 
Transvcstite 21-45 for long lasting rela- 
tionship/friendship. TT 1553 

46, BiWM, 6' 1", clean, safe, smooth, bot- 
tom, love others into CD, TV/TS, femi- 
nine things, can satisfy demanding top. 
"ff 1410 

CROSS-DRESSER'S GUIDE! A com- 
plete information resource. Near full de- 
tails (pre-recorded) 1-404-333-6455 (24 
Hrs). Fantasies • Personals • Catalogs • 
True Experiences • Coaching • More! (on- 
going) 

BISEXUAL 

30's BiWM, 6', dark hair and eyes, 
Francophile, seeks BiWF whose interests 
include literature, languagc(s). Scrabble. 
Chamber music OK. C 1487 



TIRED OF 
GROCERY 

Are You Trapped 
By the American Way 
of Grocery Shopping? 

L«MltHl 

SHOPPI fliiimniH 

SR^ 
♦ • 

:V^}!A^G.CS $m CONTINENTAL HOME 
FOOD SERVICES, is tomorrows 

idea for feeding your family today* 

THE SOUTHS FIRST CHOICE HOME FOOD SERVICE 

STEAKS 
ROASTS 
QROUND BEEF 

PORK 
VEGETABLES 
FRUIT 

JUICES 
DESSERTS 
& MORE.' 

9 GOOD REASONS TO BUY FROM US 
FREE HOME DELIVERY. 
LESS IMPULSE PURCHASING. 
BUDGET PAYMENTS, EAT NOW - PAY LATER 
NO PRICE INCREASES FOR 24 MONTHS. 
CONVENIENCE, WE DELIVER AND ACTUALLY PUT 
THE FOOD IN YOUR FREEZER. 

i WE GIVE YOU BETTER VALUE AND HELP ORGANIZE 
YOUR BUYING. 

• NO MEMBERSHIP TO JOIN 
> NO FEES 
. CUSTOM CUT TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS 

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING 

"...the meat is excellent, tender and juicy. We love the vegetables and the quality of everything is excellent." t Joy Rawls 

« ience is everything. I don't have to thaw more than I need. Everything is portion packaged so I only thaw 
:d. I hated standing in long lines at the grocery store, now I don't." - Juanita Hyman 

...convenience 
what I need 

JOMPLETE 
VARIETY SPECIAL 

USDA CHOICE BEEF 
Boneless Top Sirloin Steak 
Porterhouse Steak 
T-Bone Steak 
Boneless Ribeye Steak 
Boneless N.Y. Strip Steak 
Cubed Steak 
Kabobs for grill 
Stir-Fry 
Boneless Top Round Steaks 
Boneless Rump Roast 
Boneless Eye of Round 
Boneless Sirloin Tip Roast 
Lean Stew Beef 
Lean Ground Beef 

STARTING AS LOW AS $33.00 PER WEEK 
52 WEEKS 

ORAIN-FED PORK 
Bacon 
Pork Chops 
Sausage 
Ham, Whole or Sliced 

QUALITY FRUIT PIES 
Apple Pie 
Cherry Pie 
Lemon Pie 
Pumpkin Pie 

QITALITV MISC. MEATS    QUALITY FRUITS 
All Meat or Beef Franks 
All Meat or Beef Bologna 
Deli Ham 
Salami 

Peaches, Sliced 
Strawberries, Whole 
Fruit Cocktail 

PRADE A POULTRY 
Whole Fryers 
Cut-up Fryers 
Boneless Breasts 
Legs & Thighs 

ALL FOOD PRODUCTS FULLY GUARANTEED 
We Sell Onh Govt Inspected Products... It's Not A Magic Formula, It's Simply A More Convenient And 

Economical Way Of sgpS OuSl^To Offer You Name Brand Products, Superior Quality & Service At Dbcount Prices. 

QUALITY 1UICES 
Lemonade 
Grapefruit Juice 
Apple Juice 
Grape Juice 
Orange Juice 

GRADE A FANCY VEG. 
Green Beans, French Cut 
Green Beans, Regular Cut 
Baby Lima Beans 
Broccoli Spears 
Broccoli, Chopped 
Baby Brussels Sprouts 
Whole Baby Carrots 
Collard Greens 
Mixed Vegetables 
Cauliflower 
Cut Corn 
CutOkra 
Black-Eyed Peas 
Green Peas 
Spinach, Chopped 

I 

A CALL TODAY TsSSs, 
?K      1-800-USA-F00r 


